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farm, Garden, and Household. 
(OM'U'TED BY 1‘LTNAM SIMONTON. 
»j-our friends who may hare communications, ob- 
’tions, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest, 
al,ling to this department, arc requested to comma- 
die same to Ur. l'utnam Simonton, Searsport, who 
prepar. the same lor publication, it of sufficient ini- 
j .irtauee, 
I.HEETIVO. 
till: KKAOEItS OK IMIS PKPABTMENT : 
-sying our first v ords to the many friends 
-so hope often to meet in these columns, 
no word will more include, or better 
press the great variety of topics upon which, 
al a t lute each week, we propose to treat, 
,n that dear, old familiar word iiomk. How 
reaching its import; for whatsoever wo 
’.-ether to compel the soil to yield its 
rous fruits, the «ea its treasures, and the 
trous arts and sciences their beneficent 
i.- their ultimate object and meaning are 
homo. 
,, the multitudinous ideas thus sug- 
-, r first great duty shall he towards 
real business by which we all subsist, 
.triculture first in the order of time and 
ocs, among the employments of men. 
who would uot be a benefactor? And a 
philosopher has well said that he who 
,-s two blades of grass lo grow where ou- 
on. grew before, is a benefactor ot his race, 
erefove, so far us we may he able, to show 
producer how to produce more with less ex- 
,uir- ot means shall be our first care; and 
second, though scarcely less important than 
first, to show the consumer howto con- 
.-, if-,, with a hnjir amount of pleasure and 
,i profit. 
: the former, the agricultural producer, be- 
■ : Uic ideas of soil,—its origin, nature, and 
.•.inns lo plant life,—plants,—their nature, 
a menus of growth, involving ordinary 
itrm pi “duriion, gardening, flower aud fruit 
sing v. animal iife also—relating to 
and stock raising. To the producers 
Aiming the mechanical, maritime, and 
■ -ssinnal imiustries, it shall be our endeav- 
■liug, iu their aid, the vast help which 
ieuecs and the arts tire constantly be- 
v, on the world. 
be equally numerous class of consum- 
consider how to employ these various 
..i ts so as t-nxtract their true essence aud 
au, —t vitality lo tills belongs Hie great 
;,'t> rood; its why, whence aud what,—its 
.my, quantity, proper proportion, &c. Cloth- 
es quantity, quality, supply, make up, &c. 
it and light; their nature aud origin,—uses 
1 id uses;—this will include the great ques- 
of heat and light-giving substances. Health 
i-. es warming, ventilation, bathing, cloth- 
\crcise, amusements, medication, &c- 
: ui!.s for mental, moral and social imrove- 
11' books aud their contents,—what und 
sv ■ read. Architecture; its styles and util- 
■ s Political economy, which instructs alike 
producer aud consumer as to all the great 
cclples of the exchange of values,—how 
u. when to sell and to buy ; especially as to 
great absorbing question, the true relation 
capital to labor, so that each, so necessary 
a .lie other, shall receive Its just reward. In 
our work Is to try to bring from the great 
,rc house of knowledge whatever from our 
wu best experience and reading, and the sug- 
-tioiis oi others, may seem likely to improve 
ondition and enlarge the happiness of man. 
11i-i in a work so last, so myriad iu forms, 
•a a eg very fibre and interest of society, 
itile n ust be the work any single person 
Jn a work, therefore, undertaken more 
a- publu than Horn personal Interest, the 
are invited to participate and assist in 
uus doing its own work; aud contributions 
a suggestion, properly belonging to this de- 
irtment, to he sent lo the editor at Searsport, 
respectfully solicited, and will receive due 
; r and consideration. And it is not so 
lijch great facts and discoveries, one in an 
me. thut the world is waiting lor, as many lit- 
ones, each of which, if not Itself so, may 
lead to something great. For the humblest 
pi'luim beneath our feet, or the despised thistle 
the way side, may contain or suggest germs 
: truth, which, followed out whither they 
id. may change the destiny of the world, 
i ue rising and falling of the teakettle cover by 
we steam withlu, led to the invention of steam 
itchiuery, and all its wondrous results; tue 
eivering ol a frog's limbs to the discovery of 
-h.vauism, almost the best of whose glories is 
me electric telegraphand its wonderful achieve- 
aieuts aud when iu mid ocean his crew were 
disheartened and mutinous, bits of worthless 
sea weed, like a divine hand, beckoned Colum- 
■js onward iu faith and hope toa New World! 
rniiT 
I at article below on scions, which we take 
.■in that excellent paper—the Maine Farmer— 
■ accords with our own experience and ob- 
■ vation, that we feel it a duty to eall the ut- 
•■•ation of our readers to it. For a very large 
cent, of tlie failures in grafting undoubted- 
ly comes from winter killed scions. Yet in my 
mlgmeut, it is still better, where circumstances 
permit, lo cut them the same hour they are to 
set. Early in May, two years ago, a neigh- 
r took from our apple trees over a hundred 
1 ions, and had them set the same day in young 
decs, the whole tree tops being removed,— 
oat all of them except about 5 per cent., took 
biely, urn! have made a rapid and vigorous 
growth This, however, is not convenient 
where scions are to cotnc from a distance; 
hence the necessity in this ease of early eut- 
tlng. 
A not less important matter, the kind and 
uility of the fruit With what care do most 
people select the articles of their wardrobe, 
which, with the fleeting year, is to pass away 
forever; how much more should we use with 
fruit trees, which are to endure for ages. Yet 
many seem lo think uo mutter whal a tree bears, 
ir whether it supplies the conditions for bear- 
ing at all. 
And so Important do we d< cm the subject 
both to the fruit producer and the consumer, 
uot only as a great source of money profit lo 
lie former, but as one of the greatest promot- 
ers of health and happiness to all,—that we in- 
tend, Irom time to lime, to devote considerable 
attention to topics of this kind;—how trees in 
general grow, the conditions of their growth, 
as location, soil, dressing, pruning, & aud> 
we would earnestly ask all who have this so 
much needed information to communicate it, 
either directly, ill short articles, to these col- 
umns, or indirectly to tlie manager of them; — 
especially as to the best kinds of the various 
fruits, ranging through the seasons from Uu> 
1 arliest to the latest varieties; their eating 
qualities, their hardiness, their relative pro- 
ductiveness, their particular management, &e. 
For ft is iu this collective wisdom of the peo- 
ple that we must look fur that knowledge which 
"hall improve and bless the world. 
Mkssrs. Enrroits:—I have noticed iu the 
Farmer recently, an article on cuttiug scions; 
uutl Icurlng that some of your readers may not 
take sullleieiit wamiug lroui that article, and 
act according to its advice, 1 therefore head 
this letter, Out your Scions now t” Too many 
fruit trees have been injured by setting iu them 
frost-bitten scions, to let this warning pass un- 
heeded. Three years ago the present month, 
I cut a sufficient quantity of scions to graft 
twenty small sized trees; I inserted the cut 
end of each one iu a potato, wrapped them up 
in old woolen cloths, and put them in the cel- 
lar, in a moist place. These 1 had set iu the 
spring, and they all lived, with but two or three 
exceptions, and those were not waxed proper- 
ly when set. Last February (after the coldest 
of the month) I cut about as many more, and 
set them in the spring, in the same orchard; 
and although 1 took great pains in setting them, 
nearly one half did not grow. Upon examina- 
tion of the slocks from whence they were cut, 
I found many of them had winter-killed before 
cutting; and I think this is one great reason 
why there has been so much complaint about 
scions failing to grow The severe cold of 
this mouth and next, with the changes of the 
weather, is too much for a young twig to bear 
in many localities in our State, and even in 
most any orchard in Maine. There will be 
some trees more exposed to winds and cold 
than others, and on sneli trees the tip ends of 
the young twigs often perish in winter. “Take 
time by the forelock," is an old maxim, but it 
is not dead yet; therefore, to all those who 
would make sure of good scions, I repeat it, 
“Cut them notr." C. Buttbiifikiji 
SlF'NKY, Jan. (Itli, lSlitl. 
RE1 i EW8. 
We have received l’utnam’s Monthly Mag- 
azine for Feb. Like its predecessors, it is an 
excellent No. Among its many able aitides is 
one on that great social problem now intensely 
agitating the country and the world,—“Work, 
Wages, Combinations,” &c., In which are treat- 
ed at length “comnmnism,” “trades unions,” 
“mutual stores,” “legal hours of labor,” &c.,— 
finding in them far less for the amelioration 
and profits of labor than in correct ideas of 
economy, and the rigid practice of them. To 
all who would have correct information on this 
great subject, this article alone is worth the 
price for a year, which is £4.00 for one—less 
for a greater number of subscribers. 
As this magazine is not much known in tins 
vicinity, it is perhaps due to our readers to 
state that, in our judgment, it stands high in 
the front ranks of this sort of publications in 
our country; having among its contributors 
such celebrities as Bayard Taylor, Motley, E. 
E. Hale, and others, and is devoted to “litera- 
ture, science, art, and national interests.” Yet 
it is not so much a work for the million, as for 
that smaller class who prefer solid aud endur- 
ing matter to that which is pleasing without 
being useful. It is of that kind whence the 
good Vicar of Wakefield selected his wife,— 
choosing her, as he says, as she chose the stuff 
for her wedding robes, not for show, “but for 
such qualities as would wear well.” 
How to Make a Cranberry 1’ie. There 
are various ways. Some make them open, like 
a custard or squash pie. This is good, but uot 
so good as to cover like an apple pie. Do not 
stew the berries as some do betore baking, but 
slit each berry with a knife. This will pre- 
serve the freshness of the fruit, which is quite 
ail important thing. A coffee-cupful of berries, 
and an equal quantity of white sugar, will 
make a medium sized pie. Those who like a 
sweet |iie should have more sugar; also more 
berries, if desired. Hake as usual. A little 
flour sifted over the fruitgives it a thicker con- 
sistence. One tiling should not be forgotten— 
add a small teacuplul of water. We will give 
the receipt in short. 
One coffee-cupful of sliL berries ; the same 
quantity of white sugar; half the quantity of 
water, with a little flour added or uot. This 
is one of the very best pies for variety, in the 
course of cookery. It is good-looking as well 
as good eating. [Cultivator and Country Gen- 
tleman. 
Very Hard and Durable Cements. Th. 
Schwartze, a civil engineer in Lelpsic, recom- 
mends the following methods of making two 
very hard and durable cements 
1. Mix together thoroughly 4 to j parts dry 
powdered clay, 2 pairs line rust-free iron ill- 
iugs, 1 part black oxide of manganese, 1-2 part 
common salt, and 1-2 part borax: powder the 
whole as iluely as possible, and stir with water 
to a thick jelly. It must be very quickly used. 
Dry the cemented parts at first by a low heat, 
afterwards slowly increasing to an incipient 
red heat. Thus treated this cement becomes 
very hard and glossy, resisting perfectly well 
boiling water or a strong red heat. 
2. Mix equal parts by weight of line, sifted, 
black oxide of manganese powder and Iluely 
powdered zinc white; stir the mixture with 
soluble glass to the fluid paste, and use very 
quickly. This cement is as hard and durable, 
as No. 1. 
Bones and Fowls. Bones usually have at- 
tached to them a quantity of flesh aud fat, 
which render them valable. The fat enables 
the fowls to resist the cold; the llesh gives 
them muscle aud material for the formation of 
eggs; the carbonate of lime furnishes egg- 
shells; and the phosphate yields materials for 
bones and for the tissues. A boy can, in a few 
minutes, chop up with a hatchet all the lesser 
bones that come from the table, and we regard 
them as very valuable. If we were to start a 
poultry establishment on a large scale, we 
should certainly make arrangements to pro- 
cure all the fresh bones possible. It would not 
be dilticult to devise a machine that would crack 
them into fragments the size of large beans, 
and we should get paid twice; llrst through the 
chickens, and secondly through the improved 
character of the manure. [Farmer’s Home 
Journal. 
Liquid Glue. Three parts of glue, broken 
into small pieces, should be covered with 
eight parts of water, and left to staud for 
several hours; oue half pint of ehloriiydric 
acid and three fourths part of sulphide of zinc 
must then be added, aud the whole exposed to 
a temperature of 175 to 200 degrees during ten 
or twelve hours. Let it settle, and it will be 
found to retain its fluid form, and be a most 
useful agent for joining purposes. [Austrian 
Paper. 
A grindstone should not be exposed to the 
weather, as it not only injures the woodwork, 
but the sun’s rays harden the stone so much, 
in time, as to render it almost useless; neither 
should It stand in water in which it runs, as 
the part remaining in the water softens so 
much that it wears unequally aud out of 
true." 
A good story is told of McKean Buchan- 
an, the tragedian, who is said to be one of 
the finest “poker” players in the world. 
While in Australia a few years since, Mr. 
Buchanan had a thrifty, speculative agent, 
who took the money at the door and gen- 
erally kept it. The tragedian couldn’t well 
afford to dispense with this shrewd man’s 
services for so trifling a matter, so ho art- 
fully inoculated the speculative agent with 
a mania for this game of poker, which is 
said to be extremely fascinating, and w hen 
the agent had captured all the money at 
night Mr. Buchanan would skilfully and 
unfailingly win it all away from him during 
the day. In this manner Mr. Buchanan 
redressed wrong, killed time and introduced 
this singular and attractive game into the 
most remote corners of the civilized globe. 
A maideu lady while in company the oth- 
er evening, alluded to her infant smartness, 
stalling that she went aloue when six 
mouths old. A malicious wag present re- 
marked ; “\es, and you have been going 
ever since. 
Under the Ice. 
CHAPTER i. 
There was no braver guide, or more skill- 
ful hunter, that ever set foot upon the Met- 
terhoru, or crawled over the dangerous gla- 
ciers of Monte Rosa, than Ulric Peterson, j 
lie was a man of immense strength and 
great daring; and had often tracked the 
wilderness of snow when those who followed 
the same calling willingly remained in their 
cottages in the well protected villages. He 
laughed at his companions, when they talked j 
of danger ; and made light of the fears of 
his good wife, when she trembled at the 
howling of the tierce winds, or the avalanche 
of snow, that now and then swept down 
with irresistible force, upon the little chalets. 
With well-spiked shoes, a stout alpenstock, 
confidence in himself, and a firm and fervent 
trust in God, he avowed that a man was as 
safe upon the topmost cliffs of the cloud- 
piercing Matterhorn as in the brook (bread- 
ed valley of Tourmauches. But the timid 
heart of womanhood could not look upon the 
matter in the same light, although her trust 
iu the good Lord was equally strong, and 
so, when she saw him take down his trusty 
rifle, powder-horn, and heavily-shod iron 
staff, one morning, she clung to him and 
begged him not to go upon the mountains. 
“There is every sign of a storm,” she said. 
“You know how terrible they arc. We 
have food enough in the cottage. Do stay 
at home with the little ones.” 
“That would I, wife,” was the reply, “If 
1 had not seen an ibex as I was coming 
home, yesterday evening. He was a stout 
old fellow with huge horns ; and I fancied 
he was almost laughing at me as 1 crept 
around the cliff upon which he was stand- 
ing-” 
“But, Ulric, think ot the storm that is 
certainly coming.” 
“I have been in many an one, and care 
nothin": fur them. I love the free whistling 
of the wind upon the mountain tops, and the 
whirling of the feathery snow. So, good 
wife, get me something to cat. I must be 
off before the day dawns.” 
With a heavy sigh the ivomau did lie 
had requested ; and with his foud kiss stili 
lingering upon her lips, she saw him climb 
the mountain side, until a turn in the path 
hid him from her view. Then she sunk 
upon her knees, by the bedside of her still 
slumbering children, and committed him 
into the keeping of that God who had thus 
far preserved him in the midst of every dan- 
ger. Meantime Ulric hastened onward with 
a light foot. It was still dark in the valley ; j 
but far above him he could see the white 
peaks glittering in the dim light of the 
morning, aud the fast paling stars. Higher 
aud higher he climbed ; and soon the sun 
arose, shedding its rays of rosy gold upon 
the icy piles, and making them flash as il 
builded of myriad diamonds. To a stranger 
it would have been a dazzling sight ; to the 
brave hunter, it had lost something of its J 
charm by familiarity, aud he pressed on- 
ward aud upward. The road grew more ; 
rough aud difficult. lie was obliged to pick 
his way, to clamber up steep crags ; but at 
last he reached the edge of a large glacier. 
He sat down aud rested tor a little time, 
satisfied his hunger, examined his shoes aud 
the point of his alpenstock, and again set 
bravely forth, leapiug the yawning chasms, 
and guardingagainst the treacherous cracks. 
A wall of polished ice arose before him, 
aud he knew that he would have to scale it, 
before he could get within shot of the 
coveted game. With great difficulty it was 
accomplished; aud, finding the tracks of 
the ibex, he followed them, until, suddenly 
turning a ragged point, he found himself j 
within easy shot, and in an instant the re- j 
port of his rifle had awakened the echoes of 
the mountain. Witli the “thud” of the 
bullet, the beast sprang forward ; but its 
tail was drooped, its head hanging heavily 
down, its gait slow, and step uncertain. He 
knew that the whizzing lead had reached its 
mark ; that the animal would soon die ; and 
he paused to reload his rifle before he fol- 
lowed him. “1 will surprise my good wife,” 
he thought, “by returning sooner than she 
expected ; aud I will have a hearty laugh 
at the cowards who dared not venture from 
their snug cottages for fear of a storm.” 
With a smile upon his lips, he hastened 
to where the ibex was laying, aud raised it 
in his arms. Then, with a cry of horror, 
1 3 felt his footing give way, and hunter aud 
game w'ero swallowed up in a crevasse of 
almost unfathomable depth. The thin cov- 
ering of ice had been sufficiently strong to 
bear the weight of the beast; but that o 
Ulric added, had shivered it as if it had 
been an egg shell.’' 
Down, down. Hunter ar.d ibex, through 
the debris of snow and ice, lyiug there for 
a thousand years. He fancied that the bot- 
tom would never be reached. The most 
profound darkness enveloped him ; his hands 
could clutch nothing but dampness, but 
chilling Hakes. Fortunately the carcass of 
the beast was beueath him. Yet, for all 
that safeguard, he lay for a long time in- 
sensible. When consciousness returned, 
another day had dawued, and its golden 
glories had found their way even to the 
bottom of the yawning grave in which he 
was lying. He thought upon the utter help- 
lessness of his situation ; that he must per- 
ish from cold aud hunger ; of the lingering 
tortures lie must endure, before death came 
to put an end to his misery; and every 
nerve in his body quivered with horror. 
He looked around to see if there was uot 
some possible cbauce or escape. Uu either 
side smooth ice walls arose, emitting a 
bluish steel glitter. lie felt that he was 
buried alive. “O, God ! Why was I not 
instantly killed?” he exclaimed, in the 
agony of despair, aud then, as better 
thoughts swayed him, he thanked the Al- 
mighty, with whom uothiug is impossible, 
for his safety thus far, aud prayed to him 
for guidance aud deliverance. 
CHAPTER It. 
Ilis next thought was of his gun. When 
it was found that he did not return, his 
neighbors would certainly search for him, 
aud by tiring the gun he could attract their 
attention. Vain hope! Search as he would, 
he could tiud uothiug of it. Even if he had 
discovered it, it would have been useless, 
for his powder-horn was gone as well. 
Over aud over he turned the snow—down 
deep ho dug into it until his hands burned 
like fire, aud great drops of perspiration 
rolled from his forehead—until his arms 
grew stiff and sore, and he was forced to 
give up the useless labor from sheer ex 
haustiou. With his back against the f'rozet 
prison walls, lie looked aloft, aud saw the 
great vulture sailing upon its immense aud 
tireless wings, around the mouth of the 
chasm ; aud the strong man shuddered, as 
he shook his list defiantly, aud murmured 
with his hoarse voice, “Your time has not 
como yet!” He thought of his happy home, 
aud his dear wife and children, and then, 
naturally, for he was faint and hungry, he 
thought of the food his wife had prepared 
for him. Having eaten of the bread and 
goat’s milk cheese, aud drank of the bottle 
of wine (which strange to say had remained 
unbroken,) he reasoned that it would be 
cowardly to die without an effort; and he 
remembered the goodness of God, aud more 
fervently implored llis help. Then a bold 
idea came to him. Why might he not cut 
liis way through the solid ice ? He had a 
hatchet, such as his class never travel with- 
out. Ah ! but he was forgetful that the ice 
might be hundreds of feet thick, and they 
were of excessive hardness and would soon 
render blunt both hatchet and knife. The 
bright hope that had been bora within him 
was darkened by no such shadow. For the 
time being he knew that he was safe. He 
was accustomed to the cold, was warmly 
clad, could use the skin of the ibex, in case 
of need, and its flesh would drive away the 
wolves of starvation for many a day. A 
brief rest aud he began his labors faithfully 
till darkness forced him to stop. A night 
of uneasy rest, a breakfast of the raw flesh 
of the ibex, and he resumed his labors. 
Another day of toil, aud he again stretched 
himself upon the skin of the beast, wrapping 
it around him as much as possible, and slept 
long and heavily, although there had been 
a sudden fall in the temperature, aud it was 
now excessively cold. For four days he 
toiled thus, his only food the raw and frozen 
flesh of the ibex; for four nights he slept 
within the hole he had cut away in the thick 
ice-walls, closing up the eutrauee, and thus 
obtaining partial shelter from the chilling 
blasts. And once he heard the tiring of 
guns, aud his heart beat wildly within him. 
He dropped his dulled hatchet, crawled to 
the center of the chasm, aud shouted with 
all his remaining strength—shouted until 
his strained voice was reduced to the very 
ghost ot a iioarse whisper, lie knew that 
lii.s friends were iu search of him ; imagined 
lie could hear his name called ; could do 
nothing to attract their atteutiou ; aud, as 
the firing grew fainter, aud further aud fur- 
ther away, Hung himself down, weeping 
aud wringing his hands. The last plank to 
which ho had clung had been shivered! 
His neighbors aud friends had come—aud 
gone. They would never search that part 
of the mountain agaiu. None would ever 
know of his fate. He was buried iu an icy 
tomb, until the last trump should sound, and 
hot flashes of flames dissolve the frost-work 
around him. 
With his mind trembling upon the verge 
of madness, overpowered by sorrow, crushed 
by bitter agony, be fell back insensible, and 
lay for a long time upon the cold, damp 
snow, that must be his winding sheet. The 
black vulture flapped bis wings above him, 
and lie knew nothing of it. But after the 
hunter’s consciousness returned., though he 
was far too much crushed in body and soul, 
to resume lii.s labors, be crept into the little 
cavern lie had excavated (would it not be 
to him a tomb?) and gave passionate vent 
to his griefs. For many weary hours noth- 
ing passed bis lips ; aud with achiug head 
and fevered brain, with trembling limbs and 
convulsive sobs, lie prayed for deliverance, 
if by no other baud, at least by the skeleton 
one of death. 
It was rayless, sunless, staraless dark- 
ness iu the ice-cavern, when the springs of 
his life agaiu became capable of action. lie 
was ravenously hungry, aud arose to satisfy 
his hunger with a portion of the ibex he had 
left remaining outside in the chasm. He 
felt around, but could discover no outlet. 
Had he been frozen iu,—shut out from 
God’s blessed sunshine forever? Nothing 
but smooth ice met his burning and blistered 
lingers. Then, after an hour's search, he 
found a soft spot, and instantly solved she 
mystery. He knew there must have been 
a heavy fall of snow in the night, and that 
it had drifted into, and blocked up the open- 
ing ; and with the strength of despair, he 
soon dug through. It was still snowing 
heavily ; the flakes fell like great feathers 
around ; aud lie drew the remuant of the 
carcass of the ibex into the cave, aud made 
another rude meal. Aud thus refreshed, a 
new hope was horn withiu him ; and again 
the ice-walls resounded with the blows of 
his little hatchet. But it was slow work, 
aud much of the lime was taken up iu clear- 
ing the chips from the little grotto. 
a week passed—a week oi the most se- 
vere toil aud terrible anxiety—aud yet he 
was not disheartened. His trust in God 
hail returned ; and love for his wile and de- 
pendent children, kept alive his often sink- 
ing heart. lie was yet in hopes of reaching 
the upper air—of seeing his dear ones again. 
Hut even as he was thinking thus, with 
something of his old time cheerfulness, a 
new anxiety took possession of aud nearly 
overpowered him. The carcass of the ibex, 
that had been the innocent cause of all his 
trouble, was picked almost to the bones. 
CHAPTER III. 
With dire starvation staring him in the 
face, lie bowed his head aud W’ept like a 
child. Starvation—that is dreadful, even 
in thought! Starvation—that has in it 
more of horror than a thousand other 
deaths! lie could almost see it silently 
approaching, aud for a time despair alone 
had possession of him. Then his trust in 
the Supreme Being returned, aud he com- 
mitted himself, unto His holy keeping. 
“ Heavenly Father !” he murmured from 
between his parched and blackened lips: 
“ It is thy hand that hast sustained me so 
far—hast saved me from all danger. Thou 
givest food to the young ravens, aud mark- 
est even the fall of the tiny sparrow. None 
but thou caust hear or help me. Hear my 
prayer ! Save me. O God ! Save me !” 
Something ot sweet consolation came 
with the utterance of the words, and he 
laid down to sleep more tranquilly than he 
had done for many previous nights. Yet, 
it was only to be awakened by a new 
fear. It needed no seer to tell him that 
the fohu, or hot wind, was sweeping over 
the glaciers and snow fields oi the high 
Alps ; and that the rain was falling in tor- 
rents aud the enormous blocks of ice melt- 
ing, as by the touch of fire. The cavern 
he had dug by infinite labor, was almost 
breast-deepjwith water, and it was rushing 
in with all the swiftness of a mountain tot 
rent. Instantly he was wet to the skin, 
and stood almost paralyzed with terror. 
Then he breasted his way out into the chasm, 
but it was only to return again as quickly 
as possible. Never cataract raged more 
liercely than the surging water there. Cut- 
ting little niches in the ice wall, lie climbed 
beyond the reach of the water, and trem- 
bling awaited his fate. The waves rose 
rapidly, higher and higher, he had climbed 
until his head rested against the top of 
the little cave—could go no further. And 
yet, the waters rolled upward around him. 
They reached his waist—surged higher to 
his breast—crept up to his throat, aud des- 
pite all his efforts, began to trickle into his 
mouth. In another moment he would be 
strangled by them ; his held would be torn 
away and his body dashed hither and thith- 
er against the sharp points of the ice. “O, 
God! Save me ! Save me!” burst from 
him in the terrible agony of the instant— 
the moment of time that lay between him 
and death. 
A noise like thunder—-a shivering crash 
—resounded through the chasm. It ap- 
peared as if the very foundations of the 
world were tottering beneath him. Now, 
indeed, he felt that his end had come. No ! 
terror was changed to rapture. The water 
rushed out of the cavern with the most 
amazing velocity; he could descend aud 
stand upon the bottom without fear. How 
this had been accomplished he was forced 
to wait, until morning, to determine ; aud 
with the first beams, he saw a great fissure 
had been opened, through which the im- 
prisoned waters had found their way to the 
valley below. This unlooked for preserva- 
tion again inspired him with confidence— 
rendered more firm his trust in God. 
Through that tunnel he saw his way to 
freedom. It was small to be sure, but he 
could enlarge it; aud he worked diligently, 
until his strength utterly failed. The ibex 
was entirely devoured. He had spilt the 
bones and sucked out the marrow ; he had 
gnawed them over and over agaiu to ap- 
pease his hunger. For two days he had 
not tasted a morsel of food. The hatchet 
slipped from his hand when lie endeavored 
to striae a uiow, auu ue was lorceu iu 
abandon the undertaking. There was noth- 
ing left for him now but to die. 
Another day passed and no help came. 
He lay crouched in the corner wishing that 
the end would come aud that swiftly. His 
eyes were already filmed and his heart beat 
faintly. Then, a strange noise aroused 
him. He looked aloft and saw a chamois 
vaiuly striving to defend itself from the at- 
tacks of two old vultures that were strik- 
ing at it with wing aud beak. It was an 
unequal contest; aud, at length, the animal 
driven to desperation, attempted to leap the 
broad chasm. The effort was a uoble one, 
but it failed of success. The chamois 
missed its footing, and fell, bruised aud 
helpless, at the very feet of the starving 
man. In an instant, his knife was plunged 
into its throat, aud the warm blood was 
drained by his eager lips. This gave him 
new life, and renewed his labor. It was 
almost a herculean task. More than once 
he fell fainting beside it. But hope was 
very strong within him. Still, lie would 
have utterly failed, had not heaven assisted 
him. 
Again, the fohu was busy at its work of 
destruction ; again '.he windows of heaven 
were opened ; anil the “ rains descended, 
aud the floods came,” and accomplished 
more in a single night than his hands could 
have done iu months. With the moru.ug 
light, ho crawled through the now large 
tunnel; but when he reached the outer end 
found, to his horror, that he was on the top 
of a mighty precipice. His blood boiled ; 
his brain seemed on fire ; his heart beat as 
il it would break through ribs aud flesh. 
He was if possible, more desperately im- 
prisoned than before. How was he to get 
down? Through his bewildered mind sud- 
deuly flashed the thought of the skin of the 
ibex and the chamois, aud he was not long 
in making a rope of them. He then cut a 
deep hole in the ice, drove down his alpen- 
stock, fastened one end to it, and, swinging 
himself off, reached the bottom iu safety. 
With a cry of joy and a prayer of thank- 
fulness, he hastened along the well kuown 
path ; aud when the bell ot the little chap- 
el, that reared its gilded cross iu the Mat- 
ter valley, was tolling for the evening 
prayers, lie staggered like a drunken man 
into the very midst of the astonished 
worshipers, even as the voice of the good 
priest was repeating “ God is everywhere 
with me; aud everywhere, even in the 
threatening dangers his voice speaks to me 
iu tones of comfort, and says, 4 Call upon 
me in the days of trouble, aud 1 will de- 
liver thee, and thou shalt glorify me !’ ”— 
staggering toward the altar, to kueel at it, 
he fell fainting into the arms of his wife, 
who again nursed him to health strength 
and manhood. 
Tue Gloue a Vast Gasometer, lu 
Erie Pa., there is a large manufactory cl 
workers in brass, where the machinery is 
driven and the buildings lighted by the gas 
from an unproductive oil well. For more 
than two years the proprietors have brought 
the gas by means of three-inch iron pipe 
from an unsuccessful oil well 1200 feet 
distaut from the manufactory, and used it 
as fuel for their boilers and as lights for 
their works. The flow, it is stated, has 
never stopped, never changed in amount of 
pressure ; the gas is of good lighting prop- 
erties, and when at night or on Sunday the 
works are stopped the gas is still supplied, 
and at night is lighted at the mouth of a 
pipe of two or two aud a half inches diame- 
ter, situated near the top of the main build- 
ing. This light is sufficient to illuminate 
several streets and squares in every direc- 
tion, and the escaping gas makes a noise as 
of escaping steam,that maybe heard at a 
long distauce, while the gas flame is not less 
than four or five feet high. These facts 
have been cited as strong proofs of the the- 
ory that the interior of the earth is filled 
with condensed gas, under a heavy press- 
ure. The solid crust of the earth, it is 
estimated, is thirty miles thick, or one two 
huudred and sixtieth part of the diameter. 
As the average rate of increased tempera- 
ture is one degree Fahrenheit for every 
foot of descent beneath the surface of the 
earth, a point would soon be reached where 
the most refractory metals can only exist 
in the form of vapor. Hence, the globe 
may be considered as a vast gas-holder. 
How does a butcher express his affec- 
tion? By sendiog a tender line. 
The School in which Roger’s Assassin 
Graduated. 
The following is an extract from an ar- 
ticle iu the New York Times of Friday on 
the Rogers murder: 
The Rogers murder is undoubtedly the 
work of that band of young outlows known 
as the ‘Nineteenth street Gang,’ and is the 
legitimate fruit of the reckless hardihood 
of mere boys that sufficed to subject an en- 
tire neighborhood and over-awe the police. 
No city but New York could have produced 
such a gang as this, and certainly no other 
* would have tolerated it, ns this was for 
years. 
The gang infested the northwestern sec- 
tion of the city, with its trysting place, 
originally at Tom Cavanaugh’s, in Twen- 
tieth street, between Seventh and Eighth 
| avenues, afterward at McNeil’s iu Nine- 
teenth street, between Sixth and Seventh 
avenues, and lastly at Ready’s in Seventh 
avenue, near Seventeenth street. It was 
composed of boys born in the neighbor- 
hood, and it would almost seem born 
thieves, for with many of them their crimes 
began while they were still mere ehilereu. 
Then they were sneaks, hanging around 
area doors and unguarded tills, waiting for 
an opportunity to steel. As they grew 
older they advanced upon the scale of 
: crime, and while many remained only 
thieves, some gained distinction as burg- 
lars, and others were'noted as highway 
robbers. But, either as the one or the oth- 
er, no more daring or blundering gang of 
| outlaws ever laid tribute upon a people. 
They were all of the lowest type of crim- 
inals ; and have frequently evinced an 
amazing lack of sense iu the perpetration 
of their crimes and their proceedings after- 
ward. They have waylaid men who have 
not had a dollar upon their persons, and 
they have committed burglary upon retail 
shops which were almost certain to contain 
nothing worth carrying away. They have 
i kept about them a key which was die sole 
proceeds of a highway robbery, and they 
! have neglected to throw away a marked 
j penny which was almost the only result of | a laborious burglary ; and iu the one case 
] and the other the trifle which any intelli- 
! gent thief would have east from him on the 
t instant led to their detection. ’Ihey had 
abundant will to become great criminals, 
and lacked only the sense required to make 
them as dangerous to banks as they were 
to solitary wanderers and the tills of retail 
shops. 
Prominent m the gaug in its palmiest j 
days was Jolm Ward, Charley Munday, 
Jim Tolland, Jimmy Logan, Rats Riely, 
Wm. Edwards, Patty Smith, Jimmy Con- 
nors, Jim Gallagher, Jack Smith, Georgy 
Carson, George Price, Johnson the Kid, 
Jack Snell, Sam Noody, Terry Quinn, 
Dave Deguau and Natsy Kerrigan. Under 
tlie lead of these young desperadoes, very 
few of them then being oves 20 years of 
age, the gaug some five years ago held ab- 
solute and almost unquestioned control of 
an entire section of the city. The police 
almost universally shrunk from them and 
with good reason, for oue of their chief 
amusements was to combine upon a ‘cop’ 
—as they call the blue-coated guardians of 
the peace—and send him bleeding and dis- 
abled to his station house. 
Often indeed, when their power was uu-j 
disputed, they have labored hard in carry-: 
1 ing huge stoues to the tops of houses, only 
'to let them fall upon the heads of uusus- j 
peeling ‘cops’ passing beneath. There was 
I only oue othccrof whom they were afraid, 
| and, as a corollory, only one who was no! 
! afraid of them That was Gambling, then 
j attached to the Twenty-ninth Preciut, who | 
was on the Nineteuth street heat for some 
time. The outlaws tried their usual tac- 
j tics upon him at first, but unsuccessfully. 
When attacked he always turned upon them 
no matter what the odds, and oue or more 
of them were sure of a thorough clubbing 
before the encounter ended. They often 
shot at him hut happened never to hit him, 
auu iiieir me was always reiiuuea. 1 nese 
daily and nightly lights served only to af- 
| ford a little excitement to the gang, hut in 
j no wise weakened their power. 
At last their lawlessness culminated in 
the murder of a policeman under most hein- 
ous circumstances. One night in the slim- 
mer of 1800, a number of them were en- 
gaged in ravishing a woman in McCuue’s 
cooper shop, in .Seventh avenue, near Seven- 
teenth street. The cries of the victim at- 
tracted the attention of Officer Walker, ol 
the Twenty-ninth 1‘reciut, who rushed in to 
rescue her from the clutches of the mis- 
creants, but met his death on the threshold 
of the shop being shot by one of the gang 
aud instantly killed. Johnny Ward, one of 
those engaged in the affair, was arrested as 
the principal in the murder and many others 
were held for weeks as witnesses. This 
startling event had the effect of disorgan- 
izing the baud tor a time, aud of inciting 
the authorties to determined efforts for its 
complete suppression. Ward was sent to 
Siug .Sing for life, and at short intervals 
after the murder of Walker many others ot 
the gang were arrested lor various robber- 
ies aud other offences, aud were 'put away’ 
at Siug Sing or sent to Rlaekwell’s Island. 
Snell and Moody obtained seven years each, 
but the general term was between two and 
three years. Thus ouly the remnant ot the 
gang was left upon the scene of its exploits, 
but these were true to their instincts and 
their teachings ; they were forced by habit 
aud necessity to steal, aud doing it more 
buuglingly than even of old this remnant 
rapidly loll into the clutches of the police 
and were successively sent to prison. To- 
ward the latter part of 1807 the gang was 
thus effectually suppressed aud had become 
almost a tradition. Hut during the last 
half ot 1808 it showed frequently symptoms 
that it had been scotched aud not killed. 
Outrages became alarmingly frequent in the 
Sixteenth aud Twentieth Wards, aud the 
gang was being reunited aud becoming 
again aggressive, when it was again shat- 
tered by the Rogers assassination. 
A NEW VERSION OV THE MURDER. 
The Rev. W. T. Euyard, a warm person- 
al friend of the late Mr. Rogers, publishes I 
the following card in reference to the trag- 
edy, showing conclusively that the murder 
was a predetermined affair, instead of be- 
ing merely the result of Mr. Rogers’ resist- 
ance to the robbery committed : 
The facts are these :—It was the duty ot 
one of the servants to sweep the hesement 
hall and front area every morning. On the 
morning of the sad occurrence she was late. 
I Mr. Rogers went up stairs to ascertain the 
cause of her delay* She complained of not 
feeling well. With liis characteristic kind- 
ness of heart, he tdhl her to lie down aw*hile 
aud he would see thut her work was attend- 
ed to. He thought he would do It himself. 
It was something he had never done be- 
fore, aud on this occasion only to relieve 
his indisposed servant. He had gone as far 
as the top of the area steps. He was in- 
side of his courtyard, and not upon the 
sidewalk. Ilis attention was first attract- 
ed by hearing some remark in which the 
words ‘old inau’ were used. The remark 
was not addressed to him. He looked up, 
as one naturally would engaged in sweep- 
ing, aud saw two men walking slowly. One 
was taking off his overcoat, which he have 
to file other, who ran across the street with 
it. This movement, however singular, did 
not create any suspicion in the mind of Mr. 
Rogers. He heard the one on the opposite 
side say, ‘Don’t Jim; you had better not.’ 
All this occupied but a moment or two. 
The other immediately made a da»h at him 
with a kuile, coming through the gate aud 
in the yard. It would seem from this that 
murder as well as robbery was iuteuded 
from the beginning. 
This attack was made at his head, aud 
the hat of the unfortunate man was cut in 
several places. Mr. Rogers naturally threw 
up his hands to ward off the blows. His 
assailant then quickly grappled him, aud 
in the struggle that ensued succeeded in ob- 
taining the possession of his pocket-book, 
which lie thurst in the breast pocket of his 
flannel sack. Mr. Rogers became exhaust- 
ed in the struggle, and :or a moment ceased 
his resistance. It' was then that the assas- 
sin cut his watchguard and thurst the watch 
into the same breast pocket. 
Iu the account which, you copy from the 
New York Times it is stated that the mas- 
sive chain attracted the eye of'the assail- 
ant. Mr. Rogers wore no massive chain. 
He had worn for years, aud did on this oc- 
casion, a very plain hair chaiu, with a small 
gold slide. It was by no means conspicu- 
ous. A massive gold chain would not have 
been easily cut. The act seemed to tire 
Mr. Rogers anew, aud lie again seized hold 
of his assailant, hoping to detain him until 
assistance came, crying with what little 
strength he had left, “Murder!” aud 
“ Watch !” It was then that the fatal 
wound was given. 
Lhe coat was torn troin the murderer iu 
his struggle to escape after the stabbing 
took place. Mr. Rogers kept the piece of 
garment iu his baud until he reached his 
parlor, aud told those who gathered about 
him they would tiud his pocket-book and 
watch in it. He had secured his property, 
but lost his life. The time of the occur- 
rence was a little before seven o’clock. 
These are the facts as they were stated 
to me by my unfortunate friend a few 
hours before he died. They were given iu 
answer to inquiries which were made with 
a view of learning from his own lips all the 
circumstauces as near as he could remem- 
ber them. 
No word was addressed to Mr. Rogers by 
his assailant. There was therefore no 
quarrel previous to the assault. The ut- 
tack was made iu his courtyard and with 
out any provocation 
Tfio Twitcholl Hurdor Case 
This was a remarkable case. The per- 
son murdered was a Mrs. Hill, tin; mother 
of Twite-hell’s wife. Both, mother aud 
daughter had led adventurous lives. Mrs. 
Hill for many years kept a house of bad 
repute iu Washington. It was splendidly 
furnished, aud a gambling apartment was 
attached. She accumul tted wealth, and 
attempted to bring up her daughter, a beau- 
tiful girl, in a respectable manner. But 
the influences of the mother’s establish- 
ment reached the child, and as she grew up, 
she look not ouly one, but a good many 
•‘false steps.” Her mother seut her to Sab- 
bath school and church, and attended reg- 
ularly herself, beiug piously iueliued aud 
devout iu her worship, while carrying on 
her establishment of death aud hell. Final- 
ly a man named Martin married the beau- 
tiful but erring daughter, hoping to reform 
her. But he could not tame the passions 
which had for some time been let loose. 
This marriage resulted iu a divorce. 
The mother sold out her effects iu Wash- 
ington, went to Philadelphia, purchased au 
elegaut mansion, joined or regularly aud 
devoutly attended church, aud behaved her- 
self like a good woman. She won the love 
of a rich old miser named Hill, who mar- 
ried her, not knowing of her former career. 
The daughter came to Philadelphia, but 
was uot admitted into Hill’s family. She 
seduced a youug merchant, a married man, 
and lived with him unblushingly, to tin- 
great unhappiness of his wife ind family. 
After wasting his property, -lie got sick 
of him and shuttled him off, taking a phy- 
sician of good standing in his place, fin 
physician Mipponen tier iu\ iriousiy mr 
awhile, till the assoc'utioa became notori- 
ous aud infamous, when he broke oil the 
connection. The mother then supported 
her erring daughter, without permitting 
llill to know it. Iu a short time, however, 
the daughter made au alliance with George 
S. Twitched, au elderly man, who placed 
his wife iu a lunatic asylum, and took this 
depraved beauty to his home iu South Jer- 
sey as a housekeeper. Twitched and his 
housekeeper conspired to bring a wealthy 
dentist into a black-mailing scheme. The 
dentist had made advances to the gay ser- 
pent, but he discovered the plot aud explod- 
ed it. 
Young Twitched, sou of the old master 
of the “housekeeper,” then appeared in the 
play, lie seduced the beautiful housekeep- 
er, now about twenty-five years of age, 
away from bis aged lather, much to the au- 
noyance of the old man, who attempted to 
save the fair one by boarding her out in a 
respectable family, but it was of no avail. 
Young Twitched married her. 
Soon after his alliance, llill, the miser 
husband of the mother, died, leaving his 
wife quite wealthy. She played tlie part of 
a first-class saint, giving liberally to chari- 
ties, churches, &c. 
A few mouths since, of a Sunday night, 
the widow Hill was murdered in her own 
house, aud the place was was robbed of a 
large sum of money. 
The daughter was arrested as the insti- 
gator of die crime, and her hasbaud was 
also charged with the act. A curious chain 
of evideuce was introduced, and has result- 
ed in finding Twitched guilty of murder. 
The lilBi.E. There is no lesson book like 
the blfile. You will find that part of it 
was wriiten by a shepherd, aud part by a sol- 
dier ; part by kings, aud part by fishermen; 
part by a herdsman on Judah's hills. You will 
see that some parts come straight from Heav- 
en in dreams of the night—now on the golden 
couch of a palace, and now lu a bare cold pris- 
on cell, like Haul's. And though you live to be 
old—this Is the wonder—you will never once 
open that book without coming to something 
hat seems quite new 
Washington Matters. 
The report of a majority of the Judiciary 
committee in the ease ot Senator II ill of Georgia 
bases his exclusion on the fact that he receiv- 
ed the votes of a large number of members of 
the Legislature who were disqualified under 
the 14th amendment. The committee .also 
state on authority of agents of the Freedmen’s 
Bureau as another reason for Mr Hill’s exclu- 
sion that Georgia is in a condition of anarchy, 
336 murders having been committed in the 
Slate between .Tan. 15th and Nov. 1st 1868, 
and that the civil government has evinced in- 
ability or unwillingness to protect impartia lly 
the rights of all citizens. 
Mr Trumbull’s minority report concludes 
:hat Congress having declared Georgia entitled 
to admission, it is not competent for either 
House to refuse adiaission to her elected re- 
presentatives and that the charge that the lijh 
amendment was not ratified by Georgia in good 
faith Is not sustained by a particle of evidence. 
Washington, Jan. 22. 
It ,s well remarked by a morning journal 
that is semi-official in court matters, that the 
gay season of WashiDgtou is at its height. 
The lovely weather of the present week, and 
its bright clear sky and warm genial sunlight, 
has been most favorable for the numerous 
receptions : nd other entertainments oi the 
fashionable .dements oi society. Indeed, ii 
the season’s residents were not enough to fill 
the overflowing scU-mw of the line residences 
at the West End, the temporary arrivals from 
most every city iu the land would be sufficient. 
Ml of the avenue hotels are full of people, and 
are engaged to repletion until after the Inau- 
guration. Gen. Grant’s quietus of the proposed 
inauguration hall has dampened the ardor of 
some of the gay people, hut among the masses 
is generally approved. Tuesday evening *he 
President’s House was thrown open for all who 
chose to come; and it is agreed by all, the 
political opponents as well as the political 
friends of the outgoing President, that It was 
one of the largest, most brilliant ami distin- 
guished gatherings ever seen within the walls 
of the Executive Mansion. The ladies voted 
that the toilettes were resplendent, rich and 
magnificent. The wife of a former minister 
declared that she had never witnessed a more 
brilliant affair even on New Year’s day at the 
Emperor’s reception. For three hours the 
"gloss of satin and glimmer of pearl” flashed 
through the Gold Room, the Red Room and the 
Bine Room into the dazzling gaslights of the 
famous East Room. It is quite needless to go 
Into details for they would exhaust space and 
patience. 
Message from the President. 
The President, t,I-.lav. transmitted the fol- 
lowing to the Senate of the United States: 
“The resolution ad ipted on the 6th inst., 
requesting tin President to transmit to the 
Senate a copy of any proclamation of amnes- 
ty made by him since the last adjournment of 
Congress, and also to communicate to the Sen- 
ate by what authority of law the same was 
made, has been received. X accordingly trans- 
mit herewith a copy of the proclamation, dated 
f'5th day of December last. The authority of 
law by which it was made is set forth in the 
proclamation itself, which expressly affirms 
that it was issued by virtue of the power and 
authority in me vested by the Constitution, and 
in the name of the sovereign people of the 
United States, and proclaims and declares, un- 
conditionally and without reservation, to all 
and to every person who directly or indirectly 
participated in the late insurrection or rebel- 
lion, a full pardon and amnesty for the offence 
of treason against the United States, and of 
adhering to their enemies during the late civil 
war, with all their rights, privileges and immu- 
nities under the Constitution and the laws, 
which have been made in pursuance thereof. 
The Federal Constitution is understood to be. 
and is regarded by the Executive, as the su- 
preme law of the land. The second section of 
article second of that instrument provides that 
the President shall have power to grant re- 
prieves and pardon for offences against the 
1 nited States, except fn cases of Impeachment. 
The proclamation of file 25th ultimo is in strict 
accordance with the Judicial expositions of the 
authority thus conferred upon the Executive, 
and as will lie seen by reference to the accom- 
panying papers, is in conformity with the pre- 
cedent established by Washington in 1795 and 
followed by President Adams in 1800, Madison 
in 1815, and Lincoln in isif.'s, and by the present 
Executive in 1805, 1807 and 1808. 
(Signed) Andrew Johnson. 
The papers referred to are Washington’s 
proclamation of July 1795. granting pardon to 
persons engaged in the “whiskey insurrec- 
tion," Adam's of May 1800, pardoning those 
excluded by the terms of the former, engaged 
in the same insurrection, Madison’s of Feb. 
1815 granting pardon to those concerned in the 
piratical establishment on the island of Barra- 
laria; and the several amnesty proclamations 
of President Lincoln, and the pr.vious ones of 
President Johnson. 
Mrs, Lincoln’s Pousiou. 
lu the Senate, on Saturday last, the President 
laid before the Senate a petition of Mrs. Lin- 
coln, widow of the late President, usklng for 
a yearly pension. The petition Is written on 
note paper with a heavy mourning border, aud 
reads as follows: 
To the Hon. Vice President of the United 
States. 
Sir. 1 herewith most respectfully present 
to tlie Honorable Senate of the United States, 
an application for a pension. 1 am a widow of 
a President of the United States, whose life 
was saerfleed in liis country’s service. That 
sad calamity has greatly impaired my health, 
and by advice of my physicians, I have come 
over to Germany to try the mineral waters, 
and during the winter to go to Italy, but my 
tinancial means do not permit me to take ad- 
vantage of the urgent advice given me, nor 
can I live in a style becoming the widow of 
the Chief Magistrate of a great Nation, al- 
though I live as economical as 1 can. In con- 
sideration of the great services my deeply la- 
mented husband has rendered to the United 
States, and of the fearful loss I have sustained 
by his untimely death, his martyrdom I may 
say, I respectfully submit to your Honorable 
body this petition, hoping that an early pen- 
sion may bo nrauted me, so that I may have 
less pecuniary cares. 
1 remain most respectfully, 
(Signed) Mns. A. Lincoln. 
Frankfort, Germany. 
It was referred to the Committee on Pen- 
sions. 
A Great Subterranean Conflagration in 
Pennsylvania. 
From the Louisville Courier Journal. 
We learn from parties, in whom we believe 
we may place the mostimplb it confidence, that 
a great conflagration is .-.v at the height of its 
progress in the celebrab d Millar Coal mines, 
on the Monongahela river, at the mouth of the 
Voughiogheny, fifteen miles southeast of Pitts- 
burg. The lire began some time since, and 
great efiorts have been made to extinguish it, 
but to no purpose. An attempt to check its 
fierce career was made by the erection of mud 
walls and the pumping in of large quantities of 
water, and by this means the tire was partially 
smothered ; but the heat became so intense, and 
the pressure of gas so great, that the walls were 
burst, and the flames are now sweeping onward 
with greater force than ever. The fire is spread- 
ing through the old mines at the rate of sixty 
yards per day, and ;t is feared the entire field 
may be destroyed. So much progress has been 
made by the flames that the cost of extinguish- 
ing them before they have spread over a thou- 
sand acres will not be less than $150,000. 
Twenty-two loaded wagons aud all the tools of 
the miners have been lost thus far. The Millar 
mines are carried on by A. Mil's.;' & Co., of 
which firm Mr. Charles Millar of this city was 
formerly a member. The coalfield over which 
this great subterranean deluge of fire is sweep- 
ing, is one of the most valuable on the Monon- 
gahela, and extends a distance of some eight or 
ten miles. It is difficult to say what will lie the 
result of this underground conflagration if it i3 
not checked very soon. Wherever a vein of 
coal extends the lire must follow It, and the 
whole Pittsburg coal region may yet be endan- 
gered. Let some great lake of Pennsylvania oil 
be touched by the resistless stream of fire; let 
the underground gases be turned on; let the 
vast beds of coal throw ont their strength, and 
the old Keystone State, or at least a large por- 
tion of It, will form the vent of a subterranean 
hell inferior only to those which In other quar- 
ters of the globe break out in blazing volcanoes 
from the surface of the earth. 
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The Settlement with England. 
It has from the first been apparent, we 
think, to a shrewd observer, that England 
1 could not afford to maintain the position 
she at first took in regard to the claims 
made by this country in recompense for flic 
depredations of Confederate cruisers fitted 
out in her ports. We say siie could not 
afford to do this—for file logic of the case 
would unmistakably exonerate us from a 
responsibility for the cruisers that might 
escape from our ports at a future day, to 
depredate upon English commerce, when 
she should be at war with a power ever so 
insignificant. She could not reasonably 
complain if the poisoned chalice should he 
| commended to her own lips. Willi long 
1 stretches of coast upon both the Atlautic 
and Pacific oceans, inexhaustible resources 
iu building and equipping ships, and a bold 
and skillful maritiue population, ready to 
enter upon adventure nominally in a loreign 
service, the ruin of British commerce would 
I be but a pastime. 
The career o' the Alabama, from the 
time she first pm to sea until she went to 
the bottom under the gnus of the Kearsarge, 
j was an outrage and a fraud. Her officers 
were from the old United States Navy, but 
she was English built, English armed, and 
English manned. And for her killed and 
drowned ship’s company, there were ten 
mourners in English homes for one in the 
Confederate Stales. 
In agreeing to a Conveution for the set- 
i dement of these claims, therefore, the Kag- 
! lish government lias acted wisely Other 
i matters are to be considered iu connection 
j with this, but the war claims are the main 
; purpose of the coming convention. It lias 
been agreed that each government shall up- 
| point two Commissioners, who are to se- 
lect an umpire, and to these umpires shall 
! he submitted all claims upon which the 
J commissioners fail to agree. This ern- 
j braces all classes save the Alabama claims, 
j If a disagreement arises on them, it is to 
be referred to the respective governments, 
who shall themselves choose an arbitrator. 
| Claims are to he presented within six 
j mouths, and all to be decided within two 
I years. 
Several other matters of dispute are to 
he considered by the commission. British 
subjects have preferred claims for losses in 
tile South through the action of federal of- 
ficers, and there are demands made for the 
value of English vessels said to have been 
illegally condemned as blockade runners. 
The matter of the naturalization of British 
subjects will lie considered, as well as the 
: unsettled water-liue boundary on the north- 
west coast. 
It wilt oe meinbereu that, when tiie 
i Alabama claims were first presented to the 
British government, they were utterly 
I scouted, and met with au immediate and 
peremptory denial even of the least cousid- 
| eration. Our able minister at the British 
i Court, lion. Charles Eraueis Adams, la- 
bored assiduously at the matter, in his con- 
fereuecs and correspondence with the Brit- 
i ish ministers, citing facts, law and preced- 
ent, until his unanswerable logic silenced, 
if it did not convince. Of tiie seed that he 
! sowed the present arrangement is the fruit. 
There is little doubt that u full am! satis- 
factory settlement will be reached. 
A .New Department in the Journal. 
Desiring to do something to supply the call 
for Information in the matters of agriculture, 
gardening, orcharding, &c„ we have engaged 
the services of Dr. Putnam Simouton, of Sears- 
port, who has kindly consented to conduct a 
department in tills paper, under the title of 
•‘The Farm, Garden and Household.” It will 
j he found on the first page of the paper, iu ev- 
ery issue 
Dr. Simouton is well known as a gentleman 
j of excellent abilities and liberal education, 
thoughtful and observing, and one of those 
j painstaking men, who record for future use 
; every tiling of value falling under their obser- 
! vation. He undertakes this work more from 
a desire to benefit his fellow men, than from 
any other consideration. ') he doctor lias a 
reputation as a chemist and as a student of all 
the natural sciences, which Is by no means a 
| local one. He is a physician and surgeon of 
excellent reputation, and large practice. From 
his storeho ises of knowledge and experience 
lie lias kindly consented to draw a weekly por- 
tion for the Instruction and benefit of our read- 
ers, not only upon tiie subjects named, but re- 
specting matters of household economy, com- 
fort and convenience, and also in regard to per- 
sonal health, clothing, food, the warming and 
ventilating of houses, dc. We have placed at 
tiie head of the column a standing request that 
our friends will communicate to this depart- 
ment any facts ol value whcli they may pos- 
| sess, which will receive proper attention. 
Tiie very large class of our readers who are 
interested in these matters will perceive that 
they are not to he neglected in this particular. 
We trust that the pains we are taking to make 
the Journal an acceptable paper will be appre- 
ciated. Other improvements are contemplated, 
which will be announced at the proper time. 
A Specimen Radical. 
The periodical outbreaks and quarrels of the 
radicals over the distribution of public plun- 
der are very amusing. Like a pack of wolves, 
(hey are very harmonious in running down the 
game, but snarl and snap their jaws over the 
carcass. On these occasions we arc gratified 
with some grains of truth that doubtless come 
from the bottom of their hearts. Thus the suc- 
cess of Ex-Gov. Teuton in getting into the de- 
sirable position of United States Senator from 
New York, moves the Commercial Advertiser! 
of that State, to free its mind on the subject 
of Teuton's fitness for the position. As a spec- 
imen of radical brotherly love we copy it be- 
low. 
Triumph or Traui>. Tiie great political 
fraud of the age has triumphed. Reuben E. 
Teuton has been nominated by the Republican 
members of the Legislature of this State for 
United States Senator. This disgraceful re- 
sult was produced by men who had full knowl- 
edge of tiie true character of tiie man and the 
scandalous history of his administration. It is a 
sad commentary on the condition of public sen- 
timeut and public virtue. That a man whose 
caaractfj: is black with v ices that make 
him loathsome, who is without a merit or a 
virtue thut should entitle him to the eminent 
position occupied and aspired to by tiie ablest 
statesmen of the country, achieves such a tri- 
umph, is a sorry indication of the demoralized 
state of political society. It is history again 
repeating itself, that in the delirium of fanati- 
cism and venality, bad men rise to the surface. 
In the face of the charges publicly made 
against Teuton's administration, and defiantly 
invited into court to afford an opportunity to 
prove them, this man is selected to be the rep- 
resentative of this great State for the next six 
years, to lie the peer of Tesseuden, Trumbull, 
Sumner, Sherman, Colliding, Wilson, Morton, 
and other statesmen eminent for ability and in- 
tegrity. Look at the history of this man, who 
is to be the associate ol these gentlemen. 
Starting out in life with the most shameful ir- 
regularities, suspected of arson ,uid charged 
with tiejt—Lherecord of iiis crime will lie found 
on the docket of the Albany police c< irt of Tebrua- 
ry 3, Is;’8. 
We pass over these youthful iu discretions 
aud remind the reader that “as the twig is bent 
the tree is inclined,'' and “what is bred iu the 
tlesh cannot be taken out of the boue." lie 
becomes a member of Congress by one of those 
revolutions ia politics by which designing men 
take advantage and find their way to high 
places. With wo reputation for statesmanship 
and less for integrity, he plays his card with the 
cunning of the sharper, and wins the prize for 
tne nomination of Governor at a time when 
no prominent man in the Republican ranks 
could be found to accept the nomination. 
Successful before tiie people, aud seated in 
tiie Gubernatorial chair of the State, lie gath- 
ers about him the most vena! erne that ever dis- 
graced the purlieus of the Capitol at Albany. 
We have already given a brief but interesting 
history of his administration at the Capitol. It 
is a n een'd scandtdous am! without a parallel in the 
history ol the State. We have nothing to take 
back. IU reiterate-the, charges and stand for the 
proof. Hi< friends and admirers may call this 
vituperation an! billingsgate. We call it 
Tnrni, and are prepared to prove it. 
A Nkwia Projcctkd Railroad. Our Han- 
cock County neighbors are really waking up on 
the subject of railroad communication with the 
rest of the world. Ellsworth, which is prepar- 
ing to put on the habiliments of a city, will be 
the point of starting—but the direction of the 
road is not quite so certain The Bangor peo- 
ple are inviting a mad to that city, there to 
connect with the Central and European and 
North American Road. This road would be, 
say “s miles long. Another project is in the 
direction of Cast inn, some 30 miles, where a 
splendid harbor woti'd be reached. The favor- 
ite and most feasible plan is for a road to Bucbs- 
port, 20 miles, where it would reach the Port- 
land and Boston steamers, and connect with 
the road that will some day be built from Ban- 
gor, through Belfast to Rockland. Our friends 
east of the Penobscot are really in earnest about 
this matter, and determined not to lie left be- 
hind by the spirit of progress that is now ani- 
mating the people of the State. We wish them 
all success. 
The New Hampshire State Convention, held 
at Concord, on the 20th, was a large and enthu- 
siastic gathering. Ira A. Eastman, of Con- 
cord, was President. Gen. John Bedell, of 
Bath, was nominated for Governor, and Gen. 
M. T. Donahoe, for Railroad Commissioner. 
A set of resolutions reasserting democratic 
principles, was passed, speeches were made, 
&c. 
Gen Bedell is a soldier of unsullied reputa- 
tion. He was an otlicer of the famous Ninth 
Regiment in the Mexican war, commanded by 
Col. Ransom. He served all through the late 
rebellion, entering the service is Major, and 
earning the promotion to Brigadier General. 
He was in many engagements, was taken pris- 
oner at Fort Wagner, and was in eonllnement 
a long t ime. 
A mail in East Hartford, Ct., disliked file or- 
der from the. authorities to leave a line tree in 
front of his premises rut. down. He couldn't 
resist, ol' course, but he drove spikes into the 
tree's trunk from the ground upward six feet, 
so the axmeu had to give it up as a bad job. 
We liud the above alioat in the papers. We 
doubt, as a matter of law, whether the author- 
ities have any such right as is claimed above. 
When land is taken for making a street or 
road, the public acquire nothing save the right 
of wav. Everything not inconsistent with the 
public easement belongs to the abutting pro- 
prietor. Thus in cities the owners of build- 
ings exercise this right in constructing arches ] 
under the streets for storage and other pur- 
poses. And in rural places the grass, trees and i 
other tilings, the growing or removal of which 
do not effect the right of way, are the properly 
and under control o; id person from whom] 
the land was taken. The man could have! 
spiked the authority s with a legal prone ding. 
Extravagances of Congress. 
Radical extravagance is being strikingly dis- ] 
played in the vast amount ol money appropri- ! 
ated for stationary and printing by the present j 
Unite d States Senate. The sum is put down 
at $730,000, or with seventy-two Senators, I 
about $10,000 apiece. A correspondent of the ! 
Chicago Tribune says “these appropriations 
can be h.rgely reduced. A great burly fellow ! 
named Jones, is ‘Keeper of Senate Stationary.’ 
altogether a sinecure office, at a salary of $2102. 
Every Senator has one and a fraction of a ser- 
vant, there being about eighty retainers to the 
Senate, besides a promiscuous excess of run- 
ners, policemen, llremen, and altogether about 
half a regiment, of spongers—Jones being prob- 
ably the idlest and fattest. The Congressional 
Printer, forced to lake a regiment of drones 
whom lie does not want, expends, according to ! 
expectation, about $1 ,-100,000, but in the end 
this and other estimates have to be pulled up 
by extra Congressional appropriations. The 
library of Congress demands about $50,000, 
$13,000 of which goes to buy books, and $17,- 
000 having nothing to do with the library, is 
appropriated to certain remote botanic gardens. 
Tlie working expenses of the library, per se, 
are extremely cheap and diminished, and the 
appropriation to liny books is one of the most 
insufficient in the enumeration. Yet, for very 
shame’s sake, Congress has tacked on to the 
library expenses the cost f laising bouquets j 
for the parties of their households, too many ol i 
which get to the bosoms of cypriaus to make 
them presentable in the lobbies of the Capitol. 
The most modest, the mightiest and yet the 
mito-est appropriation is that for the library, 
an Institution ol which many Congressmen 
know nothing, but whose quiet treasures atoue 
for much ignorance, illiteracy, and misinforma- 
tion which one sees in the flanks of the Capi- 
tol. Altogether the two houses of Congress 
demand for the coming year $5,300,000, accord- 
ing to their own estimate, rendered by the Sec- 
retary of Liu- Treasury. This is about half the j cost of the Capitol building.” 
I 
Letter from Boston. 
[Correspondence of the Journal.] 
Wintry Heather. A Flae Unfitting. The 
heart Estate. Relief of Rev. Henry 
Giles. rTBie Fatlliona. 
Boston. January 25, 1869. 
‘■The wind bites shrewdly, It is very cold.” 
; This expresses graphically and in decisive 
j terms the state of the atmosphere to-day, 
though we hardly need to go back to the reign 
of Elizabeth to find words to express our opin- 
ion. This bitterly cold weather, which let us 
hope is merely a sandwich between softer days, 
came so unexpectedly upon us that iu receiv- 
ed but a chill greeting in return for its own of 
the same kind. So mstiy days of comfortable 
weather as we have enjoyed make us incredu- 
i ions on the subject of sucli a season as winter 
having any existence, but presto,—before we 
know it, Boreas appears, raging and roaring 
from his icy caverns, and down goes the ther- 
mometer, and up go stilt' hands to protect freez- 
ing ears, and people go rushing about, red us 
to the nose and watery as to the eyes. And 
all this notwithstanding the wild geese, those 
romantic harbingers of the vernal season, have 
wended their flight back from their mysterious 
Southern retirement. But it is to be feared 
that these adventurous birds will And out that 
one goose cannot make a spring any more easi- 
| ly than one swallow can make a summer. The 
| air to-day has been very much like your Maine 
1 winter weather, crisp and dry and clear, and 
! so exliiliaratiug that a few degrees more or less 
are hardly noticeable, and though so “sbrewd- 
j ly” cold, far more healthy and invigorating and 
I easy to endure, than the chilliness and change- 
ableness and capricious freaks of our Boston 
| climate, proverbial for its raw east winds, and 
J uncertain, unreliable nature. One can easily 
realize in these frosty days which sometimes 
seem to make the mind torpid, as the feet and 
hands tingle, that it is by no means strange 
that the inhabitants of extreme Northern cli- 
mates, the Lapps and Esquimaux, should lie as 
they are, unenlightened, uncultivated, and 
hardly civilized. Aud if, according to tlie 
great principles of philosophy, cold surely con- 
tracts, why not apply the effect of it to the 
mind as well as to material tilings, and also ac- 
count in this way for the shortness of the days 
iu winter? The clear, bright, comprehensive 
minds of tile Northern races ; their strength of 
body and of character, their energy and ca- 
pacity, are doubtless owing iu part to the na- 
ture ol tho climate, and we can well appreciate 
the line so often quoted, that, 
‘•Souls arc ripened in iheo- Northern skies.'* 
Above a certain parallel of latitude, however, 
it cannot apply—so let us hope that the Gulf 
Stream, that wonderful agency to which is at- 
tributed so many changes and phenomena in 
nature, may not exert Its mysterious influence 
over us and bring ns suddenly the cold which 
oiivin m.uj u mu i;ti >v :; li wi more 
Northern brethren, whom we prefer to regard 
at a distance rather than as companions. 
Tile new edifice on the corner of Court and 
Washington Streets whose handsome propor- 
tions are rapidly assuming prominence, is gen- 
erally conceded to lie one of the most useful 
and ornamental buildings in tin' city. It is be- 
ing erected without regard to expense, is of 
marble, and is under the direction of the trus- 
tees of the Sears estate. The estate embraces 
a large amount of property and is valued at an 
enormous sum. Joshua Sears was a success- 
ful Boston merchant., who died in 1817, leaving 
property valued at $1,GOO,000. He came to 
this city from V armouth, as a poor lad of seven- 
teen, and by dint of industry and energy, com- 
bined with shrewdness, perseverance and a 
remarkable business talent, accumulated a 
large fortune. lie left, at ids death, one sou, 
who is now fourteen years old and is popularly 
supposed to in the riciiest boy in America. 
After bequeathing 8107,000 to his brothers and 
relatives, and $11,000 to Yarmouth for the es- 
tablishment of a nautical school, Mr, Sears ar- 
ranged tnat his sou should have a certain 
amount every year—and no more. But though 
the sums are strictly limited, they ire liberal 
enough to satisfy any demands The property 
remains in the hands o: three trustees, who 
have a salary of live thousand dollars each, 
aud has increased threefold The heir to all 
this wealth is at present in Lnropc, tilting him- 
self for the active duties of life. 
Last Monday evening a very interesting lee- 
was delivered in the Music Hal!, by Rev Wil- 
liam K. Alger, for the benelit of Rev. Henry 
Giles—so well known ns a talented lecturer and 
writer. His physical infirmities, against which 
he struggled so long, now render him unable 
to help himself, and his contributions to our 
literature entitle him to the kind consideration 
of ail cultivated people. The subject of the 
lecture was ‘‘the old chivalry and the new; or 
the niedkevui knight and the modern.” As 
such a title might promise, it was full of inter- 
est, and treated by the able lecturer in a schol- 
arly, entertaining and instructive manner. 
I had intended to descant somewhat upon the 
fashions, but time and space are wanting this 
week, i will mention by way of a h-m boiichi', j 
however, that the "Isabella bouquet” is the 
last Parisian novelty. By gently touching a 
secret spring, a butterfly springs from a rose 
bud. am! hovers over the flowers ! 
Legislative. 
Petitions- Of the selectmen of Surry for re- I 
imhurscincnt for soldiers bounty. 
Of Freeman S. Doyle, for an act to built fish j 
weir in the town of Jonesport. 
Of Somerset Railroad Company for amend- 
ment of charter to enable them to extend their j 
road to Moosehead Lake. 
Inhabitants of North Haven, had leave to ; 
withdraw on petition to legalize doings of the j 
town. 
Petitons were presented for a Railroad char- 
ter from Pittsfield lo llartlaml, Athens and 
Moosehead Lake; for a bridge from Barton’s 
Island to main land in Boothbay ; remonstrance I 
of ,T. C. Condon and others of Belfast, against! 
change in porgy law; of Arlxene A. Emery,! 
for change of name; for incorporation of 
Jonesport Steamboat Co.; of Selectmen of j Frankfort to make valid the doings of said 
town ; remonstrance of Albert S. ICelley and ; 
140 als., against same; of Alfred Clark and <12 ! 
als., against petition of Selectmen of Frank- 
fort; petition of Charles II. Clement et als., 
reported bill an act to repeal chc.pt. 582 of the 
special laws oi !868, relating to the taking of 
codfish &c.. In Frenchman’s Bay ; for an act in- 
corporating the Great Brook and Reeds Pond 
Dam Company. 
Brr.r.s ox their Passaor—To incorporate 
Ellsworth into a city—to incorporate the Knox 
Trotting Park Society. 
In the Convention of the two branches on the 
20th, the Hon. Hannibal Hamlin was elected 
IT. S. Senator and Will. Caldwell, State Treas- 
urer. 
The Ellsworth American says as Mr. Lewis 
Springer of Hancock, and a neighbor were 
plowing late last fall, a piece of greensward, the 
plow turned up a number of snakes. It was 
remarked that if the earth was turned up still 
deeper more of them would be found, so a hoe 
was procured, and the earth dug up as deep as 
two feet, and more than three hundred snakes 
were thrown from their bed nml killed. The 
most singular pnrt. of the story Is says Mr. 
Springer, that there were some of all the kinds 
he has ever seen in this locality in the nest. 
It was a kind of a happy family gathered there 
to winter. Those nearest the top were quite 
dull, but as they dug down, those in the lower 
tiers were brisk und lively. 
Letter From Augusta. 
Correspondence of the Journo). 
Entl of llio Senatorial Fight. Squire Butt 
iu permitted to be Speaker a few tlinutet. 
.fleeting of Militut.r l hap*. Board of 
.agrieulture. The Coming Rumrnil Gath- 
ering. X Representative Jehu Fined. 
Augusta, Jan. 25, 1800 
As was predicted in my letter last week the 
! Senatorial contest ended in a thorough clean- 
j iug out of the oppositon to Ilamlin. After 
I Morrill’s card of withdrawal appeared, every 
1 possible effort was made to get up a flank 
movement and elect Chamberlain. Gen. Geo. 
L. Beal, the “Head Centre"of the Grand Army 
of the Republic iu this State, rallied all his 
forces and earnest buzzing commenced. Cham- 
berlain stock took a rise, and it looked fora 
few hours as though the Morrill men could 
dare say their souls were their own. and pluck 
up ccurage enough to make one more effort 
against the Penobscot chief. But it was no 
I go.” They were splendid yelpers, but had no 
idea of biting. When the ballot came, they 
quietly swallowed their own words, and went 
in for Hannibal. The exchange of cards in 
tiie State Journal is over, and quiet is restored. 
Rust lias had a chance to make use of his 
little speech which lias laid on his stomach so 
long. 11c holds the gavel a few days in the ab- 
| si nce of Drummond. 
Last week the Grand Army of tiie Repub- 
lic."—a military boll to the radical kite—held a 
convention here to choose officers for tiie com- 
ing year, and to transact some other business 
unknown to outsiders, Imt which, judging by 
hotel conversations, had for its main objecl 
the parcelling out of offices among llie faith- 
ful, under the incoming administration. Some 
of these strapped" Micawbers, who have 
been so long “waiting for something to turn 
up,” believe that now is the accepted time, and 
the day of their salvation. Because they sup- 
ported the government during the few years ol 
■•unpleasantness," they now very modestly 
claim that the government shall support them 
the rest, of their natural lives. About hair a 
hundred delegates wi re present, nearly .11 of 
whom registered their names at the hotels with 
•• Gen.” or Col." prefixed. This has been a 
remarkably good year for Generals and 
Colonels. They are getting so mimeious in 
every locality that if you happen to step on a 
man's toe 111 a crowd, you are safe to apologist 
with a Beg your pardon General. The bre- 
vet system has been a big thing for ail such 
military polly-wogs as Lieutenants ami Cap- 
tains. It lias raised hosts of them from a tad- 
pole condition into tiie full dignity of bull 
frogs. 
The Board of Agriculture will clom their 
session on Tuesday ol next week. Every 
county is represented, and the proceedings are 
of univeisal interest. A new feature is the 
farmer's convention which meets this v -ek un-: 
der tiie auspices of tmu board. Leetu Mrs have 
been engaged from abroad, who, will some of 
our home talent, will make1 the convention in- 
teresting and useful. 
The hext thing on the docket is the temper- 
ance convention with its attendant influx of 
white chokers. There will be the same crowd 
of great moral reformists, that have been iu 
[lie naoii oi coining ncrc lor me sum ;>urposc 
the last dozen years, and the same old stern- 
typed order ot exercises will be observed. 
Judge Davis, Gen. Dow, Sir Joshua, Camp- 
meeting John, and a lew others, will speak 
their pieces. K'.der Randall, of the Methodist 
persuasion, will relate an affecting anecdote. 
Sister Hlcbborn will also go f >rwt rd, not so 
much to make a speech, as to gi.ze on those | 
pleasant faces. The Gov. will l e invited to 
preside, and u legislative liquoi committee 
urged to attend. The speakers will tell what 
a tremendous bobbery will be kicked up in the j 
party, il the legislature don’t go ;t blind outlie j 
constabulary question. Hut, all t ie alarm caus- 
ed by these threats will -‘die burning.' They 
have been made too often The Rad leaders : 
know full well the difference between conven- ! 
tion talk and earnest talk. They know that all 
the threats of bolting is the poorest kind of! 
bosh, and that when election day comes round 
the lirst crack of the party whip will make these 
anti-toddy men so humble,” that Uriah Met p 
would lie considered proud alongside ot them, 
and that they will go to the polls and swallow 
the entire party ticket, although it may lie made 
up entirely of rum-sellers and rum-guzzlers 
and they’ll not even dare to gag. 
The other day a gay ami iestivu Represent.! 
live was out on a ride, lie Ik d a horse with a 
clean pair ot heels, and didn’t want anybody 
to tell him how to hold the ribbons. His driv- 
ing was something like “the driving of Jehu, 
the son Nimshi." A portion of his exhibition 
of speed was over Kennebec bridge, where he 
formed the acquaintance of policeman Kincaid, 
who politely asked him to lend the city live dol- 
lars, the amount usually borrowed on sucli oc- 
casions. Not wishing to retli n to the “Judge's 
stand,” the request was complied with, it’s 
rather an awkward position for a law-maker 
to be a law-breaker -but it sometimes happens 
SO. Ql AM Ill.U lll't. 
GENERALITIES. 
The Maehias Republican >nys that a •‘colored 
gentleman” recently set the Court House, in 
that town, on fire, and is now in jail for it. 
Arrangements are being made to have a j 
farmer’s convention at Augusta during theses- [ 
sion of the Board of Agriculture. 
The Rockland Free Press says the amount ol 
lime burned In that city in 18(is was 1,023,270 
casks, being more than was ever before burnt 
In one year. 
1 he Rockland Savings Bank iris been in oper- 
ation about eigiit months and a half, and it has 
receivid deposits amounting to more than 
§100,000. 
We notice that. N. k. Sawyer Fmj., ol the 
Fdlsworth American, has been appointed Col- 
lector of Customs in that district. < .m/lrnia- I 
lion of appointments look rather dubious just 
now. What evil has our brother done, that tin- 
wicked A. .1. should thus honor him? 
Tilt; Morrill and Hamlin papers liavn't \ et 
done biting their thumbs at each other. The 
Portland Advertiser speaks of t he Jeti'crsoiiian 
as “a crazy paper printed in Bangor.” 
I)r. Howard, of W'est Parlee, Vt.. had his i 
pocket picked of §50,000 in greenbacks aim 
bonds at the New Haven Depot. He saved 
$10,500 in another pocket. 
Neuralgia and too much laudanum killed Mr. 
Raymond, of Wilber, Conn. 
The Rogers murder, in New York, is still a 
mystery. 
Harper’s Weekly, one ol the most, iuteusolv 
Radical prints in the country, is forced to ex- 
claim in view of passing events : 
“One wonders that the South dot s not rebel 
anew, when one considers the miserable vermin 
who have been sent down there as toil eminent 
officials? 
An Augusta clergyman is preaching from the 
text—“God’s puulslnm ut for Sin--its certainly 
and object.” lie takes his text, from the Stale 
House. 
The Kennebec Journal n- aggravated by the 
appearance ol anoliiri dead hot making a 
span. 
A man named Scliollcld, arrested for drunk- 
enticss in Ames bury, Mass., was found hung in 
his cell next morning. 
The Morrill and Hamlin parlizans keep up a I 
scattering the at each other through the papers. 
They have called each other mauy \ cry hard i 
names, which as a general thing are deserved. 
The Senate has agreed not to confirm any mole ol Pr sident Johnson’s appointments. ! I hey want, to give Ulysses some stock on hand, j The ramrod Stale Convention nut at Aligns-' 
t.a on Tuesday. Hon. Ebeuezei lvnowltou pre- 
sided. Woodbury Davis, in a letter, opposed: 
tiie re-enactment of the Coustabulaiy law mid 
favored imprisonment for the lirst sale. 
We learn from the Portland Advertise! Hm 
in the Superior Court. Portland. Samuel Hill 
was sentenced to death for liavin,r set tire to 
a house occupied by Bernard Daley. r|„. 
asserts his Innocence. 
A woman physician in Boston effects cures 
by the practice of “Bauuchedismus.” She 
ought to bring most any complaint to terms. 
A lady in Biddelord dropped her fur collar 
worth $100. A man behind her, deliberately 
picked it up, buttoned it under his coat, and 
pursued his innocent way ! 
It may be that the IvuKlux Klan, like Byron’s 
pirate is •■Linked to one virtue and a thousand 
j crimes "—but that solitary virtue ought to be 
very dear to radical hearts. It is thus set forth 
The “Ku-Klux" lately disciplined a resident 
of Franklin county, Tenn., by giving him a 
sound lashing for whipping his wife. They also 
j made him take a mule and about twenty bar 
j rels of corn to a negro, from whom,'they 
: charged, lie had unfairly acquired the property. 
Women are about to be admitted to Cam- 
bridge University, England. 
In Japan, when a lire takes place, they im- 
mediately cut off the head of the man in whose 
house it originates. What a place for insur- 
ance companies! 
Gov. Harriman. oi New Hampshire, wants to 
1 be Consul at London. 
Mrs. Twitchell, an account oi whose career 
we publish on the outside at this paper, has 
been found not guilty. 
A sexton in Salem, lately visited one ot the 
tombs, when the wind slammed tiie door, and 
sprung the lock. Some astonished passers by, 
hearing a voice from the tomb," effected lus 
release. 
A young man in Taunton lias been dealt with 
by the l’oiicc Court, for spitting tobacco on the 
carpet of a church. 
A. horrible accident occurred In the town oi 
1 ulmouth, near Portland. A man named Swolt 
was cutting trees, when his axe glanced and 
buried itself in the body of a lad named Mars- 
ton, killing the boy almost instantly. T.iey 
were alone, and Swett, was so horror-struck 
that lie went Into convulsions, lie was found 
writhing in the snow in that condition, and the 
dead body of the lad m ar by, the liver protrud- 
ing from the wound. It is feared that Swett 
will also die from the effects of the shock. 
President Johnson 1ms nominated Jas. II 
Chamberlain, Assessor for the .A111 district of 
Maine. 
Leavitt and Weston have sold one half" of 
their great water power at Treat’s Falls, Ban- 
gui. to gentlemen of wealth, who contemplate 
improx cutouts. 
An Internal revenue collector, in New .Jer- 
sey, is. $10,000 short. 
There can be no demagoguism moii degrad- 
ing or unjust than that which seeks to array 
the ■ East" against the West." X. 1 Tri- 
bune.] Is It a more degrading Uemagoguism 
than to seek to array the Fas’ against the 
South? I Boston Post. 
The Oxford Democrat commences it' new 
volume in an enlarged form, and with new type. 
"We, the people of England," said the three 
tailors of Tooley street "In the name of 4,000,- 
000 American citizens,” said the half-dozen 
darkies who called on Grant. [N V. Herald. 
is generally roiimiHi mat tsiame is me 
coining man for next Speaker ol the House. 
Mrs. Groemlyke ol' Chicago was the heroine 
of a late scandalous divorce suit. She had then 
already been twice divorced. She lias just suc- 
ceeded 'll obtaining release from her fourth hus- 
band by tlie same means, and is to be married 
tliis week to her tlfth. this enterprising wo- 
man was born in Maine, and first carried the 
name of Grant. 
The story about a man in Portland selling the 
rum in which a dead body had been pickled, is 
about as oi l as the invention of rum itself. 
These M does” do fresh duty every few 
years. The most certain way to guard against 
imposition of thf kind is to drink no rum at all. 
Mi. Seward is going to travel as soon as he 
is .,ut. of olhee il lie can't annex all creation, 
he means to take a look at it. 
A Desdemona ease lias occurred in Tennes- 
see, a young girl eloping with her father’s negro 
apprentice. 
Weston scorned to again v'sit Portland, where 
they wouldn't cash his d aits. He went round 
the inhospitable place. 
Mr. Sheriff Grose, of Knox County has ap- 
pointed tlm following deputies—J. K Brown, 
Camden : Isaac Carkin, McLains Mills dames 
Burns, Washington. 
The Manillas I nion has receiv ed a letter from 
Hancock county gentlemen urging a united ef- 
fort for a railroad to run along the shore 
through ll.iiic'ick and Washington counties, 
Bucks port and Calais being the point to con- 
nect. 'I'lie writer thinks unless this is done, 
these two counties will be abandoned in a few 
years, ami the red men will be the possessors. 
Metallic ceilings, which consist In the appli- 
cation to the joistiug t f very thin stamped metal 
in ornamental embossed panels, have recently 
been invented. 
A Nt»w Vorkcr, F. Fmcrcl, wants w«■ 11, here’s 
what In* wants 
I want to be a Washburne, 
And with a Washburne stauu 
A commission in my pocket, 
And ices within my hand.” 
It is pretty eeilaiu that we are to see the 
coming year the bitterest ramrod war that lias 
yet been known, on ail persons and things op- 
posed to prohibition. 
A western editor thus delivers himself oil the I 
butter question “The woman who made the j 
blitter which we bought last Week is reap rt- j 
fully requested to exercise more judgment in 1 
proportioning the ingredients. The last batch 
had too much hair in for butter, and not qni;.- 
enough for a waterfall.” 
Lyon seems destined to burn up entirely. On 
Monday night last live stores were entirely, 
and live more partially destroyed—all occupied 
by shoe dealers. The loss is $200,000. 
the Times Washington despatch says the 
Supreme Court will unquestionably sustain the 
constitutionality of the legal tender act. 
New Y ork burglars dug through a brick wall j 
two feet thick and into a safe, from which they j 
realized $;o,000. 
Albert if. Johnson oi lYrry was burned lo ! 
death Oil the Uiulit of (lie !7i!i Inst., by a log- ! 
ging camp taking Bre. 
Weston had got as far as Concord, N. IP, 
oil Monday, and was a little lame, although he 
walked 17. miles that day it ml proposes to go 
22 more before stopping. 
I’hc scheme, now before Congress, lor the 
gov. rnme.nt to run all the telegraph lines in the 1 
.tonnt:y, Is a foolish and impracticable one,] 
Unit will fasten on the treasury a horde of huu- 
gry office-seekers and the telegraph fall off' in 
efficiency in consequence. This seeking to do 
all the business ul the country by government 
officials is the most stupid folly. By and by 
we shall have the folks at Washington under- 
taking to raise every man’s garden sauce for 
him. 
Ira Sturgcs, Esq., lias bought of L. It. Cooke 
nf Gardiner, the white gelding, “Breach of 
Promise, formerly known as the Blanchard 
colt, paying therefor 82000. [Kennebec Jour- 
nal. 
There's a Breach of Promise over here that 
twelve men have valued at only 8000, Unit can 
beat him from the word “Go!" 
Phe item in tin* Journal of Monday, which 
stated Unit Governor Chamberlain “has again 
issued his warrant for file hanging of Harris,", 
was not in accordance with the facts. The 
Governor inis done no such thing [Kennebec 
Journal. 
We have the best authoiity t o- saying that 
the Sh.-i ill'nf Knox County lias a wan ant from 
the Executive commanding him to execute 
Harris on February 12ih 
On? Conn Hr port. It i? our intention to 
present pretty full reports of cases of special 
interest which may he tried in the Courts of 
this County. As there had never been a breach 
of promise trial here, we had arranged for a 
sketch of the one which has recently occupied 
the attention of the Court, as a matter of pub- 
lic interest, and had got a part In type before 
it developed the urn leanness which became so 
prominent toward.- ih close. As it attracts 
public attention lot ally to a very great degree, 
we give plu v to it. having made the report as 
presentable as possible without obliterating 
the feature* on which it mainly depended. A 
chronicler of the atfairs of mankind is obliged 
to take c: tutc ;i< it manifests itself, and 
not — een*ors n l m .ralists would have it. 
As an < *.-» f! 1 i-- matt« r when a breach of 
promise is. vv! ic!i Ii he the pink of pro- 
priety with Cupids, dove*, perfumed love !et- 
iteisar.da ia-a a e l heart, occurs, we shall 
| give a full and accurate re ital of the whole. 
I Let the cens u-ious, if any such there be, wait 
until there opportunity t> rank*- •> fair aver 
age. before rnplaining. 
Court Hecord. 
St I’KI'Mi: dl I»ll’lAl C'oLRi. I)ICRKR60N. J, 
PinsiDrxG. 
lie I'nso •»! Cha-. Rradstret against Alvuh Sherman, 
in relation to n S O counterfeit greenback, on trial last 
week, was decided in fa\or vd the ] !:»inti:*. A motion 
tor a new tri ll was made. 
Jewett for plaintiff, H< yle and McLellan for defence. 
Nehemiah Johnson, vs. O. W. Whitcomb. Ac 
tion to recover damages by an unruly stallion that jumped 
into plaintiff's wa<f*n, striking him, nnd indicting dam a 
g«’ on his j 1 'i' j.-. \ « rdi. t 1-r plain*Til'. $50. 
Mel ellaii f-■; ['’.lintill. Jewett for defence. 
i:i'f U H ■ »i I UOMISK CASK. 
\ngu I'f saiinii 1 M.*V:lcord. Action lor breach 
■ t promi-i 1 man The parties both live in Sears port. The histor. 1 tin*. 1- briefly is that the plaintitf, whose 
maiden nini" was Holiday, married Kbeuezer it ray in 
In* I. and w.. iivorccl from him in i*r. 7 for alleged cruel 
ty and das.■nion. luMuyofths year, and subsequent 
j to the divorce, as set tortii in t! 10 writ, <_ otcord began to 
pay attrition to the plaintiff, ::ml in June promised to 
j marry her. and the day was fixed tor the tirst of January, ! ISOs. He continued to \isil iter up to two days previous- 1 lv t<- January 1st, when hi- visits suddenly ceased. L»ur- 
ing the*e i-its he claimed and was allowed all the priv- 
ilege- e ■husband. I Hie injury to her reputation 
| and ter! nig- ustained by the plaintitf, this action was 
brought. I he .mage is laid at $lwy Nickerson and 
I .Jewett appeared : >r the plain!.' Runnels and Abbott 
for the dclence. 
The defendant a’.h g iti liis pe-’iticaUons ot defence 
that the promise, it made at all, was during the time she 
wa tli win ot !’;.•>, and therefore not binding. Also 
that her character .'.a- bad. that she wa- not a woman ot 
virtue and rhastiry. and had an un* man disorder, as h- 
1 discovered to hi- persona! giu I. 
The plaintiff a young wum-iii of perhaps g| years. 
1 short of -1atui'.■, with ■ 1 .. ; uncommon roundness, a 
: -harp black e\i1. a fluent tongue ami a smart and vi\a 
cions nppearanc Durinc the opening of the ease by 
Hen Nickerson. she sat in front ot thejurv, with a hand 
kerchief to her eyes, and appeared t* be weeping. Her 
little boy, of three years, by her marriage with Gray, ac- 
companied her. 
Angie Pray, the plaint iff, being .-worn, testified tiiat 
she had been man led and di\ ireed Colcord came i«. 
the house to see' lu-r often, am I in June, l>'-7, became on 
gaged—tie -< t up at night. and he promised to marry 
her iu the lull, it .am lion-, -hotild !•• finished, or at any 
rate in the winti r. >aui ho had secret that had better 
be told her then, beture marriage, and it was, that he 
could nevvt ha*.«- ny children. Site accepted him. 
and they joined hands in token of engagement. He 
stayed sometime- till three o’clock lu the morning, lie 
wanted the engagement kept private, he said, to surprise 
people by a marriage. Site went into all the details and 
preparations for tin-wedding. Hi made her a present <d 
a cloak. He proposed as he could have no children ol 
his own, i'» adopt tin-. hi d .ami give ii his own name*. 
Site Tiiane cvi-rv preparation that ln-r limited means ad 
initted for the wedding. 11 < did not come on the night 
of N Ye] th roubh ura Wa 
Vfterwards mother got 
father to go ami see him. < >11 the next 1'uesday became 
to he’:.;- lie wouldn't-top. Went into the porch 
with hit;*, laid hf head on his shoulder and eriwil. He 
said I -t u; i tin- in 1 -vt nt 0:!. II. never canu 
again. W* nt to iii- In- -. afterward-. Saw him alone. 
Be — I might shoot him it 1 
wanted to. His broth**; took me imnn- in a sleigh. 
Cross-examined. Ilf nnirtcil nt" !> lore my marriage 
with limy. Ila.l no intercourse with him then. 1 brok. 
oil that intimac While married t > Bray, never wrote 
to any man to nu ot no- in the woods. Never so wrote to 
< oleord. I had intercour-e w ith C. leord on the night ot 
our engagement. i hen iim after very close question 
ing in regard to this matter, by Abbott, declined to an 
su er further/ Didn't k- o > he matt >r altogether secret. 
fold .Mr. Ku.st, i-aiifor ot the Progressive Age about it, 
and .Mr. t ie >U \ Matin e, a one Ise. 1 took some 
poison at t'oleord*< lion-.-. »>r tried to. li was laudanum. 
Direct-resumed. ( •■n urd .-.ml 1 must give him a bus 
band's privileges, or l w.mldn’r marry me. lie tried 
the same belong. an 1 foled. 
Cros-evutuiue 1 Work..] n Hie Pn>gre< d «• jj Ag. 
office. Saw Mr. Ku.»t at Ids ollieo at the time 1 told him. 
I'sed to call there it'r• -r 1 ce i-ul to work. Called a num- 
ber of time.- a halt d n d .mi. or more on different 
days. I'sed to walk in here from home, alt* 1 eear.ed.iw 
work in tii*' .\ot’.e M .i in tie torenooii, aud it 
took me tw> or thre.-hours. I'sed to stop here one or 
two hours. Mr. Ku>t Im called m nn -he called at inv 
house last V u tli < t .1 ul v. 
Direct-resumed. 1 pr..posed to Coldord to get poison, 
and both take it, atnl die. Hed. .-lined. I lo\'ed him. and 
still do. 
Mr. Bow 'ii tat her in-law oi jdaiutill, sworn. Mat 
ried plain: :f- mother in : I *! i nf iff has lived at nr. 
house, and mad her home there, lie detailed the visits 
to the house sin s;.nut: pi lint ill' had dom Coleord 
excused ldinself t-«r• marrying bv alluding to some 
story he had lmard /..n ine Angi--. it was that .-die 
had stopp. d all l. ; 1:. P! n 11 >u-*\ with (’apt. 
Datl el MlUte. < .. mi d t el .; d a I he wa.- satistied 
| it was not tru A tig.- wa- in civat trouble and distivs- I about Coleoni’s failure te irrv het < oleord told me 
I lie knew she was a good .- ii and In- wouldn’t be al'r.lid 
to trust her any win re. ver knew until site testified to 
it here, of the extent to which sin' had gone with Col 
cord, look a lettei \ugie :o him. Hi? read it and 
made n » reply. 
(Jros.'-i xamiued. A m iia.-> no iiii-ain. 1 am a poor 
man m> sell Never tried t got hei ml child >n the 
town. Nd •• er struck her rift* r her Mild was horn. Nev« r 
made any demand ml mi 1 in ae Mi. Whit. ... 
uied that Angie Hta>< •! :p nick: at the Phenix House. 
This was a year ago. Never knew <d my wile sending 
notes h r young men : > conn- io ln-u 
KUeu P. liich, testified to cutting Angle's wedding dress and to hoi >rr -w ;,-r the !i-appointment, and 
to her general g d r p-; Witne-Ps husband i- 
plaintiti 's ecu sin 
V. .1 1 -i w II ll'lllil-u ll) 
the disappointment ->f 111< >i■ inti I!'. 
Nathaniel l.airabee. rn. 1,'w near ( oleord and 
Bowen. >ecu Cob-ord t:«• ju*‘is! iv .f B wen’s. Knew 
nothing ot Augit mmiial anguish. 
Cross-i xamiued. be! to get Bowen to butcher lor me. 
Have seen other woim.ii than Bow.mi’s wife at Ills house. 
Never stayed alter o'clock- ,M wile never came to get 
me away No trouble b> tw. n about going there. 
Heard « ‘'l ord promi: A n- !e-lie s!iou!d liv. eoiutori 
bly and h a e a «„ ,e atmiml. 
Mr-. Bowen, mother I pT u.th! Had in corrobora 
tiou ol previous testimony :idnt:\c to Coleord’s ntten 
tims. 8 I lie rd ( ..i• rd ] 111i to man v Angie, in 
the tall, or certainly m V w Years. When Colcord did 
not come, \ ugie took to h* I < i, v- ried, ami took no tood 
lor a long film 
Cross-examined. Angn had some intimacy with Col 
cord bet..re h marriage Bray. Know f no notes 
written Coleer.i whib dm \V; > m.irrud to Brav. Shu 
wrote twice since last Jaiiimr Dut.br know •.( the sex 
u:il intimacy Yugie ha- !-• t ill, d t. I le v had noi been 
published previous to N-w Yea Inn he said lie would 
tix that. Mie was ,!! j, tr. i e th, night. 1 h, v were 
not together lit any 01 her plate that I know ot. Nevei 
urged my daughter to try tn tr.p ( oleord. Nolmdv -at 
up with Angie except. Colcord. 
Capt. D. th Rich testitied th Ar.gie was at hi- house, 
i u January and n as M-r, inebiiieii.dy and uiyir.g. Sin' 
always bore a good reputation, and was u pecied. 
Cross-examined. Am cousin to Angie. 
J he pbitutiirs testimony \> !■• re m non need to be all in 
ia irn.N' i. t <* : hi \,svi 
Mrs. Br .y, m dhei d .inti!] first husband, testitied 
that Angie had lived in her family. Was her son’s wile 
less than a '■ ear. Clies’ on u ; tier general conduct ex 
eluded.] A lct.tei \ igi,- s motln z to her. 
Angie and my u tore it In tw o, m trying to get it. Mie 
used to have worried and dej.n -- i spells had tin in Ire 
<iuently. She pretended to eomniit suicide once. 
Hollis M. oleord, sw-tm Am brother of deleudant. 
Know An. Hr.n ill v- b:i.\v tier It id eon iw ei ion 
with her in winter of 1M-I. It was In the old I’ortei 
house. 1 lie satin ocuern d «n!; tinn and places be lore she was married to Brav. 
Cro.-s examined. Am : year- d.l. Bowen’s folks had moved ut Borba lions, that dr., fin-old folks were at 
their former home. Angie and a little girl were staying there she came out in toe aitenioou and invited me to 
come in the ev. ning. \ long cross-examination fol 
lowed, 
Samuel Colcord. delemlant, sworn. [Defendant is tall, fait complexion! d man, ot intelligent appearance, about Js years old.; know plaintill many years. \\ intimate with her before the marring!' to Br.iv. I was in 
the navy during tin* war. she wrote to me while I was 
there. 1 answered her. .she w rote again, and 1 n plied 
Mie wrote again, and 1 did not ..uswer. Had no intimacy 
while she was Bray’s wife. Had intimacy with her In 
lSfn. Never promt'-- I t<> unrry her. Never indicated 
anything of the kin !. W as at Bowen's only twice in 
l«»r. Nothing like het I'-timony took place. Had no 
intercourse at Bowen's house. It took place in tin- 
woods—the tir.-i tine in lMt. I lie solicitation was on 
her part, more than mine. I hD w s repented at rtiflVi 
cut times and place.',. She wrote m »n I8i>7 to meet her, 
and I did. Should mb have H me \eept by invitation. 
Shewrofe me a n<>f- to meet her m June, 18f>0. I got a 
disorder lrom her. employed Dr. Hopkins. Talked 
with lie about if. •''lie-aid it rim'd be the canker she had 
Her motliei u-ed to bring notes from her, for me to 
come up. In tstd, sin--aid sh -had money ot Bray’s and 
invited me to run nviy with her. TfiB w before she 
married Bray. 
(‘ross examined. 
Heard plaint ill testify tier I s:t,-i Town Clerk was a 
Mason, and would tix the pui-h-on;- n; l n,*\ ei -aid -,i 
The Town Clerk was not a 'I mi. NY hen Angle was al 
the house at the poisoning lime, 1 asked her to leave, 
saying she had done enough lor me; -aid she would go 
when sin* got ready. 1 h irnessed the horse, and my 
brother took her away. 1 1 my Masonic pin with h« 
in the woods, Nuppo •' he ;• >ok it from niy shirt front. 
When I said l gotdisor*!- Horn her, she -aid It I report 
ed it, sht‘Would hi- A n. brain- out. I have one not, 
she wrote me to meet her in the woods, In- others are 
lost. YVitm id ote.J Received it through 
the Tost < Mice. Ivimw ! and writ ing. This is her-. 
She was Brav wile at tie time. | did not meet lie-1, as 
Invited to. Wi. ;.t Bowen w itli my coll, and to get him 
to do pbist-ring. My birthday was both June, was not 
there then. Did not lie on lounge v. ith her that sumniei 
or fall. Did not go again until December. Deny talking with her about marriage. A long cross-examination fob 
lowed, about the time, place and incidents ol intercourse 
between them.. \Yu at B.w, n’- house only three times 
that year. Don't know the pm 1 lost was picked up on a sofa. Wore It the first day ot the trial. Bowen handed 
,1-Wtome. He said Angio gave it to him. Didn’t 
v h, ;i ,i wa- found. 1 hunted in woods tor the 
v : u.i- with her. I'scd to go to house before 
.. i- ,:. in li-TH—perhaps two or three times. 
,t itcn olb*r to marry her in 18 months, when Bray 
,y(1,.d himself. When 1 called at the house did not 
1 id not \i-it her when Bray was com ting her. 
; iii I was incapable of being a lather Can’t 
hi iii* I am or not. No recollection ot telling any 
\«-w wanted to call her boy by my name. Have 
Hit Mm- iii«* pin with me. Lett it at Itomr because 
i-tilled about Masonry. Took it out ol m >• bosom 
art on that day Had orders to take it out. Dc» 
p.-av w !.' ordered me. M’ourt bi ro interfered, 
ih. ic was 'no much firm expended on a breast- 
II p. letter.-'she wrote me while in navy: they 
in ’■ [A 1 mg examination followed relative 
it.-.-ami on clings in the woods.J 
pii.i!i"h:im testified t!».it Angio told him she 
s divorced iron Brav. and marry Colcord, 
trap him. Tlii was in summer of InHJ. 
> xamined. B n pt < Mcord’s for a fortnight 
> ,m 11, ii, h, of defendant, testified to visit of 
j.,-, ... .i.ii-uar’.. and to the transactions 
.. ;. Mu' told her to go away 
i,, « Km v. of her son’s sickness, and 
< I. frotio of defendant, testified to the 
J,",,,,'- li, took her home, and she jumped 
p m tin -lei, h. Delendaut made known to 
-i. ki ami when he got it. Heard my brother 
hi about it. she -aid it must be canker, and did 
u i,\ that he had been intimate with her. 
1 Jo) km- ol Searsport, testified that he treated Col* 
"• iiorrhia, in 1*07, three or four weeks. Mrs. 
1 ; id u tor medicine. She described her case, 
; k. ; li n nix. had not bad connection with a 
... ... T!r- was in May, before Colcord appli 
! .p >, in her with medicine sometimes nsed 
., x;i::.ik'i!. «i ive her tincture ot iron. It is used 
... : a •vpro.icliful nature. Iron might 
norrlo .. :n hrouic state. 
: \\ i, p to the alleged taking ot 
\1. ;;> ii, appeared to be dying at lirst, but 
u,r j p ii. igli. sat up and appeared well. Saw 
:i 111 p tluih ! p took-n the cushion. It seemed 
»w cetem d w at ei. 
i--i-x loiuio'i. 31} will now dead, was a sister ot 
Lo cords. 
1 m ,!■ tenet- In pat m the following from Angie to 
■dpI. written whi:e .-he was the wile of Bray— 
Tuesday, June 5. 180*). 
i; iln ;• h.wina,- Will you meet me next Saturday 
iug ’.i.tif )>a.-t 8 o'clock. I wish to talk with you, 
pi ,pi Dull: give on up. Lome without fail. 
Your sincere friend, Angik. 
IK-JIV.INY inti PLAINTIFF RESt'MED. 
Rich re caii- d. <>i the night Hollis Colcord tea 
ii ■ ,ng Angie at tin. l'orter house, she went 
ji mi t* a no etiug. returned with me, and stayed all 
with me. Hollis Colcord was at the meeting, and 
i,t tnino v my ..-ter. Hr waited at the house till 
pitu ’. T!o mo*. J entirely that day. 1 was there. 
\i ,11,1 Mi.-. J: wen pas-oil the night at the l’orter house. 
Mr Bow n called, testified ;hat he commenced 
mg in imbuing, completed moving the same day, 
•i pp i in the l’orter hou-e tie same uight, with his 
iU: io.:, yi .\, ,‘pt Angie, who went away with 3Irs. 
1 u1 tnuiii.g on the lounge, the 3Iasonic 
th;e. won o ■•ourt. 1 hi-lounge got out of 
■ v. p h -.mg i! anil found the pin. 8aw Angio 
,i% lit. him win n he ■.uni- to the house next time, j 
A ni what Ho <* meant. He said the wearers 
,-c xic in tin i udge. 
ss-i mge shortly after the 
.a ot J: ;•••. (.' the pin to Angie next morning. 
■ I have talked of this since my testi- 
-. tc*tiIi•:• I in corroboration ot the moving 
in- Masonic pin was lound as late as Septcni- 
\ ;. k it and in my presence gave it back to t im. 
ii km- xmined by Court) the disorder that 
sad would keep a man 'pinM in his courting. &c. 
1 ivmmunic ited by contact. 'Along examin- 
Mr. Jo a tl .olh-wed concerning the disorder 
Angie Bruy plaintifi. re •'■ailed, t-.-tilied that she stay*.-.! 
M Rich on tT night ul the moving. Was not at 
oicord’s t stimony 
•mn-rti Willi me i- wholly untrue, ho 
..mu' ( ieord s ,ry -o i.ir a- 1 elates to times pre- 
lii .rriagi. Deceived the Masonic pin from 
:. and g:.' it to Colcord myself. 1 know that Col- 
:- incapal. <f ! coming a father—that he is not a 
..n. He i< id mr the second Saturday in July, that he 
in in al'ic. and asked il it was possible I had any 
iv.iv r4 I consulted Dr Hopkins, and was satisfied j \' iien In lid not come t >r lour weeks, 1 j 
aeliim iwic once through Hie Post Office. When 
im h aid he was ‘satisfied it was canker he had. j 
iliatle wa> cur' a. He never referred to the mat- 
a I never wrote the note that has been read, 
is not m> handwriting. Never met Sam. Colcord in 
a-' and talked as testified, about liis sickness. 
■ ro---. xamiued. My husband carried me home, and 1 
Ik. d ! u:k to him. lie carried me home again. I lived 
I. him about tour months. He posted me in the pu 
lan- "'th discovered Colcord was not a man. Con- 
-«i to discover it every time lie cam-'. [Witness de-j 
in it to answer further.’ 
!•■ testimony being all out on both sides, the argu-j 
vv< ;v pro. d w by Mr Runnels for the de- | 
ol' a. N for the plaintiff; occupying 
hour and a half each. 
this eiiAitm:, 
said that outsidi t ilk and the atteudanco of j 
vm upon the tri ii, should not miter into it. There j 
t I'ular opinion in the c use. This i9 not an action 
I aton or fornication, but for the breach of a con- 
.a. ijrv 1 he defendant is not responsible unless j 
-re wa- a contract of marriage. That is the question 
-u i:.■ 11 a contract need n >r by In writing, but 
1 lit. rred from circumstance--, v isits, the urnier- 
i',j : iativvs and tii.*u<D, tile entertainment of 
in ■ par at ions, x. -. Th* .Jury may find a pro in- 
■ u. rruiiai.itu'i But it is dangerous to in- 
i': m (' "in \isits solely. Young people 
1 |" ndent ol marriage. How ; 
a what hours r—how long? The 
m-iantly troru June to Decern- 
a ot a !.'• visited very seldom. Her 
t!t.' t" hi limit r-landing of marriage—his to 
'.'if \\ :, preparations made?—how exten- 
■; -th to them? Is there anything to cor- 
b loytl.ing to show that he was regarded as 
.: nix- husband ami son-in-law * 
ot m -t h. ■ ! n a mutual understanding. There 
im hi contract without it. But the case 
st w!,.»;b m iii-•-••. She testifies to an ex- 
n• ,.!•■( marriage, and a day fixed, l heinoth- 
w ir> -le 'ivirdii. It this testimony is true there 
v- ><o,tract. i instruct you. The defendant 
•"'» ! •• fo11.Ii it iiiile-s there are other good rea- 
Oi regarding it. 1 lie testimony of this contract 
int troin lie ] ’aimib and her family, save the evidence 
J. iH'abct I ic deieudadt claims that this is not en- 
1 J»c in iieved. i.arrabve’s testimony is met by the 
gum: m tli it it do-tro; the theory ot a secret engage- 
i. VVlnit an thcircumstances upon which the de- 
endant reliv: * 111 says In* never intended to marry the 
lain to’, neve: hi'.muled t ■ mb- marriage contract. 
!u testiinon th lab cation— i 
■: hav.ugf.ii fere herself upon him. she sues him 
v.in iiiotiv:-.- of revenge. She admits a correspondence, 
:io In iri.betui her marrifigv. The proof war- 
coiubusioii tli.it she was anxious to bring about a 
< mu gin in says sin declared her intentions, 
wuile -In* wa Bray’s wife, to get a divorce and to marry 
■ coni il V had to trap him. Did she do it ? And 
at wa- h. ; crp .-e in wiiat she subsequently did? 
An umu'-i dtable evidence of conspiracy is claimed to 
in’ »•■ I dai: 1 June b, lsG»>, which invitation he 
J mu a*pt She denies the letter, and it Is impor- 
ni! r yen > dt-icrinine that point. If the letter is 
enui.A, wh.i: hv s it mean Was it tor an honest pur- 
H i tor you to determine. There might have 
■‘•ii ntroduced testimony to show that it was not her 
vrtaig- the evidence of those acquainted with it—but 
v '• 1 .. d me. If that is turged, it should tell in her 
s ’5 b '•Aline you will consider its importance, 
fie* defend an -ay-, in relation to the alleged secret 
■ ngagem.'ut, that it is a part ol tlie conspiracy. If not a 
re friends mutually would have 
uiiownil. And another important and interesting mat- 
*• i- the poisoning affair. She took, or feigned to take 
Aon, Defendant .-ays it was the lust of'her arts to ! 
■■ rk upon and secure him. Was this genuine, or a sham ? 
"u will consider ail the circumstances, her appearance, : 
lain.-on the pillow, and whether of laudanum or, 
vh toned water. It laudanum, did it have the effect | 
that drug, and prodnee the stupor preceding the sleep 
lU.-itl.II *• 
l matter ol the disease that h.is been testified to by 
defendant and Dr. Hopkins, is imnoitant. So far 
n: making or continuing a contract of marriage with hr source oi sac!) contamination, It is contended that a 
:.,o. would detest and loath it—that a burnt child dreads 
h hr* You will consider her testimony regarding this 
m* fiie plaintiff acknowledged thatfshe knew he had 
b order. It is contended that if she was suitable 
.vim they could not have thus discussed aud con 
*■ d lu-ii r- lation*. 
1 :re instructed, as a matter ol law, that if he did 
ow into a contract of marriage with her, and she had 
o- nki without his knowledge, and he discovered it 
-H'Twurds, the contract was a fraud on him, and not 
bug A woman under such circumstances warrants 
rs(*!i free from shameful aud dangerous diseases. It 
got diseased alter contract was made, and communi- 
1,1 b •') him, it was a breach of contract, and releases 
■bn. it ou find that he had the disorder, and took it J om her, I Instruct you that he is released. But it j 
a competent for him to make a new contract, if he 1 
na ie ! with knowledge of this. If he chooses to go into | "‘lire with his eyes open, he is bound by his acts. You j li emmider tie probabilities of the case. Would he 
marry a p *rsoii from whom he h id got such an unwelcome 
present < 
■'i will eon-’ider ad the circumstances of the case, and 
tnake up iour virdict. If y<»u find for liim, he will be 
■' "'tee di.*charged. It you find for plaintiff, you will as- 
such damages as in your judgement will be just, not 
■ X1'ceding the amount claimed. She is entitled to rccoin- 
l«»r mental distress, loss of health, loss of oppor- 
nity lor marriage, &c. 
After being out about five hours, the Jury brought in 
II bit t for plaintiff, assessing the damages at $000. 
I be defendant files a motion for a new trial. 
1 he following divorces have been decreed : 
mi ah Proctor, of Liberty, from Gardner Procter. 
Adeila.l. I terry, of Boston, from Zetliain F. Berry, of itockton. 
A. ;. \ Stubbs, of Thorndike, from Hannah L. Stubbs. 
A new device in thieving was exhibited in 
a cay Ym k Friday morning. The l’aik Bank 
opened as usual, and there was lying on the 
desk something like $150,000 made up in pack- 
ages df different amounts. Customers passed 
m and out us usual; the one-incli French plate 
.’uv protected the greenbacks from thecovet- 
>-u.s pi r.-on who seized on them. Soon after 
the coiiimmic.cment, of business, a gentleman 
elite re ! the area, outside the counter, with 
something like, a ledger neatly done up in paper, ] 
With much deliberation he unfolded the paper 
and displayed an iron shield of octagonal shape, 
with a nice handle. He wrapped the pap r 
round the exposed portion ol his hand, and, > 
taking his shield, made a rake at the plate 
glass, which he shivered to atoms; with the 
other hand he grappled :.t the pile of green- 
backs and got something like $100,000 into his 
clutch. A lightning stroke from the list of one 
of the. clerks broke his hold and scattered the 
packages. Haifa loaf is better than no bread, 
thought the thief, and accordingly he snatched 
up an insignificant package of $1000 and left. 
The clerks all stared in blank astonishment. 
The high counters jftecluded a jump over aud 
prompt arrest. The thief rushed to the door, 
and in making his exit handed the package to 
a “pal,” who also skedaddled. They were pur- 
sued until the stolen property was secured and ! 
Hie thieves placed in the custody of the police. 1 
Local Items, &c. 
Job Printing. Our job office, which has 
been for some weeks suspended In its opera- 
tions, for want of a workman, Is now again in 
; running order. Those who desire work neatly 
aud expeditiously done, are invited to give us a 
call. Every description, from a visiting card 
to a mammoth poster, got out at short notice. 
The clergymen of this city have been discoursing, dur- 
ing the winter, tin the subject oi prohibiting the tales of 
spirituous liquors, ale, beer and cider. We should like to 
hear one of them devote an evening to discussing the 
question whether tobacco should or should not be also 
included. Shall we hear such a discourse? 
I 
The Sunday barber shop in this city has closed its 
[ doors, and religion and razors are again working har- 
moniously. 
It is rumored that a new supply ot rotgnt” was re- 
ceived by our city runisellcrs last week. [Prog. Age. 
j Our street lamps remind us of the slight of hand per- 1 forma nee, now you see ’eui and now you don’t [ Ditto. 
Perhaps the first paragraph may account for the second 
one. 
At the late meeting of the Belfast Gas Light Company, 
the following officers were chosen—William B. Swan, 
President; John II. Quimby, Secretary and Treasurer; 
Wm. B. Swan, Nathan F. Houston, Wm O. Poor, Asa 
A. Howes, Chas. B. liazeltine, Directors. 
Masonic. The following named officers of Corinthian 
If. A. Chapter, in this city, were installed on Tuesday 
evening, huh inst \\ m. H. Fogler, II. P. H. II. Car- 
ter, lv. ; Wm.O. Poor, S. ; C. W. Haney, C. II. ; II. L. 
Kilgore, P. S. Timothy Chase, Trens. ; Geo. P. Field, 
Secy. Geo. L. Wright, R. A. ('. ; J. S. Davis, M.3d V. ; 
C M. Littlefield, M. 2d V. ; L. D. Woodward, M. 1st V. ; 
Giles Bailey, Chaplain, A. V. Sawtclle, Sentinel. 
At the Annual Communication of Phenix Lodge on 
Monday evening, 2oth inst. the following named officers 
were elected for the following year: A. B. Mathews 
\\ M. ; Geo. TJ. Wight. S. W. ; Chas. W. Haney, J.’ 
W. Wm. O. Poor, Pres. ; Wm. II. Fogler, Secy. ; F. 
A. Fcllet, S. D. ; E. S. Carter, J. I). ; H. O. Russell, S 
S. ; M. W.llieh, J. S. ; \. D. Chase. Marshal ; A. V. 
Saw telle, T. 
L\'t j.i m. The 1 cture on Monday evening, by Ke\. W 
O. Thomas, was on “Life’s Battles,” and related to the 
contests which humanity is called upon to sustain with 
the advi. rse surroundings of the world, spiritual and ma- 
terial. It was modelled somewhat upon the idea which 
Runyan illustrated in a manner so masterly by his Pil 
grim's Progress—the allegory of a hero’s contests with 
the lusts that w.i against Christian virtues and advance- 
ment towards ; lection—in short, the fight with “the 
World, the Flesh and the Devil.’’ It had perhaps too 
much of religious philosophy, and that which was in the 
nature of exhortation, to be popular as a lyccuin lecture. 
Poople go thither altar the labors of the day are over, ex- 
pecting to be served with choice bits of wisdom “brought 
by the exploring mind from the caves of knowledge,’’ 
made attractive by humor and pequant with wit. The 
strong meats of rigid morality and theology are more 
properly for other times and occasions. Such a discourse, 
however able, and that of Mr. Thomas was able, lails to 
meet popular expectation. It may be deplored, but such 
is nevertheless the fact. The succeeding lecture will be 
by lion. Joseph Williamson, on Monday evening next. ! 
The tih.no that i.ii> it. The card, pub- | 
lished by a portion of the radical members from 
Morrill’s own county, which gave him his quiet- 
us, is as follows. 
That our position and purpose iu reference 
to the Senatorial questiou may be fully known, 
we take this occasion to say, that in the Caucus! 
held on Thursday evening, the 7th inst., wo 
voted for Hon. Lot M. Morrill, as the Republi- 
can candidate for Uuited States Senator, and 
regretted that he was not at that time nomina- 
ted. At that Caucus 75 ballots were cast for 
lion. Hannibal Hamlin, and 74 for lion. Lot M. 
Morrill, and there was one blank, cast by a 
member who did not intend Lo vote for either 
Mr. Morrill or Mr. Hamlin. 
By the laws ol this State, by the custom and 
usages hi all representative bodies, in till Can- 1 
cases and Conventions in this State, a blank 1 
Piece of paper is never counted. The Commit- i 
tee appointed lo receive, sort and count the 
votes in tiiis Caucus, did not count the blank 
as a ballot. The language of their report was, I that one hundred and forty-nine ballots 
were cast, aud then mentioned the blank, there- 
by excluding the idea that they regarded it a 
ballot. Evidently, iu such a vote, 75 constitutes 
a majority, and makes an election. Some 
weight has been attached to the fact that the 
proceedings of the Caucus were terminated by 
an adjournment without day —pending Mr Drummond’s motion to make the nomination oi 
Mr. Hamlin unanimous. We do not perceive that this is material, further than it was, in ef- 
fect, an affirmation that the purpose for which 
the Caucus had been called, viz: to select a 
candidate for United States Senator, having j been accomplished, it was brought to its natural1 
termination, by an adjournment without day. I And tiiis, in our judgment, was its effect. The 
result having been arrived at, its formal an-I 
iiouuccifKtut becomes imimitorifil. 
Had Mr. Morrill received 75 votes, at this Caucus, and Mr. Hamlin 74. we should have 
claimed that Mi. Morrill had been nominated, and expected the support of Mr. Hamlin’s 
mends in his election. We feel bound to con- 
cede to Mr. Hamlin what we should have ; 
claimed for Mr Morrill. 
We, therefore, deem it our duty, as the friends j of the Hon. Lot M. Morrill, in view of ail the 
circumstances, to advise acquiescence iu the 
nomination of the ]lou. Hannibal Hamlin, fully confident that the people of Maine will hereafter 
fully recognize aud reward Mr. Morrill’s emi- 
uent services and devoted patriotism, particu- 
larly in the great impeachment trial of Andrew 
Johnson, in the Senate of the United States. 
Bulieviug thaL Hannibal Hamlin was the nom-; 
luce of the Caucus, and that fidelity to the es- ! 
tnoUshed usages of the party, aud a just regard i fur its future harmony and success, requires us: j u> rise above personal preferences and local at- 
tacliments ; therefore we intend to support Mr. 
Hamlin, as the regular candidate of the Repub- [ licuu party for United States Senator, at the ! 
time designated by law for such election to take 
place. 
Wii. Lf. Snell, of the Sea ite. 
Ezra Ivempton, j 
(,. s. Palmer. 1 
S.D. Richardson, ^ Of the- llous, 
Mason J. Metcalf. I 
Augusta, Jan. 1(1, 18GD. 
The Revolution in Cuba. 
Havana, Jail. 23. 
During a performance of minstrels at the 
\ ilia Nuevata Theatre last evening, there wore 
seditious cries af “Viva Cespedes,” and many 
of the audience commenced singing a revolu- 
tionary hymn. A formidable riot ensued, and 
the Spanish armed volunteers and police lired 
upon the people, who returned the lire. Many 
were wennded on both sides. The allair created ! 
most intense excitement. Sensible men of 
both parties regret the occurrence of tile out- 
break. More riots are expected today. 
The Gaceta publishes tlie provisions of the i 
new electoral law for Cuba and Porto Rico. | 
Cuba will semi 18 and Porto Rico 11 members 1 
to the Spanish Cortez. 
Second Dispatch— 
Havana, Jan. 23. 
The Diarlo says : A riot was attempted last 
night in the town of Regia, opposite the city 
oi Havana. The volunteers were called out,! 
ami since then quite lias prevailed. 
At about the same time shots from small 
arms were lired against Fort Numero Cuato 
and Fort Cabanas. The firing was kept up till 
1 o'clock a. m., but when the volunteers ad- 
vanced they found no enemy. 
A disturbance took place today in this city. 
Shots were exchanged between the rioters and 
volunteers, when tranquility was restored. 
Capt. Gen'l Dulce has issued a proclamation 
in which he says, that while justice will be I 
rendered to all, severe punishment will be in- 
flicted upon all disturbers of order. 
In the affair at the theatre last night, four 
persons were killed and many wounded. 
No business was done today owing to the 
troubles last night, but the excitement is now ! 
quieting, and no further disturbances are ap- 
prehended. 
Delicate Females. Suffering humanity, and 
who does not suffer, from disease, or from’ being 
over-tasked, will find the “Standard Wine Bitters’’ 
of Alfred Speer an antidote to general debility,1 
uterine and liver affections. The most delicate 
women can use it with unfailing advantage. They 
only need a trial to supercede all other tonics. 
Sold by Druggists. 
We received a very pleasant letter of thanks from our friend Kendall, since his return home, for 
a bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment which 
we gave him, and which he says has entirely cured liim of the troublesome and dangerous cough he i 
had when here. j 
I Our experience of tlieir quality, both at home and 
in our printing-room, justifies our conclusion as to 
the marked superiority over all other manufacture* 
of the Steam Refined Soaps of Messrs, l.eathe & 
Gore. 
; Deliciously Medicinal. This is the univer- 
sal verdict pronounced upon Plantation Bitters 
by all who have tried them. The well-known 
health-promoting ingredients from which they are 
made, and their invaluable merits as a remedy for 
indigestion and all its consequent ailments, and the 
preventive qualities against diseases arising from 
climatic changes, miasmulic influences and unper- 
j feet secretions, are so widely known and so honor- ! ably endorsed, that we trust no one will forego the 
advantages of their use. 
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best impor- 
ted Ge rman Cologne, and sold at half the price. 
On the death of one of England’s most eminent 
Physicians, all his cfl'ects were sold by auction,and 
among other tilings was a sealed packet marked 
“advice to Physicians,” which brought a great 
price. The purchaser on opening the packet read 
as follows: “Keep the head cool, the bowels open, 
and the feet warm.” If physic is necessary, use 
Parson's Purgative Pills; they are the most 
scientifically prepared pill that has appeared in the 
last hundred years. 
HKI.KAS1' PRICK HR REIT. 
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR T1IK JOURNAL. 
Belfast, Wednesday, January 37,1809. 
Flour, $8 tu JIVRound Hog, 13 to 13 
Corn Meal, 1.20 to 1.30 Clear Salt Fork, 831 to 31.U0 
Rye Meal, 2.00 tu 0.00'Mutton per lb, a to 7 
Rye, 1.75 to 0.00!Lamb per lb, 0 to S 
Corn, 1.30 to 0.00! turkeys, per lb, 30 to 25 
Bailey, 1.25 to 1.3o!Chlckens per lb, 17 to 20 
Beans, 3.25 to 75 Ducks, per ib, 30 to 00 
Oats, .80 to 85!Hay per ton, $10 to 13 
Potatoes, i.7 to 00.Lime, 1.50 to 0.40 
Dried Apples, lo to 12i\Vaslied Wool, 38 to -13 
ooking, 50 to 75:Umvasbed Wool, 28 to 30 
Butter, 35 to 40.Fulled Woo!, 45 to 00 
Cheese, IS lo 33 Hides, 9 to 00 
Eggs, 33 to Ja.Calt Skins, 17 to 00 
Lard, 20 to 33 Lamb Skins, 75 to 1.35 
Beef, 9 to 11: Wood, bard, fi.00to8.00 
Apples, Baldwin, 1,00 lu 1 25; Wood, soli, 4.00 tou.00 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Wharfage and Storage, 
On tin* principal Wharf in tin- harbor, at reasonable 
term*. Inquire ot 
bill W. II. S1WPSOS. 
A PKESEXT. 
Semi a bottle of Hie SONOMA MINE BITTERS to 
your convalescent friend, and it will give him or her now 
strength and a rousing appetite. Sold everywhere. 
\irOMAN.- FEMALES, OWING TO THE PECU- 
▼ V liar and important relations which they sustain, 
the peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, 
arc subject to many sufferings. Freedom from these 
contribute in no small degree to their happiness and wel- 
fare, tor none can be happy who are ill. Not only so, 
but no one of these various lemale complaints can long 
be suffered to run on without involving th«» general 
health of the individual, and ere long producing perma- 
nent sickness and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant 
to consult a physician lor the relief of these various deli- 
cate affections, and only upon the most urgent necessity 
will a true woman so lar sacriliec her greatest charm as 
to do this. The sex will tnon thank us tor placing in 
their hands simple specilics which will be found effica- 
cious in relieving and curing almost every one of those 
troublesome complaints peculiar to the sox. 
Helmuold’s Extract or in cur. Hundreds suffer 
on in silence, and hundreds of others apply vainly to 
druggists and doctors, who either merely tantalize them 
with the hope ol a cure or apply remedies which make 
them worse. I would not wish to assert anything that 
would do injustice to the affiicted, but lam obliged to 
say that although it may be produced lrom excessive ex- 
haustion of the powers of life, by laborious employment, 
unwholesome air and food, profuse menstruation, the use 
of tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oltencr 
caused by direct irritation, applied !o the mucous mem- 
brane ol the vagina itself. 
When reviewing the causes ol these distressing com- 
plaints, it is most painful to contemplate the attendant 
evils consequent upon them, it is but simple justice to 
the subject to enumerate a few of the many additional 
causes which so largely affect the life, health, ai.d happi- 
ness of woman in all classes of society, and which, con- 
sequently, affect more or less directly, the welfare of the 
entire human lainily. The mania that exists for preco- 
cious education and marriage, causes the years that na- 
ture designed for corporeal developement to be wasted 
and perverted in the restiaints of dress, the early confine- 
ment of school, and especially in the unhealthy excite- 
ment ot the ball-room. Thus, with the body hall-clothed, 
and the mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting in 
midnight revel the hours designed by nature for sleep 
and rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished. 
In consequence ot this early strain upon her system, 
unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to 
retain her situation in school at a later day, thus aggra- 
vating the evil. When one excitement is over, another 
in prospective keeps the mind morbidly sensitive to im 
pression, while the now constant restraint of fashionable 
dress, absolutely forbidding the exercise indispensible to 
the attainment and retention of organic health and 
strength; the exposure to night air; the sudden change 
of temperature; the complete prostration produced by 
excessive dancing, must, ol necessity, produce their le- 
gitimate effect. At last, an early marriage caps the cli- 
max of misery, and the unfortunate one, hitherto so ut- 
terly regardless of the plain dictates and remonstrances 
i>f her delicate nature, becomes ail unwilling subject oi 
medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture oi the 
experience of thousands of our young women. 
Long before the ability to exercise the functions of the 
generative organs, the) require an education of their 
peculiar nervous system, composed ol what is called the 
tissue, which is, in common with the female breast and 
lips, evidently under the control ol mental emotions and 
associations at an early period of liie; and, as we shall 
subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, 
long before puberty, to habits which sap the very life of 
their victims ere nature has self-completed their develop- 
ment. 
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites or Loucor- rhuu. loo Pr< ’.use Menstruation, Exhaustion, Too Long 
< ontinued Periods, lor Prolapsus and Bearing Down, or 
Prolapsus Eteri, weofl'er the most perfect specific known. 
Helmkoli/s Compound Extract Buciiu. Direc- 
tions 1 or use, diet, and advice, accompany'. 
Females in every period of life, from infancy to ex- 
treme old ago, will find it a remedy to aid nature in the 
discharge ol its functions. Strength is the glory of man- 
hood and womanhood. IIelmbold’s Extract Buciiu 
is more strengthening than any' of the preparations of 
link or Iron, infinitely safer, and more pleasant. 
I! elm hold’s Extract Buciiu, having received the in- dorsement of the most prominent physicians in the 
United States, is now offeied to affiicted humanity as a 
certain cure lor the following diseases and symptoms, 
from whatever cause originating: General Debility, Mental and physical Depression, Imbecility, Determina- tion ol Blood to the Head, Confused Ideas, Hysteria, 
General Irritability', Restlessness and Sleeplessness at 
Night, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite, 
Dyspepsia, Emaciation, Low Spirits, Disorganization or 
Paralysis of the Organs of Generation, Palpitation ol the 
Heart, and, in fact, all the concomitants of the Nervous 
indDebilitated state ol the system. To insure the genu- 
ine, cut (his out. Ask lor Hkl.mbold’s. Take no other. 
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. Price $1.25 
per bottle, or six bottles for $0.50. Delivered to any ad- 
dress. Describe symptoms in all communications. Ad- 
dress II. T. liELMBOLD, Drug and Chemical Ware- 
house, 5‘»4 Broadway, N. Y. 
XJ ONE ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE UP IN steel-engraved wrapper, with fac-similc oi my Chemical Warehouse, and signed 
If. T. liELMBOLD. 
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. 
So. 1 ItuHindi Street. 
(Opposite Revere House,) BOSTON 
f|The Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in nn- JL nouncing tliat they have secured the services of the 
eminent and well known Du A. H. HAYES, late Sur- 
geon U. S. Army, Vice President of Columbia College ol 
Physicians and Surgeons.. &c. 
lliis Institution now publishes the popular medical 
book entitled “Tito Science «f Life or K«»lf- 
l*reservitti<»»»,” written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon the Errors oi- Yoi tii, Premature decline of Man- 
hood, seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and 
Abuses of the Generative Organs. Thirty thous- 
and copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for ev- 
ery man,—-young men in particular. Price only $1.0U. This Institute has just published tile most perfect treat- ise of the kind over ofl'ered the public, entitled, “$iex- 
ual JMivsiologv of Woman, and Her Bis. 
en«e«,” profusely illustrated with the very best en- gravings. This book is also from the pen of Dr. llayts. 
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mys- 
tery ot Life,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to 
Woman,—Marriage,—General llygcine of Woman,— Puberty,—Change of Life,—Excesses of the Married,— Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth, 
$2.00; Turkey Morocco, lull gilt, $3.50. Either of these 
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on re- 
ceipt of price. 
The tkP<sil)oily Journal of Health,” a first- class paper in every respect,—8 pages, 32 columns,—pub- lished on the 1st of February, and every mouth during the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Spec- imen copies sent free to any address, on application to the Peabody Medical Institute. 
Albert 11. IIayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting Physician. 
N. B. Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confidence 
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience. 
Inviolable Secresy and Certain relief. 
splyj-f 
mahv pi:hm)\s 
Desire to use some pure stimulant, yet do not feel confi- 
dence in the many different articles recommended. Dun- 
stor’s old London Dock (jin may be depended upon as 
being the very best article they can find. It is 9old only in bottles, by the apothecaries and grocers. C. A. RICH- 
ARDS & CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest Re- 
tail Wine and Spirit House in America. 
A DllOP. 
A little drop of comfort once or twice a day, lengthens 
life and smooths the rough places. The celebrated Ex- 
tract of Rye is a pure stimulant, freed lrom all bad quali- ties. Sold in bottles only, by the grocers and apotheca- 
ries. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America. 
«ET the: BEST, 
It whiskey has been recommended for your Cough, or 
to strengthen your system, go to the grocer or druggist 
andasklora bottle of the Golden Sheaf Bourbon, and 
you will, if it is genuine, get the best. C. A. RICH- 
ARDS fie CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest R *- 
tail Wine and Spirit House in America. 
TO FEEL Jl’ST lUCUI. 
Use the SONOMA WINE BITTERS, made only by C, 
A, RICHARDS ft CO., 99 Washington street, Boston. 
A OLE AH SKIA. 
Humors, Eruptions in the Face, and all Bilious Jaun- 
dice appearance of the eyes, soon leave the countenance 
by the use of C. A. RICHARDS & CO.’S SONOMA 
WINE BITTERS, Sold everywhere. 
I »E»PAIR KOI. YOl AHI KOI III 
IKCIRABLE. RELIEF U AI IIAK1)! 
Listen to the voice of experience, one Word to the Dying should arrest the attention 
: and wake the alarm of Young Men in our community, 
where so many are sinking under that long array of evils 
j that arise from that dreadlui scourge, solitary vice, and 
other indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen. 
Young Men, ere it is too late, and suffering in enervated 
youth a premature old age, arising front that secret habit 
which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- 
i ers. Remember and sock the true physician, DR. FKED- 
j FRICK MORRI LL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston, j Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring 
! symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible 
I ol' Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostra- 
! tion of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, De- 
rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments, 
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung 1 Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such 
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of Memory, 
Restlessness in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression of 
j Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing for I Change, F\ il Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love 
of Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasi- 
mss, Headache, and a degree ot Insanity almost termin- 
ating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature 
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let 
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course. Go to 
Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when 
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can 
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission 
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause of 
disease. 
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com- 
i plaints, and others of a similar nature, have no fears of 
I the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is 
j the voice of' experience, and he has cured more cases 
| than any other living physician,—lie has administered to 
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure, 
| safe, speedy and infallible. A pei feet cure is guaranteed, 
i and a radical cure is always effected. 
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure 
cure for all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever 
offered for sale m this city. These Drops are acknowl- 
edged to be the best in the world for removing obstruc- 
tions and producing regularity in all cases of Female Ir- 
regularity, Suppressions, &c., &c,, whether originating 
from cold or any other causes. They arc remarkably mild 
sale and sure, and the most convincing proofs of their 
virtues are the benefits which have been realized by the 
afflicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained ac iny 
ollioe, No. 4> Howard Street, Bo=ton, with directions lor 
use. All letters attended to, and medicines, directions. 
Sec,, forwarded immediately. Iv45sp 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snnfl 
AND TROCHE POWDER, 
A DJ LIG1ITFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN 
Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness, 
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, &c. 
And all Disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “Wry up" a Catarrh but 
it; frees the heed of all offensive matter, 
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allaya 
and woollies the burning' heat in Catarrh; is so 
mill! and agreeable in its effects that it positively 
KT'Cures without Sneezing 
Aa a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed,instantly gives to 
the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation of Coolness and Comfort. 
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! 
Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only :15 cts. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address, 
COOPER, WILSOY & CO., 
Propr's. Philadelphia. 
Wholesale Agents :-G. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST 
BROS. Sc BIRD, M. S. BURR & CO., WEEKS & POT- 
TER, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PIIIL- 
L1PS Sc CO., J. W. PERKINS & CO., Portland. 
For sale by all Druggists in Belfast. Iyspl2 
To Holders of Government Bonds 
AND OTHER 
Securities and Valuables. 
UN.-Oii U¥f OIPOSIT VAULTS, 
40 STATE STREET, BOSTON. 
REE, 11IGG1NSON & CO. oiler lor Kent, Safes in- 
side their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 per annum. 
They also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees, 
securities of persons living in the country or travelling 
abroad, Officers c-f the Army and Navy, Masters of Ves- 
sels, and others. Circulars, containing full particulars, 
forwarded on application to HENRY LEE, MANAGER. 
Boston, March 3, 18G8. Iy34sp 
Melinite It's 1* si 1 motile rup, 
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump- 
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according 
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same 
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put 
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food 
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to 
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs, 
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. 'This 
is the only way to cure consumption. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of Phila- 
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of 
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens 
tin1 morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by 
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is 
ripen slight cough will throw it off and the patient has 
rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills 
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so 
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good 
blood. 
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing all obstructions, relax tlie ducts ot the gall bladder, the 
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved ; the stools 
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has over been 
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is 
very dangerous to use unless with great care,' that will 
unlock the gall bladder and start tlie secretions of the 
liver like Sehcnck’s Mandrake Pills, 
I.i ver Complaint is one of the mo.-t prominent causes 
e.f Consumption. 
Schenck’s Seaweed Ionic is a gentle stimulant and 
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 
preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out 
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic 
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- 
tion or souring ot the stomach. 
The great leason why physicians do not cure Con- 
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medi- cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night 
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and 
eventually the patient sinks and dies. 
L>r. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause, and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can 
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and 
stomach are made healthy. 
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bron- 
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass 
of inflammation and last decaying. In such cases what 
must be done ? It is not only the lungs that are wasting, but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have 
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the 
only chance is to take Dr. .Schenck’s three medicines, which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and 
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence 
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is the only way to cure Consumption. 
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Com- 
plaint and Dyspepsia, Schcnck’s Seaweed Tonic and Man- 
drake Bills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.— Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints, 
as they'are perfectly harmless. 
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for 
many years past, and now weighs 220 pounds, was wast- ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pul- 
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced las case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. He 
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his re- 
covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr. Schcnck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 
cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- 
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is 
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed, 
lie is also professionally at No. 32 liond Street, New 
} ork, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street, Boston, every other Wednesday. He givc3 advice free, but for a thorough examination with his Respirometer the price is $0. Office hours at each city from ‘J A. M. to 3 P. M. 
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each 
£1 .£>0 p. r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills 
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover 
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug- gtsts. ly2C 
SUDA1 EVKK1NG SEHVICE. 
A SERMON will be preached Sunday Evening at the Ilaptist Church, at r o’clock, by the Pastor. Sub- 
ject—'■ THE SECOND COMING of CHRIST.” SEATS 
FREE. All arc invited. splw 
BIRTHS. 
In North Monmouth, January 1st, to the wife of Mr. 
John Whig, u son. 
In Monmouth, January 1:5th, to the wife of Mr. John 
T. Withered, a daughter. 
MARRIED. 
In Boston. Jan 12, by Rev George I, Chaney, Mr Wm II Spring, of Boston, (formerly 01 this city) and Miss Sarah J Wheclock, of Boston. No Cards. 
1 HEI). 
[OUluanjnotic.es, beyond the date,name and age, must be paid for.\ 
In this city, Jail. 25!h, I.ilia F. daughter of James O. 
and Mary F. Clark, aged 2 months. 
Lorenzo E. Dodge ul Sedgwick, Me., aged 23 years 2 months 2; day s, fell from the foretopsail yard of the U. S. 
revenue cutter Waoanda and was almost Instantly killed, lie was buried at Fort Townsend, Washington Torritory. 
SHIP NEWS. 
DISASTERS. 
A sehr belonging to Searsport, name unknown, ran 
ashore near Booth bay a few days since, but got off with 
little damage, and the loss of part of deck load, consisting of s hooks. .Some fishermen living on an adjacent island 
picked up about $,'{00 worth, and many more went to sea. 
Two vessels are now building at Salsbury Cove, Eden. A schooner of about 105 tons by John Salsbury and others, another of 4'J tons by Robert Hamor, which is already sold to Capt. Nathan King of Trenton. Both will be off 
as soon as the Spring opens. 
At Ellsworth, Mr. Isaac Grant has just laid the keel of 
a new vessel in his yard. lie has one on the stocks now. 
Mr. Daniel Epps is getting out a frame for a vessel to be 
built the coming summer, and so also is Mr. D. I*. Jor- 
dan. 
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION 
OF the HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, of New York, on the first day of January, A. D. 1809. made 
to the Secretary of the State of Maine, pursuant to the 
Statute of that State. 
NAME AND LOCATION. 
The name of this Company is the Home Insurance 
Company, incorporated m 1853, and located in the City 
ofNew-York. 
CAPITAL. 
The Capital of said Company actually paid 
up in cash, is $2,000,000 00 
; The Surplus on the 1st day of Jan., I860, 1,859,444 82 
Total amount of Capital and Surplus. $3,859,444 82 
ASSETS. 
Amount of Cash in Continental 
National Bank, N. Y. $145,795 43 
Amount of Cash in hands of 
Agents, and in course of trans- 
mission. 95,019 20 Amount of U. S. Registered and 
Coupon Stock 1881, market 
value. $ 197,020 00' 
Amount of United States Bonds 1,404,743 50 
5-20, market value. 1,207,123 50 Amount of MissourijStateBonds 
0 per cent., market value. 21,000 00 
Amount of North Carolina 
Bonds, 0 per et., market value. 9,045 00 Amount of Tennessee Bonds, 
0 per cent., market value. 17,250 u0 Amouut of Wisconsin State, 0 
per cent., market value. 30,000 00 Amount of Illinois, 6 per cent., 
market value. 2u,4oo Go 
Amount of Rhode Island, 0 per 
cent., market value, 50,750 00 
Amount of California State 
Bonds. 7 per cent., market \ 451,30a 
00 
value. 05,000 00 
Amount of Connecticut State 
Bonds, 7 per cent., market 
value. 100,000 00 
Amount cf New York City and 
County Bonds, market value. so,5uo ou 
Amount of Queens County 
Bonds, market value. 23,500 00 
Amount of Richmond County 
Bonds, market value. 23,500 00 
Amount of Brooklyn City Wa- 
ter Bonds, market value. 9,700 00 
Amount of Bank Stocks, market value. 128,970 00 Amount of Loans on Bonds and Mortgages, 1 
being the first lien of record on Unincum- ! AA bered Real Estate, worth at least $2,928,- ( 0(J 
400, rate of interest 0 & 7 per cent. 
* 
J Amount of Loans on Stocks and Bonds,pay-) able on demand, the market value of se- f ,An .... 
curities pledged, at least $551,082.50. > uo 
Amount of Steamer Magnet and Wrecking 
apparatus. 35,550 81 Amount of oilier Property, Miscellaneous 
ltem9- 50,157 85 Amount Due for Premiums on Policies is 
sued at Oflice (Fire and Inland) 5,873 40 Amount Bills Receivable for Premiums on 
Inland Navigation Risks, &c. 14,000 94 Interest due on 1st of January. 1809. 38,503 17 Government Stamps on hand. ’ill 00 
$3,960,282 30 
LIABILITIES. 
Amount of Losses adjusted, due and unpaid. 
incurred, and in process 
ol adjustment. 104,097 48 
Amount of Dividends declared and due and 
unpaid. 2,740 00 
Anountof Dividends either of cash or scrip, 
declared but not yet due. 
Amount of all other existing claims ugainst 
the Company. 
Total amount of Losses,Claims & Liabilities. $106,837 48 
The greatest amount insured on any one risk is $75,0uu> 
but will not as a general rule exceed $10,000. 
The Company has no general rule as to the amount al- 
lowed to be insured in any city, town, village or block, being governed in this matter, in each case, by the gener- 
al character of buildings, width of streets, facilities for 
putting out fires, &c. 
A certified copy of the Charter or Act of Incorporation, 
as amended, accompanied a previous Statement. 
State of New York, 1 
City and County of New York. ) Si>' 
Charles J. Martin, President, and John H. Wash 
burn, Secretary of the Home Insurance Company, being severally and auly sworn, depose and say, and each for 
himself says, that the foregoing is a true, lull and correct 
statement ot the affairs ol the said Corporation, and that 
they are the above described officers thereof 
CHARLES J. MARTIN, President. 
J. II. Washburn, Secretary. 
Subscribed and sworn before me, this Sixteenth day 
of January, A. D. 1869. 
THOMAS F. UOODR1CH, Notary Public. 
SAWYER & STAPLES, Agents, Belfast. 3w29 
BAY STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO. 
STATEMENT OF COHDITIO^ 
January 1st, 1800. 
ASSETS. 
Bank Stock, $46,588 00 
Railroad Stock, 14,929 00 
State Bonds, 5,000 00 
C. S. Securities, 65,940 00 
Loan to City of Worcester, 15,500 00 
Loan on Collateral. 10,000 00 
Loan on Personal Security, ^00 00 
Cash, 8,619 75 
Office Furniture, 500 00 
Premiums in Agents’ hands, 1,200 00 
Accrued Interest, 1,355 00 
$169,831 75 
LIABILITIES. 
Capital, $104,800 0U 
Losses, 11,552 50-$110,352 50 
Surplus, $53,479 19 
Amount at Risk, $4,019,250 00 Reinsurance at 50 per cent, 30,959 25 
3w29 COX & FIELD, Agents, Belfast, Me. 
Farm for Sale. 
A house and 12 acres of land. For further 
particulars apply on the premises, Waldo Ave- 
nue. S. C. FIEATll. 
Belfast, Jan. 26,1869. 4W * 
WANTED?” 
‘JOf 4 AGENTS, tor the sale of FAIRBANKS O" 7\J SPRING BED BOTTOM. For further in- 
formation inquire of L. A. Pendleton & Co., Robinson House, Bucksport, Me. L. A. PENDLETON ft CO. 
3w29* 
Dissolution of Co-partnership. 
rpiIE Co-partnership heretofore existing between the A undersigned, under the style of Colcord, Mudgett & Co., is this uay dissolved by mutual consent. 
J. A. COLCORD, 
J. W. MUDGETT, 
N. P. BERRY. 
Mockton, Me., Jan. 1, 1809. 3w29 
CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE. 
THE business of Colcord, Mudgett & Co. will be con- tieued from this date by the undersigned, under the 
style of Col cord, Berry & Co. 
J. A. COLCORD, 
N. P. BERRY, 
F. W, FOWLER, 
... .. 
C. C. ROBERTS. 
Stockton, Me., Jan. 1, 1809. 3w'aj 
ELI COOK, 
(formerly of Jackson, Me.) with 




NO. 82 BLACKSTONK ST., BOSTON. 3w28 
January 1st 1880. 





First lien on unincumbered Real Estate, $30,800.00 
BONDS. 
U. S. Five-Twcntieg of 1862, $34,299.00 
1865, 11,448.00 
Sixes of 1881, 31,625.00 State of Virginia, $31,800, 19,080.00 
City of Minneapolis, Minn,, 1,000,00 
$97,452.00 
STOCKS. 
114 Shares Farmers’ & Mechanics’ 
Nat. Bank, Hartford, $15,043.00 
280 American National Bank, 
Hartford, 17,3GU.OO 
300 Importers’& Traders’Nat. 
Bank New York, 40,500,00 
300 Fourth Nat. Bank, N. Y. 31,800.00 
100 American Exchange Nat. 
Bank, New York, 11,400.00 
150 Bowery Nat. Bank, N. Y. 18,000.00 
100 Hartford & New Haven 
Railroad Co., 22,000.00 
217 Hartford Carpet Co., 57,505.00 
$213,613.00 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Cash on hand and Bank, .... £54 693.76 
Cash in hands of Agents and in course ol 
transmission, ... 53,115.40 Cash loans on Stocks und Bonds, 123 900.00 
Cash due for Premiums, ... 1 562 61 
Real Estate,.SoWoo 
All other property of the Co., consisting of ac- crued Interest and Rents, and Office furniture, 10,823.28 
$685,960.05 
LIABILITIES. 
Unsettled losses,.$43 447.12 
S. WOODRUFF, Pres’t. E. WORTHINGTON. 
S. G. PARSONS, Sec’y. Vice President. 
3w28 COX A FIELD, A yen t«, Belait. 
FOR SALE. 
SCHR. “EBEN HERBERT,” about 114 Utons, old measurement, carries 80 M lum- 
I ber, well found in Sails, Rigging, Chains, f Anchors, &c. Enquire of 
9- U, JACKSON. Tenants lTnrhnr 
January o, i»oy. tfl2G j 
NOTICE. 
AS Caroline II. Hunt, my wife, has refused to come to California to live with me, where l have provid- ed a home for he r and her children, and as she once be- 
fore refused to live with me, and I had to take my chil- dren with an officer, and then she begged to come back 
and I received her, and as she now refuses, I lorbid all 
persons harboring or trusting her on my account after 
this date, JOHN W. HUNT, 
j Lincolnvillc Jan. n, 1809. :iw28* 
To the Hon. the Justices of our Supreme Judicial 
Court, now in session ot Belfast within and for' 
the Countn of Waldo. 
CAROLINE H. HUNT of Uleshoro’, in the County 
/Oi Waldo, respectfully libels and gives tins Honorable 
j Court to be informed, that she was lawfully married to 
I JOHN W. HUNT, now cl' San Francisco in’ the State of 
; California, on the9th day of September, 18oG, at Camden, 
in the County of Knox, by Hiram Bass, Esq., a Justice 
| of the Peace; that she has had by her said husband three 
children, Charles E., Frank E. and Desdemona, aged re- 
spectively ten, six and two years; that since said inter- 
marriage your Libellant has always conducted herself 
toward her said husband as a faithful, chaste and affec- 
tionate wife, but the said John, wholly regardless of his 
marriage covenant and duty, has at divers times during 
j the ten years now last past, treated your Libellant with 
great cruelty and abuse; that during a large portion of 
that time he has been absent in the State of California: 
; that whenever lie has been at home he has treated your 
Libellant with constant cruelty, and often with extreme 
personal violence, so that her life has been endangered, 
and she has become afraid to live with him, and your Li- 
bellant further avers, that by constant and oft-repeated 
: attempts and threats to take the children from her, he 
has rendered her life miserable, unhappy and full of anx- 
j iety and terror; that on the 18th day of October, 1SGG, { the said John went to California for the last time, since ! which, although possessed of abundant means, lie lias 
i provided her with very insufficient support, while lie lias 
j continued and still continues to threaten to deprive her 
of the comfort and solace of her children, 
i And your Libellant further avers, that on the 7th day 
of January inst. the said John caused her to be posted in 
; the public press, to wit, iu the Republican Journal, a 
newspaper printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo. 
; in the following false, malicious and scandalous terms, 
to wit: Notice—As Caroline II. Hunt, my wife has rc- i fused to come to California to live with me, where I have 
| provided a home for her and her children, and as she 
once before refused to live with ihp. and I h id to 
take my children with an officer, and then she begged to 
come back and I received her, and as she now refuses, I 
lorbid all persons harboring or trusting her on my ac- I 
count after this date. Lincolnvillc. Jan. Signed i 
John W. Hunt.” 
Whereby your said Libellant’s good name and charac- 
ter have been brought into reproach and contumely, and 
she has been wickedly disgraced before the community 
by her said husband and thrown upon her own exertions 
to procure bread for her own subsistence, and that ot her 
children. 
And your Libellant avers that the aforesaid conduct ot 
her husband has not been provoked bv her, and that she 
has used her utmost eilorts to promote the harmony and 
peace, necessary for the welfare of her said family, but 
without avail; and she further avers that flic long con- 
tinued ill-treatment and abuse, aforesaid, have at last de- 
stroyed all her love and affection tor her said husband, 
and all liopp of conjugal felicity witli him ; and she fur- 
ther avers that a decree lrom the bonds of matrimony 
now existing betw< en her and her said husband would 
be reasonable and proper, conducive with the peace and 
morality of society. 
Wherefore she prays that such divorce may be granted; 
and that the care and custody of her said children, dur- 
ing their minority may be decreed to her. And a*» in du- 
ty bound will ever pray. CAROLINE II. HUNT. 
STA'ffE or ?1AW£. 
WALDO, SS. 
Supreme Judicial Court, .January Term, A. D. 
I860. 
Upon tlu* foregoing libel, it is ordered, that the Libel-1 
lant cause an attested copy of the libel, with this order 
thereon, to be published throe weeks successively in the 
Republican .Journal, a public newspaper published at Bel- 
fast, the last publication to be thirty days, at least, before 
the next term of our said Court, to be holden at Belfast, 
aforesaid, within and for the County of Waldo, on the 
third Tuesday ul April next, that her libelee may take 
notice thereof, and then and there in said Court appear 
and shew cause, if any he have, why the prayer of the li- 
bellant should not be granted. 
Attest—S. L, MILLIKEN, Clerk. 3w28 
A true copy. Attest—S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk. 
i 
I7K)R the AMERICAN YEAR BOOK and NATION- AL REGISTER for 1>*,U. Astronomical, Historical, 
i Political, Financial, Commercial, Agricultural, Educa- 
tional, Religious. This work contains a vast fund of lare 
and valuable information respecting the United States 
and Foreign countries, including every department of the 
General and State Governments, which all classes will 
lliicl invaluable for daily reference. Address O. D. 
CASE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn. -Iw28 
NOTICE. 
rpwO BARRELS OF FLOUR, marked D. K.G., were JL left in the Store House of steamer City of Rich- 
mond, in November last. The owner is requested to pay 
charges and take the same away. Apply to 
ANSON K. DURHAM. 
Belfast, Jan. 20, 1S(H>. 28 
Assignee’s Sale in Bankruptcy. 
I SHALL sell at my cilice in Belfast, on Monday the 15th day of February next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. that 
portion of the southerly halt of lot number eight on Lit- 
tle Deer Isle, in the County of Hancock, according to 
George L. Hosmer’s division, which was set off on exe- 
cution in favor of James I. Wetmore against Billings P. 
Hardy, a record of which may be found in the Registry 
of Deeds for Hancock County Vol. il'C \ age 200: said 
land being assets of the estate of said Wetmore. 
WM. C. CROSBY, Assignee. 
Belfast, Jan. 13, ISfid. 3w2.s 
FISHING SCHOONER 
FOR SALK LOW. The Schooner Son- 
:itor, :tr> tons O. M. in good ord('r, well 
found in Sails, Cable and Fishing Gear. 
Apply to K. B. OAKDNKIL 
liotf Bucksport, Me. 
FOE SALE. 
\ FARM situated in Xorthport, one mile lrom Sat- I 
urday Coxe, on the l'ccch Hill road, containing | 
about one hundred acres ot as good land as there is u 
Waldo County; cuts about twenty tons ot bay hu < 
good House and L ; tinished throughout, with Barn and I 
Sheds, Carriage House, Work-shop and Blacksmith Shop 
well fenced; plenty oi never-tailing water and plenty of 
wood for the use ot the place. Will be sold oil reaso n.! 
ble terms with stock and tanning tools, it desired. Ap_ 
ply, on premises, to DAVID DRINK WATER. 
Xorthport, .Tail. IS, 1609. ‘^VS 
THOMAS B. GROSE; 
Sheriff Knox County.! 
6 
POST OFFICE ADDRESS, ROCKPORT, ME. 
Precepts must be accompanied with good indemnify- \ 
ing bonds, also security for fees and costu 
January 1, 1609. tP-7 
House for Sale. 
THE Subscriber offers for sale his 
house, situated on Pleasant Street, near 
the Ph.enix House, in IJelfast. The 
house is in goon repair, with a good barn, 
tone and three-fourths acres of land, \c. 
If will be sold at a bargain. Person.- tie- 
siring to see tin- premis*. s can do so by calling on tin* sub- ! 
scriber. WILLI AM < b A Ll)LN. 
Belfast, Jan. f>, bSli'.b ::\v.’7 
Dwelling House for Sale. I 
Situated on the road leading to Northport, 
a two-story House and good Stable. Build | ings iu good repair .rnd ilni^lied through- 
out; nil excellent well and cistern; four i 
acres of land enclosed ; very nleasimt and de- 1 
sirable residence: w ill be sold at a bargain; immediate 
| possession given if required. For farther particulars in- j 
! quire of R. H. COOMBS on the premises. 
| Jan. 12,1869. 3w* 
PAY! PAY! PAY!! 
VLL PERSONS indebted to me by note or account, arc requested to call and settle immediately ami j 
thereby save cost. II. J. ANDERSON. Jk. 
Belfast, Dec. 10, 18G6. Bind 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 
rpHE next Com of Bankruptcy, for the C ounty of 1 Waldo, will be i\cld at. the otlice. of tiie Register of 
Probate, in Belfast, on the sixteenth day of l ebruary, 
A.L). 18G'J, at 3 o’clock, P. M. 
PETER Til AC HER. 
Register in Bankruptcy,bill Cong, lust., Me. 
Belfast, Dec. 1G, 1808. 24tf. 
District Court of tiie United f IvPvv ......... 
States, District of Maine. > 
1>ANKM 1 " '* 
In the matter of ALFRED B. COBB, individually and 
and as partner, Bankrupt. 
rriUIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has 
1 been presented to the Court, this fifth day of Decem- 
ber, A. D. isos, by ALFRED It. COBB of Koeklnud, in 
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be de- 
creed to have a lull discharge irom ail his debts provable 
under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as a 
partner of the firm of A. It. Cobb & Co., consisting of 
the Petitioner and one Job P. Ingraham, and upon read- 
ing said Petition, it is ordered by the Court that a hear- 
ing be had upon the same, on the first Monday of April, 
A. D., lStiU, before the Court in Portland, in said Pis 
trict,at ten o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be' 
published in the Rockland Free Press and the Republi- 
can Journal, newspapers printed in said District, once a 
week for three weeks, and that all creditors who have, 
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may ap 
pear at said time and place, and shew cause if any they 
have, why the prayer of said Petition should not be 
granted. WM. P. PREBLE. 
3w2S* Clerk of District Court for said District. | 
District Court of Tib: United ) ,, > 
STATES. District of Maine. \ 
1N "ANI'M l'h '■ | 
In the matter of JOSEPH FURBISH, Bankrupt. 
nPHIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been 
presented to the Court, this fifth day of December, 
A. D. 1808, by JOSEPH FURBISH of Rockland in said 
District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to 
have a full discharge lrom all his debts, provable under 1 
the Bankrupt Act, aud upon reading said Petition, it is 
ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upon the same 
on the lirst Monday of April, A. D., 18GU, before the I 
Court in Portland, in said District, at ten o'clock, x\. M., 
and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland’ 
Free Press aud the Republican Journal, newspapers 
printed in said District, once a week lor three weeks, 
and that all creditors who have proved their debts and 
other persons in interest, may appear at said time and 
place, and shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer 
at said Petition should not be granted. 
WM. P. PREBLE, 
3w2S* Clerk of District Court for said District. I 
MISS SAWYER’S 
Its History, Virtues and Effects. 
ER\ THING in Nature, Science. Art, Philosophy 
1 and Religion, has history. 
It is natural io the human mind to desire to truce 
everything to its source 
We want to know the origin of things, what they have 
been, and done, and what their merits are. 
It is not strange, therefore, that those who read of Miss 
Sawyer's Salve should inquire, Who is Miss Sawyer?” 
How came she to get uj a salve Who knows any- 
thing about it ?” What has it done ?’’ What will it 
do?” The following will give satisfaction to the inquir- 
ing. 
Miss Sawyer is a resident of Rockland, and lias been 
for more than thirty years. She is a worthy woman, a 
member of the First Baptist Church, well known and 
highly esteemed in the community, and withal an old 
and experienced nurse. The origin of her salve may 
best related in her own words. 
in 18-15 my lect and ankles became very much diseased 
with inflammatory rheumatism, leading to enlargement 
ot the limbs. I suffered great, and sometimes excruciat 
nig pain. My muscles were so swollen and contracted 
that I could not walk, and when sitting up was compelled 
to have my limbs supported by chairs and bolsters. 1 
seriously' feared that 1 should be a cripple for life, I 
tried almost everything that promised benefit. But the 
medicines of the day, pain-killers, panaceas and liniment-, 
all failed to give me permanent relief, 
£ Necessity is the mother of invention.’ I set myself 
to work, at last, to see what I could myself devise for my 
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative proper- 
ties of various things that seemed to me adapted to my 
case, 1 began to compound them, and continued my ex- 
periments until success crowned my endeavors. The 
salve which I now offer to the public was the result. IN 
application dispelled the inflammation, eased the pain, 
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short time 
entirely cured me. 1 have had but one attack since, when 
two or three applications drove it away. These state- 
ments can be substantiated by many of the citizens u* 
Rockland conversant with the tacts. 
Some time alter 1 got about, one of my neighbor*’ 
children was sadly afflicted with scrofulous sores upon 
hands and arms, which rendered them entirely useless. 
I made some ol the salve lor her, she used it, and in u 
few weeks she was clean and whole.’ This waVsoon 
noised abroad among the neighbors; cases of various 
kinds multiplied, and repeated applications for the salve 
were made to me; and from that day to this I have put 
up considerable quantities of it, chiefly tor the use of tlu* 
citizens of my own city. 
nave repeumuy uceu soucm a to liurouuce it to the 
general public, but being under no necessity of doing any 
tiling of the kind from pecuniar; considerations, and 
foreseeing many difficulties in the way of introducing it 
as well us the fact, if successful in convincing the public 
of its real value, the market would soon be flooded with 
base imitations, T have declined until recently. I haw 
at leugth consented, knowing that there are multitudes 
who want just such a salve, but do not know where to 
procure it. Many, indi d, write that they have inquired 
for it of various apothecaries and been urged to take some 
other kind. 
In advertising it 1 :.ru frequently told that I shall 
never be remunerated for my pains, or get the money 
back which i may spend in making it known to the pub- 
lic. This does not trouble me as 1 am not actuated by 
mercenary considerations, and am in no wise dependent 
upon any income from the sa! »f my xilvo. 
As last as the demand foi t. iuerea-u s the profits are 
expended :n advertising it mon widely; and it will be 
until it is known in every part ot tin- land. 
Its eilects in the bands of those who have used it, 
though remarkable, and to me, exceedingly gratifying, do 
not surprise me, lor l know what it did for me and has 
done for my neighbors. 
Every day, almost, 1 hear of the cures it has wrought 
and the wonders it is doing. 
“Those who use it once will never be without it. 
There arc many who would pay a great price lor it if they 
could not obtaiu it without. This, however, i- needless, 
as it is brought within the reach of all. 
Many recommendations of it from persons residing 
in different States could be gb < n if if were deemed .advi- 
sable. 
lu placing it before tlie public, great confidence is 
felt tiiat it will meet with a cordial reception. 
If the people had not been so frequently and =>o gros*. 
ly imposed upon, it would seem very strange to me that 
any person reading my circular s recommendations and 
certificates, attested as some <f them are by the signa 
lures of some of the best citizens ot Rockland, should 
doubt the efficacy and value of this salve. 
L expect that spurious imitations, and salves puiq- rt 
ing to be superior, &c., will be offered to the public, a*.;.I 
1 wish all to know' that there is no salve extant like mu. 
and that even if the Ingredient of it were known o r 
son could proportion tliem prop r!y. 
Those who would know further theefiicacy and value 
this salve, are at liberty to address any .f lie* parti*--, 
whose name:; :r attached to the circulars andrecom- 
uu ;i latluiiS. 
Y a list< ll, .July Jo, ltjf.5. 
My Dkak -Miss S a \v y eh 1 received your kind letter, 
and after a little while I got your halve. It has done m 
a great deal of good and i think it will soon cure me. If 
removes all inflammation and soreness, and I to 
know what I shall do without it. There is nothing lik< 
it, for I had tried everything I heard of. and nothing did 
me any good. 1 had prepared many salves myself, but 
they did not benefit me. My residence is iu Philadelphia 
I have been in Yarmouth for some time, with my laugh- 
ter, but shall probably return home this tall. 1 shall 
want several dozens ot your good Salve when I go back, 
1 recommend it wherever 1 go. and have already intro- 
duced it into many families. My occupation is very tr\J 
ing. I have- been a nurse for many years. My health 
failed me so much last winter that 1 leared 1 should be 
obliged to give up business; but through the merev ot 
my Heavenly Father, 1 have thus far been able to con- 
tinue my work. 1 olten meditate upon His goodness to 
me. Although we are personally strangers, I hope, my 
dear Miss Sawyer, that in spirit we are not. Your God 
is my God, and we are both striving for a better home in 
Heaven. I trust i shall have the pleasure of seeing you 
before my return, as you spoke of coming this vva\ mmu. 
Your affectionate friend, 
SARAH A. I'REEROR.N. 
CmcAco, Ii.i.., October u>, l.siis. 
Mk.L, M. Uobisixs—Dear sir: — I have never written 
a letter in praise of any medicine during the whole cours. 
of my life, and it was not that I wanted dozen boxes or 
Miss Sawyer’s Salve I would not write now. 1 got a box 
by chance, in New York, and its effect upon me has been 
such that i have been greatly improved, and am of opi 
nion that another box will effect a permanent cure. My 
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have 
me send lor some for them. You will therefore please 
send me by express (’. O. L). a dozen dollar boxes, ami 
oblige Yours respectfully, 
A. L. SANDERSON. 
\Ye claim that Miss Sawyer's Salve is entirely different 
from all others. That there are a great many good salves 
oll’ercd lor sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER S 
SALVE. That every family should have a box at this 
season of the year. That it will do all and more than it 
s recommended to do. Put up in boxes at 2£ct»., 
>Oc tN.. and $1. A great saving is made by taking a 
large box. Prepared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up 
by L. M. ROBBOM, Wholesale and Retail 
Brnggi«t«i, Korkland.Me, 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & (Jo 
Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass. 
arojeunt xacEuxrxt'k, 
Wholesale Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y. 
This valuable Salve is sold by all Druggists. 
s. A. HOWES & co. 
ljfent§ for Belfast anil Vicinity, 
Jyr3? J 
poftrp. ; 
A Lut of the Mlelghiug Nea»on. 
t>1 nil the joys vouchsafed to man 
In life's tempestuous whirl, 
There's naught approaches Heaven so near 
As sleighing with a girl— 
A rosy, laughing, buxom girl; 
A frank, good*natured, honest girl; 
A feeling, flirting, dashing, doting, 
Smiling, smacking, joliv, joking, 4 
Jaunty,jovial, poscr-poklug, 
Dear little duck of a girl. 
pile up your wealth a mountain high, 
You sneering, scoffing churl, 
l'll laugh as 1 go dashing by 
With mv jingling bells and girl— 
The brightest, dearest, sweetest girl; 
The trimmest, gayest, neatest girl; 
i'he tunniest, fiushest, frankest, fairest, 
lioundcst, ripest, roguishest, rarest, 
Spunkiest, spiciest, squinniest. squareit, 
Best ol girls with drooping lashes, 
Halt concealing amorou" flashes— 
-Just the girl lor a chap like me 
To court, aud love, and marry, you see— 
With rosy cheeks aud clustering curls, 
The sweetest and the best ol' girls. 
r Uv Watch at the Sepulchre—The Centu- 
rion. 
1 r"m Last to We«t I’ve marched beneath the eagles 
From l'ontius unto Gaul. 
Ki j.t many a watch, on which by death surrounded. 
I’ve seen each comrade tall. 
I < ,ir 1 could laugh until those rocks re-echoed, 
To think that 1 should tear— 
u i,o have met death in every lorm unshrinking 
To watch tais dead man here. 
In Dacian forest, sitting by our watch-tire, 
1 '\ e kept the wolves at bay ; 
■. KlMiun Alps c.-caped the ic hills hurling 
Glos wliere ou. .•-giott lay. 
i; -moonless nights, upon flu* sands of Libya. 
I’ve sat with shield firm set 
Mid heard the lion roar; and in this forearm 
l he tiger’s teeth have met. 
» was -tar-gazing when lie stole upon uu\ 
Until 1 felt hi> breath. 
Mid iw his jewel eyes gleam ; then he seized me, 
And instant met his death. 
tin, though the stars are veiled, the peaceiul City 
’Lies at our feet asleep; 
l; ami u.» the still more peaceiul dead are lying 
In slumber yet more deep. 
a <vv wind moaning glides among the o 1 iv* s 
Till every hill-side sighs; 
I’m! round us here the moaning seems to muster 
And gather where He lies. 
a »id through the darkness faint, pale gleams are flying, 
J hat touch this hill alone; 
A ii. ace those unearthly lights, and whence the shadows 
That move upon the stone < 
II the Olympian Jove awoke in thunder, 
His great eyes I could meet; 
p.ul Hi if once again they looked upon me, 
Would strike me to Ills leet. 
lit looked us it my brother hung there bleeding 
And put my soul to shame; 
A it m\ mother with her eyes was pleading, 
And pity overcame, 
hut could not save, lie who in death was hanging 
On the accursed tree, 
Wu> lie the son of God ? for ^-o in dying 
He seemed to dio for me. 
And all my pitiless deeds came up beture me, 
Gazed at me front His face, 
V\ hat it He rose again and 1 should meet Him f 
How awful is this place. 
Story of a Farmer and His Mysterious 
Farm Hand. 
From the Xenia (Ohio) Gazette, Dee. :i0. 
Not many miles from Xenia resides a 
wealthy landholder, oi rather a model farm- 
er. Ill's prosperity during the past twelve 
years has often been the comment of his 
neighbors, and observing ones have won- 
dered from whence he has obtained the 
means with which he has added farm to 
farm and acre to acre, until he holds up- 
ward of two thousand acres of the best 
laud in the whole State of Ohio. 
Some ten years since, we have lately 
been informed, there appeared at the farm- 
er’s door a young and stalwart youth who 
asked, and readily obtained, employment. 
Although ignorant at first of the duties on 
a farm, he applied himself, and in a short 
time became tin adept farmer. lie took as 
much interest in the affairs of the farmer 
who engaged him as did the farmer himself. 
When the mouth of December came, 
the first one after his advent on the farm, 
lie informed the family that he would ab- 
sent himself during the winter, but would 
return in early spring and work another 
year. He brought two trunks when he 
came there the preceding spring, the con- 
tents of which had never been displayed. 
These he left with the farmer, with the sim- 
ple precautionary remark, “ never allow 
them to be disturbed, or at least, unless I 
should be absent two years.” If gone 
longer they were at liberty to open and ap- 
propriate. their contents. He carried noth- 
ing away with him except the suit he had 
on, nor did he accept his summer’s wages 
when tendered by the farmer. He took 
his note payable in five years, and left. 
April of the following year came, and 
the wonder of the family over the youth’s 
strange proceedings was still fresh, when 
one pleasant morning they were all gladly 
surprised to see their help again, He 
brought a large trunk, similar to one of 
the two he had lell there during the win- 
ter. The ensuing year the young man and 
the firmer became greatly attached. In 
August the farmer purchased an adjoining 
farm and paid for it in cash. 
H lien the year’s work was completed, 
again were the incidents ol the preceding 
year repeated. The young man took anoth- 
er note, left his trunk and went away, lie 
ouly cautioned the farmer’s family as be- 
lure, regarding his three trunks. 
When April came round again our hero 
returned. In the May following the farmer 
purchased another adjoining farm of one 
hundred acres, and paid lor it in cash. 
This going away and returning continued 
for the last ten years, up to the present De- 
cember. Each year the farmer purchased 
more land. Every year in December, liie 
farmer’s help left him, taking the farmer’s 
note, and every following April he returned. 
He never took trunk nor baggage away, 
but always brought more when he returned. 
Lust week the help, no.y grown to man- 
hood, strong and sturdy in mind and frame, 
left the farmer, took away all his accumu- 
lated baggage, and returned the several 
notes the farmer gave him—made a pres- 
ent of them to a child of the farmer. The 
evening before his departure lie informed 
his friends, who had all learned to love 
him, of the secret which lie lmd so long 
kept to himself. lie was a wealthy orphan. 
Doctors had told him at the age of fifteen, 
that he could not live to become of age. He 
at once left an Eastern boarding-school and 
came out here to the farmer’s home, lie 
returned and studied during the winter, be- 
came interested in seeing the farmer in- 
crease his domains, and donated the money 
with which the additions were made. The 
trunks contained the fashionable clothing 
he wore during the wiuter mouths. Secrecy 
regarding the mouey received by him hud 
been eujoiued upou the farmer during the 
ten years ; now lie is released (o tell, all or 
litile, as he pleased. 
The promised consumptive was saved ; 
the aggravations of disease dispelled ; and, 
having grown to he healthy and robust, was 
satisfied with the leu years’ effort to pre- 
vent his becoming an invalid for life. It 
was almost useless lor the farmer to attempt 
to express his gratitude, unbounded us it 
was, to our hero. He thinks of him now 
as a benefactor and sou, and looks on his 
broad acres and can hardly realize that they 
are his. Were we to give the name of the 
young man, many of our readers would at 
once become convinced of the truth ol the 
above. This we are forbidden to do for 
the present. 
Terrible Sce&e at k Shipwreck. 
The ship Gossamer, bound from Lou- 
don to South Australia, with thirty passen- 
gers, besides her crew, was lost about the 
middle of December last on Prawle Point, 
on the coast of Devonshire, England. Capt. 
Thompson, the master, had only beeu mar- 
ried three weeks, and his young wife was 
on board. The Glasgow (Scotland) Her- 
ald gives the following account of the 
wreck : 
“The ship was beating down the channel, 
under the charge of the pilot, in the face 
of a strong wind and a heavy sea. The 
captain was in the cabin with his young 
wife, unsuspicious of danger, and the mate 
stood beside the pilot outlie deck. About 
noon the vessel appeared to be getting dan- 
gerously near the rugged coast of Devon- 
shire, but the pilot refused, to change her 
course, although the mate warned him of 
the risk which they were running. Shortly 
after this the pilot became convinced that 
he was ‘hugging the shore’ too closely, and 
gave orders to tack, bnt the order came too 
late. They were approaching the Prawle 
Point, round, which a heavy sea was sweep- 
ing. and the ship was found to be driving 
upon the rocks. The uproar which ensued 
brought up the captaiu in time to see his Hue 
vessel withiu an ace ot destruction. Two 
anchors were let go as quickly as possible, 
but they failed to take hold, and iu a minute 
more the Gossamer was beating upon the 
jagged rocks, about sixty yards from shore, 
with the sea breaking over her, and sweep- 
ing the decks from stem to stern, It w as an 
awful situation, and, to make matters worse 
no one on board seemed equal to the enter- 
gency. The captain could think of nothing 
but the peril of his young 'v ito, while the 
crew were seized with a panic, and numbers 
of them leaped overboard with a view of 
swimming ashore, but few mauaged to reach 
the laud. The captain threw oil’ most of 
his clothes, and was preparing to follow, iu 
the desperate attempt to savo his wife, when 
a powerful negro seaman, an ex cellent 
swimmer, offered to take Mrs. Thompson 
along with him, but the offer was refused, 
and the next moment a heavy sea tore the 
wife from her husband’s units and swept 
her overboard. Capt. Thompson instantly 
jumped into the sea utter bis wife, but the 
attempt to save her was in vain, and both 
perished within a lew yards of each other. 
Meanwhile the officers of the Coastguard 
had been watching the course of the Gossa- 
mer aud felt almost certain that she was run- 
ning upon destruction. Jti these circum- 
stances they got their rocket apparatus in 
readiness even before the vessel was driven 
upon the rocks, aud the result was that they 
were close at hand almost as soon as the 
catastrophe took place. They could uot 
prevent the panic on board nor tbe sail 
events which followed, but they succeeded 
in saving the remainder of tbe crew aud 
passengers, to the number of seventeen per- 
sons ; aud it is affirmed that all might ha\ e 
been saved under a better system ut man- 
agement on board. As it turned out, thir- 
teen persons were drowned, including the 
captain and bis wife ; and that loss of life 
is all the more deplorable when it is con- 
sidered that the wreck took place within 
sixty yards of dry land, and with deliverj 
ance at baud almost as soon as it was re- 
quired.” 
An Indian Wau. The following story is 
told of an Indian cnmpaigu : 
A colonel enlisted a thousand men. He ob- 
tained from the government of the United 
States a thousand horses. He obtained excel- 
lent aud abundant arms. He loaded his amide 
train with commissary stores which cost, the 
the government six million dollars. He went 
upon his expedition; he returned; lie made his 
report. He reported that he had lost all his 
horses; that he had lost all his wagons ; that he 
had expended all his ammunition; that he had 
eaten up all his his provisions; and that lie had 
killed one Indian. A rider who was employed 
by the Overland Express Company, whose soul 
was llred with martial ardor, when lie came in- 
to the settlement reported that the colonel lied 
—under a mistake, we suppose—for he himself 
killed that one Indian. The war between this 
express rider aud the valiant colonel waxed 
warm, uutil some hunters in the neighborhood 
came to hear of It, aud brought this contest to 
un end by declaring that they knew the Indian 
to be still alive. 
Lime Uiit.vi in Camden. The following 
statement from the Free Press, shows the 
number of casks of lime made iu Camden dur- 
ing the year 1808, aud by whom made. 
Curleton, Norwood S. Co. 41,WO 
Merriarn i Shepard 27,300 
Cole, Richards i Co. 21,400 
U. F. Uurgess 15.000 
Simonton & Cleveland 10,000 
A .Martin & Son 10,000 
Granville Carleton ;i.400 
134,290 
Scto Mbulisemcnts. 
The Great Novelty ! 
T1*K ILLl nniTEU 
Western World 
PRINTED IN OIL COLORS [ 
A MARVEL OF BEAUTY AM) CHEAPNESS! 
CONTAINS THE SI'PERU ROMANCE 
THE FIGURE EIGHT. 
By the Author of the “Dead Letter.” 
THE CLOUD ON THE HEART. 
By the ever popular A. S. ROE. 
Also, Complete Stories, Graphic Sketches, Poetry, &c. 
Kach number, beside* other illustrations, contains a 
SPLENDID CARTOON, in Oil Colors, well worthy or' framirig. 
TERRS :—$3 per Tear (li Yumbers 
For sale by all News dealers. Sample copies sent fn <■ 
FRENCH & WHEAT, H” Nassau St., N. Y. 
GEO. If. ItEEIl A ( 0. 9 
PATENTED OCT. 17, 1806. 
I lie.se Dyes offer the simplest and most useful means of 
Dyeing Household Apparel presented lo the public.— lliey embrace every shade ami can be used with certain- 
ty ot satisfaction. Inquire at the Druggists tor 
Liquid IIy«»», take no other kind. 
GEO. 11. REED & CO., Manufacturers, Boston Lse Reed'ii ( lieniic.il Mpon^e mucking*, the 
beat Dressing and Blacking for Ladies’and Children's 
Shoes. R.ibbers, &c. 
AGENTS WANTED FOR 
Secrets of the 
Great City. 
A Work descriptive of the VIRTUK9, and the 
VIC’«9, the MT9TERIEN. MI9EIIII> 
and CRIMES of Yew York City 
If you wish to know how Fortunes are made ami lo.-t in a day; how Shrewd Men an1 ruined in Wall Street; 
how Countrymen are Swindled by Sharpers ; how .Minis- 
ters and Merchants are Blackmailed; How Dance Halls 
it Concert Saloons are Managed; how Gambling Houses 
tk Lotteries are conducted; how Stock & Oil Companies 
Originate and how the Bubbles Burst, read this work. 
It contains over 30 fine Engravings, tells all about tl.e 
MysterieB and Crimes of New York, and Is the Spiciest and Cheapest work of the kind published. 
Only $2.50 Pit Copy. 
49~Send for Circulars nud sec our terms, and a full de- 
scription of the work. Address JONES BROTHERS & 
LO., Philadelphia, l'a. 
f 1 a YTfUWlimT —Inferior works of a similar char- ts im 9 M J IFInI • acter ftre being circulated. See that { the books you buy coutain over 30 i 
HR* engravings and pell at $2.30 per copy. | 
Beta 
AGENTS WANTED EOIl THE 
SIGHTS AND SECRETS 
OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL 
A work descriptive of Washington City; its high and 
low life; its magnificent public ecitices: its hidden mys- 
teries; its villain and corruptions; the inside workings 
of the Government; and showing how money is squander- 
ed; how public servants perform their trusts; how rings 
arefmanaged; how officials are black mailed ;jhow counter- 
feiting is carried on; and all about female lobby mem- 
bers, lady clerks, &c., &c. It is finely illustrated; is in- 
valuable to every one interested in discovering what is 
so carefully withheld from the people, and is the spicie-t, 
most absorbing, and cheapest book of the day. *a^Send 
for Circular', with terms, &c. Address UNITED 
STATES PUBLISHING CO., 411 Broome Street, New 
York City. 
FIFTY YEARS OF FIDELITY! 
Oldest & Livest Democratic Paper South. 
MOBILE WEEKLY REGISTER 
JOH\ FORSYTH, Editor. 
12 Large pages Weekly, Full of Politics, News, Agricul- 
ture, Literature, Poetry, &c. The Agricultural Paper of 
the South. Hon. C. C. Langdon, the well-known editor 
and practical farmer, conducts this department. Only 
$5.00 to January, 1870, and $1,25 lor three months. 
TRY' IT A (H ARTER YEAR, 
Address “REGISTER,” Mobile, Ala. 
Every wide-awake Democrat and every intelligent 
Farmer should take oxk standard Southern Political aud 
Agricultural Newspaper. 
AO EXT.s» WAX'TER FOR 
H0W TO MAKi THE FARM PAY. 
How the Fainter may double the value of his land; 
make three times ns much out of stock; and how all the 
profits of the farm can be more than doubled. Farmers, 
farmers’ sons, experienced book agents and others, want- 
ed to take agencies in every community. Commissions 
4>ioo to .*j*£ f»0 per month, according to ability and 
energy. Circulars g:\ ing full description sent free. Ad- 
dress 7.EIGLKK, Mi’CUR DA & CO., Phila.. Pa.; Cin- 
cinna'ijO.: Chicago, 111.; SI, Louis, Mo. 
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE 
OFFICIAL 
&1IHTOESV OF THF WAR, 
Its Causes. Character, Comhict & Results 
HON. A, H. STEPHENS. 
Its ready sale, combined with an increased commission, 
make it the best subscription book ever published. 
Send for circulars and see our terms and a full descrip- 
tion of the work. Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING 
CO., Philadelphia, Pa., or Cincinnati, Ohio. 
i mi wi woa. 
IMPORTANT! 
INI'l CEMENTS TO AGENTS LARGER THAN 
EVER 
Saved bv clubbing together and buying COTTON CLOTH* 
DRESS GOODS, WOOLLEN GOODS, HOSIERY. 
BLANKETS, SHAWLS, &c., &c., together with 
BOOTS and SHOES, BOOKS, CUTLERY, SILVER— 
TI.A TED WARE, CASTORS, FANCY GOODS, &c., of 
EASTMAN & KENDALL, 
Gi Ifiauovei- Street. Holton. Mush., 
Lit Piised Wliohualf Atealers toy She 17. H- 
£*fil»pl»*ln*«l 1)401. 
Tlie goods sold by us are described in printed slips or 
checks, which are sent to any address a the rate of ten 
cents each, in clubs of ten, twenty, thirty, J\rty, sixty, 
one hundred, one hundred and jiffy, two hundred, <y\— 
Tor a dollar the receiver can buythe article described in 
the check, or exchange it lor any oie of two or three 
hundred other articles in our circular. As u guarantee 
of the worth of every article sold by us, any article on our 
checks can be • •xolitinged for a White Bed Quilt or a 
Silver Tinted Revolving Table Castor, with Five Bottles. 
Read what the great paper of the Northwest, the Toledo 
Blade (Nashy’s paper), says ot us ;— 
“WJIAT \Vi: saw AT TUI. Hu;.—Curiosity led us, 
while recently in Boston, to visit the dollar establish- 
meut ot Messrs. Eastman & Kknuali.. Their trade; has become so immense tint they now occupy four stories 
ni the elegant block No, Gf> Hanover Street.* The name 
of this lirin has become as ‘familiar as household words’ 
throughout the Middle and We.-tern States, while as I 
prompt ami houorabh* business men they are endorsed 
by the b:--i firms it their own city. 1 heir Club system 
of selling goods has done more, \vc belieM-, during the 
past lew y ars to keep, duwi; the prices of domestic 
articles in every day use, than ull other influences com- 
bined. Most of their goods are manufactured expressly 
for them, as, lor instance, uthry made to their order 
in Midi eld, England, and imported in large quantities 
lor their dollar trade alone.” 
Yoh is (lie time to get signeri* and moim! in 
lTuI»«. lauiien specially n anted ax agenti. 
Tartial list of articles allowed as commission to any 
one sending in clubs ;— 
CLUB OF THIRTY. [$:»,.] ;q yards bleached or un- bleached Cotton cloth. Photograph Album, 1U0pictures, 
elegant Morocco Binding. Revolving oval band. Silver 
Tinted Table Castor, 5 bottles. Ladies’ Dress Tattern.— 
A Lady’s richly-ornamented Black Walnut Writing Desk. 
Fancy Cassirm re Tants Tattern. Large White all Linen 
Table Cover. White Lancaster Counterpane. ”0 yards Calico. Alhambra Bed Quilt. Ladies* Morocco Shopping 
Bag. Good Cottage Clock. 
CLUB OF SIXTY. I$G.] 1” vaids Bleached or Un- 
bleached Cotton Cloth. Fashionable Dress Tattern.— 
!-2 yards wool Cassimere for Tants and Vest Tattern. 
Fashionable woolen Shawl, While Marseilles Counter- 
pane. 1-ally’s Large Genuine Morocco Shopping Bag.— 
Lady’s Fashionable Cloak Tattern, Tail Good white 
woolen Blankets. Black Alpaca Dress Tattern. 4Jyards 
double width water-proof Cloaking. G yards Farmers’ 
good wool Frockiug. Rosewood Brass Alarm Clock.— 
Lady's Fur Mull*. Set Misses Furs .Mull'and Collar. 
CLUB OF ONE HUNDRED. ($10.] Go yards good 
Bleached or Unbleached Cotton Cloth, oue yard wide.-— 
Lady’s or Gent’s New Silver Hunting Case Watch.— 
Fashionable Thibet Dress Tattern. Elegant Black Alpac- 
:a Dress Tattern. One pair ot good white woolen Blan- 
kets, large size. Lady’s Fashionable Double woolen 
shawl. Two large, line. Bleached Linen Table Covers, 
with one dozen large sized Dinner Napkins to match.— 
-b yards Ilemp Carpeting. 7 1 :t yards tine Cassimerc lor 
mil. One dozen Ivory Handled Steel BJadcd Knifes and 
Forks.i One dozen Roger’s best Silver TJatcd Forks on 
white metal. Tortable Sewing and Embroidering Ma- 1 •him*. 7 l-*» drtiililr.un'dtli VV,il.>rnr..r«f I 
Set cl' Furs, M ull’nnd Collar. 
It is impossible to give a complete list of goods, but 
Agents desiring articles not named above, will please 
mention them, and we will accommodate them if possi- 
ble. II you have a club ready, or intend to raise one lor 
any other house, don't fail to send it to us, and at the 
same time ask for our .\cw Circular and Mammoth 
change List. Parties acting as agents lor other dollar 
houses in this city, will please send us their address, and 
that of a dozen or ^o ol the their male and lemale triends, 
as we can make it for their advantage to do .-o. Male 
and lemale agents wanted as usual. 
SEND MONEY IN REGISTERED LETTERS in 
every instance, ami we guarantee that it will come per- 
fectly safe. 
N. 1>. Our sale should not be classed with dollar jewel- 
ry sales and gilt enterprises, tfeud to us lor decision 
respecting our business by the Commissioner ot internal 
Revenue, dated Washington, Nov. t, l.sOS. If you want 
prompt returns tor your money, send your clubs to 
EASTMAN & KENDALL, 
M IS.jiuiverNf., Bo*tou, ItlaN*. 
Don’l Read the Above! 
ft ■ n p n 
iP 'i’p fty jj*$ 'tp /tp 'lip 
Ui *•-*» tdt'l ini 
50-ONLY FIFTY GENTS-50 
A year for a valuable eight page paper, S in* tier- 
chant'* .Tloailily," containing Article?, showing 
How to do Ru: im-.-s, Means of Success, Dealings ana 
Opentions, Sk<■ tche> of Business Life and Business Men, 
i Commercial Law, Political Economy; Business Intelli- 
gence al-o. Interesting .stories, Poetry. Essays on Social 
Lib- and Manners, Anecdotes, Miscellany, &e. Only Fifty ( cuts a year. ( kibs of'Seven, $:j; Twelve, $5. For 
1 * u names and $5 w w ill send The Crittenden ( dmmer- 
eiat Arithnu ti <f Fn si ness Manual. Price $E5U. Ad- 
dress .S. II. Fin r r!;\* 1 > 1.n A ('<> b:>,7 Chest,n;f St., Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 
r/AK's L, AGENTS, male anil female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPKOY- 
E D COM Mo N Si;N S1; F A MIRY S E W1 N G M At III \>E. 
This machine w ill stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind 
braid and embroider in a most superior manner Price 
only $us. Fully warranted for five jears. We will pay $ltoo tor any machine that will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the 
“Elastic Lock .Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tear- 
ing it. We pay Agents from $75 to $*>00 per month and 
expenses, or a commission from which twice that amount 
can be made. Address 8EU0MB & ('()., Pittshukg, 
1*a., Boston, Mass, or Sr. Louis, Mo. 
dilution.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under the 
same name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and really practical machine manufactured. 
I 
Honey. UljcrrlM, Killer Flower, Jioi|uet 
unil Palm. 
In Quality, Style and l'erlume warranto,! equal lo the Rnglish and sold fully 50 per cent, cheaper, which nc- 
sounts for the great tailing off in tile demand fur the 
foreign eoups, and the unprecedented success ol the 
An.erir.iw Company Toilet Noapa. nmv .old 
[•vervw In n* in the United States. 
lit Keoiic, iuii Huu.'fii Mauf an 
Philadelphia and New York. 
THE PATENT MAGifi COMB 
W 111 color gray hair a permanent black or brown. Sold 
t Very where. Sent by mail for $1,23. 
Address WM. PATTOH Treasurer, 
Magic Comb Company* Springfield. Mass. 
TO IADIENI-DR. VASSEUR’S rer 
-A_ EIIIE8, certain, harmless, agreeable; warranted 
never to fail. No, l—a Sure Ffentative; No. 2—For 
Removing Monthly Obstructions. Circulars free. Ad- 
dress I*. O. Box IMS. Philadelphia. 
DEAFNESS, CATARRH, SCROFULA. 
ALAD\ who had suffered for years from Deafness, Catarrh and Scrofula, was cured by a simple rem- 
edy. Her sympathy and gratitude prompts her to send the receipts free of charge to any one similarly afflicted. Address Mr. M. C. L., lloboken, N. J. 
ERRING BUT NOBLE.—Self-help for Young Men, who having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent 
in scaled letter envelopes, free ot charge. If benofitted 
return the postage. Address PHILAN'TIIROS, Box I*, Philadelphia, Pa. 
WANTED--AGENTS JESTAS! 
Knitting: Machine. Price $23. The simplest, cheapest and best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to 
Agents. Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE 
CO., Boston, Blass., or St;. Louis, Mo. 
Agents Wanted 
IT^OH A NEW WORK just issued. Most highly com- in ended by the BEST SCHOLARS and ABLEST 
LITERARY JOURNALS in our country. Those want- 
ing employment and possessing intelligence and persever- 
ance, will find in the agency a uselul and lucrative busi- 
ness. Please send for our Descriptive Circular which gives full particulars of the work and our terms to Agents. Address S. S, SCRANTON & CO., Hartford, Ct. 
A CE1IT8 for our now book of 1,000 
XA. pages, profusely illustrated with elegant Engrav- 
ings, Maps, &e. 
The People'! Edition of CJ rn T) A TTT 
the Ufe and Epiatleo olk5l. JL U JLl 
by Rev. Messrs. Conybkare & Howsox. A vivid pic- 
ture of the times of the great Apostle. Warmly com 
mended by clergymen of all denominations. Superior to 
the English edition, and sold at one-third its price. Notes 
and references in the English language. Commissions to 
Agents larger than ever before offered. Circulars free to 
all. Address the Publishers, R. \\\ BLISS & CO.. Hart- 
ford, Conn., and Toledo, Ohio. 
Agents, farmers, gardeners and fruit GROWERS.—Send f< r particulars of “Best’s Im- 
proved Fruit Tree and Vine Iuvigorator and Insect 
Destroyer.'’ Samples to test will be forwarded to any 
part of the United States and perfect satisfaction guaran- teed. Good Agents are wanted in every Countv in the 
United States. Address J. AHEAKN, 63 Second Street, 
Baltimore, Md. 
\ * EITERPRISISG AGEUT in each XA. county in the U. S., to sell a few valuable patent 
articles needed in every lamily. A merchant who can 
devote a few hundred dollars capital and a portion of his 
own or clerk’s time to the business preferred. An Agent 
will have absolute control of our goods in his countv for 
16 years, and they will give him business paying from 
$500 to $1,500 clear profits annually. 
Catalogues and terms sent free. Address L, P, WOR- 
KALL & CO., No. 165 Cluutibera St., N. Y. City. 
MEDICAL AX« HI RGICAL OITICE. 
Ho.'iO Eadicott Street, Bouton. 
Dl». W. F. PADELFORD gives exclusive attention to diseases of the genito urinary organs, and all dis- 
eases of a private nature, in both sexes. 
Dlt. PADELFORD has gained a great celebrity for the 
cure of the above (Useuses than any physician in America. 
IIis great success in those long standing and difficult 
cases, such as werefoimerly considered incurable, is suf- 
ficient to commend him to the public as worthy the ex- 
tensive patronage he haa received. 
It is deplorable to witness some of the cases that are 
presented to him, where the disease has been driven into 
the system by quacks, the abuse of Mercury and Copaiva, 
&c. to break out again in the form of spots and ulcers on 
the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats, 
and emaciation. 
Hardly a day passes but he has patients reeemmended 
to his care by physicians from the country, and fhk aud 
other ckie j, who hav e not the ipeaps of gaining sufficient 
experience to enable them to cure the worst of all dis- 
TO YOUNG MEN. 
Seminal Weakness, or Constitutional Debility brought 
on by secret habits indulged in by young men. This is 
one of the greatest evils that can' befai man. It begets 
Disease ot the Heart, Consumption^ Dyspepsia, Emaci- ation of the Frame, and finally ends in complete Idiocy. 
By causing a rush of blood to.the head,*it often termi- 
nates in Apoplexy. 
Persons suffering from NERVOUS DEBILITY, espe- 
cially those contemplating marriage, should lose no time 
in making immediate application. 
TO FEMALES. 
Dr. PADELFORD is admitted by the best medics 
talent of the country to have no equal in the treatment 
of Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence 
for physicians in regular practice to recommend patients 
to him for treatment when afflicted in his speciality. 
Ladies will receive the most scientific attention, both 
medically and surgically. Board, with old and experi- 
enced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to re- 
main in the city during treatment. 
French sales for sale, three lor $1. Order by mail. 
Patients who cannot apply in person may by letter. 
Medicines sent to ail parts of tin* country. 





FOR SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR 
THE PALE, FOR THE SICKLY, FOR 
THE AGED, FOR FEMALES ! 
Xit Bitters to Equal Them ! 
Sneer’s Standard Nine 
minus ? 
MAIlli OK 
U1YE, UKRBM AAD HOOTS ! 
STEER'S Celebrated WINE, so iuuch In use by physi- 
cians, put on 
PERUVIAN 11ARK, 
( A MO MI L E El. 0 WE It, 
S\Ah'E ROOT. 
WITH CHERRY PARE, 
c I NO Elly 
and such other Herbs and Roots an will in all cn..es assist 
digestion, and give 
TONE AND VIGOR TO 
THE YOUNG AND DI D, 
MALE AND FEMALE, 
All use it with wonderful success ; brings COLOR to 
the pale and white lips; Hlruna and Jteauty to the 
thin, wrinkled face, and careworn countenance. Cures 
Fever and gives appetite. Try them ; use none other.— 
Ask for .Speer’s Standard Titters. 
Sold by ITIH. O. 1*0011 & * OX. 
See that my signature is over the cork of each bottle, 
A. SPEER, 
4.1 Urodflnuy, Y. 1’., ami IhiMair, Y, J. 
Iy50 
ii:\rni ,v (.ORE'S 
«-«.i:4st: cm ron *T. 
‘‘Steam Refined" 
4 Y l> r t k i: Y O OTII |] Ik. 
l r :i > 
G-OLD, SILVER, 
('oin, Drafts ami Itomls. 
•fcs 
Nought and sold and highest price paid by 
,tf 
s. A HOWES & CO. 
I NISH KliM L.N wishing to pack In TorAland will timi it to their advantage to call on 
w. K. HAKUIMAN, 
Ilf I'.ud Long Wharf, 1‘Olt1 lan d, MI:. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
I^IIIS INSTITUTION is now prepared to receive De- posits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards ut the dunking Room, No. IS Main St. (Form, ly Tank of Com 
fierce Room.) 
Interest allowed on deposit* of Five Dollars and over. 
AS A FAUNCH C. evident 
John il. Oumov, Trtas. 
Teltadt. Aug. 17, ISOS. ii'.ii 
LAZARUS & MORRIS, 
Practical Opticians and Oculists, 
HARTFORD, CONN., 
Have appointed 
Mr. C. HERVEY. 
Jtweler and Watchmaker, 
HEAFAST. ME 
Sole Agent for the sale of their 
Celebrated Perfected 
Which have been extensively used in the New Eng- land States the past eight „*oars, and for which they claim the undermentioned advantages over those in ordinary 
use, the proot of which maybe seen in their constantly 
increasing business during a residence in Hartford ut 
eight years. 
1st. That lrom the pertect construction of the Louses, 
they assist and preserve the sight, rendering frequent changes unnecessary. 
■2d. 1 hat they confer a brilliancy and distinctness <>f 
vision, with an amount ot ease and comfort not hitherto 
enjoyed by spectacle wearers. 
Ml. That the material from which the Lenses are 
ground is manufactured especially for optic purposes, and is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become 
scratched. 
4th. That the frames in which they are set, win the 
gold, silver or steel, are of the finest quality and finish, and guaranteed pertect in every respect. They are the only spectacles THAT 
Preserve as well as Assist the Sight ! 
and are cheapest, because the best, always lasting many years without change being necessary. 
MST One of the Firm will visit at the .Store of their 
Agent every three months, for the purpose of fitting thsse having difficult sights, where any spectacles sold 
by their Agent during the interval will i.c exchanged free ot charge it not properly fitted. 
IV’ UV employ vo Peddlers 1 y t() 
NOTICE! 
ON AND Al l Kl: 
Tuesday, December 8th, 
tiii: stKami:is 
CART. HENR\ S. RICH, will make hut one trip per week during the winter, Leaving BELFAST v' rv 
TUESDAY, at o’clock, I\M. 
RETURNING—Will leave BOSTON ever' FRIDAY f 
5 o’clock, P. M. 
GEO. G. WELLS. Belfast, Dec 1, 1868. tf2u Ae, 
WHOA! WHOA! 
HOLD MY HORSE, or he will run away and 1 shall 
have to go to Frank Perkins & <_Vs, and get my carriage 
repaired for they manufacture and repair carriages and 
sleighs in as good style.as any other linn in this vicinity 
! and they keep constantly on hand carriages and sleighs i for sale at the lowest rates. Call and see before purehas- 
ing elsewhere. 
Shop on Washingfun Street, 
; 6m2l Rear of Woods & Conan ts Store, j 
BELFAST CITY BOYDS! 
Loan for Stock in the Belfast am Mooseliead Lake Railroad. Bonds run 30 years, w.t.h interest at 0 per 
j cent, payable semi-annually. Now offered tor sale. The 
bonds are in amount from $100 to $1UOO and upwards. It I is considered the best investment now offering. 
TIMOTHY THORNDIKE, City Treasurer. 
; Belfast, Sept. 3. ISOS. tfS 
j PHTHISIC ! PHTHISIC! 
LEWIS7 MEDICATED 1NHA'_,AN r tor Phthisic, is j the only certain relief and probable cure ever of- j 
I fered to the public. Inhaled with the breath, it goes di j [ rectly to the Lungs and relaxes t ie contracted nerve or 
muscles which encircle the air tubes, and the patient 
! breathes free, easy and natural. Phthisic is brought on 
by so many different causes that it is impossible t./adjust 
anyone remedy as a cure for all persons thus nffii'-i. d. 
But mv Inhalant never tails to immediately r<- .< .ill 
cases of Phthisic irom whatever cause if may have been brought on ; it i< always safe and always reliable. 
Pric- ?ii cents. By mail $inn. Sold'at whole-M. and 
retail by S. A. Ilowts & Co., Belfast, Me. 
Orders from dealers in medicine, respectfully 'idled 
J. C. LEWIS, Propr'iff111 
Hff Bel la.: f, Me. 
j_ ! 
Dr. Sholes’ Eclectic Infirmary 
FOR THE 
| Speedy and iVrninm-iH Cni'c 
OF ALL 
CHRONIC DISEASES. 
Office, Yo. 141 Court *i <**•«•!. fiftMtoii, 
Dli. SHOLES does strictly an office business,and giws 
special attention to all Diseases ot the sexual System, by 
his own improved method of treatment. Persons suffer- 
ing with diseases arising from “Secret Habit.” or other 
causes, will find it to their adv mtage to consult him. 
To Females.— Dr, Sholes has made all diseases pecu- 
liar to the lemale sox his particular study, ami to this' 
department of practice he will continue to'give especial 
attention. “His Lunar Mixture” for female a mav be 
used by all ladies with the certainty oi relief in ever} I 
case of unnatural stoppage. Strangers under his treatment, wishing in remain in ! 
the city will be furnished with good board and oompott nt 
nurses. July 17, !v 
CAUTION 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
Dll. HOW. Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 J.ndi- hott St., Boston, is consulted daily lbr all diseas- I 
es incident to the female system. Prolapsus uteri or 1 
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Aibus, Suppression and | other menstrual derangements, are aU treated on new i 
pathological principles, and speedy relitff guaranteed in a 
very tew days. So inviriahlv c-i-min n.n- .i 
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it mid the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health. 
I * r' 110 ‘‘oubf bad greater experience in the cure ol diseases ot women than any other physician m 
I Boston. 
I Boarding accommodations for patients who ma wi-u I to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment, 
; l)r, Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole alien 
I tlon to an office practice for the cure of i\ lie I>■- and I1 emale Complaint-, acknowledges >n> superior ;n tin ! United States. 
| N. B.— All letters must contain on< dollar, .»r t •.» in 
; nut be answered. 
i Office hours from b A. u. to i\ m. 
Boston, July hsrx. ;} 
rP° rBK LADIES. —The celebrated 1)K. f.. D1X 
.1 particularly invites all Ladies who need a Mn/ir„l >>r 
Surgical adviser, to call at his Kooms, \t\ Eudieott Si., Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged h.r their special accommodation. 
I>H. DIX having devoted over twenty years to thi- particular branch of the treatment ol all dis.'-a-i s peculiar to females, it is now conceded bv all (both in this eoim- 
try and Europe,) that he excels all other know:, pra- ti. toners In the safe, speedy and effectual treatment id al> 
female complaints. 
His medicines are prepared with the expie.-s purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un- natural suppressions, enlargements ..l Mm womb, also al! 
discharges which flow from a morbid stale.! tin bi.uid. l’he Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in It. p. rulu.r style, both medically and surgically, all di.-ea-.es ot tin 
female sex, and they an* respectfully invit. «1 to call :.i 
.Xn. £9 Ra«]i«-ott Street. lliNtuu. 
Ail letters requiring advice must contain one didlarto 
nsurean answer. 
Boston, Jan 1, i4s<;<i iyr 
Boston and Penobsocl River 
mi:u< -i i \nts' 1.1 n i 
The Steaii,ship 'Ji 'f S fci 2L. Si'S J «o. 
will leave 'low. Wharf, In, .... |j;, ! 
eor every flunx/ln v ■■ u •. 
ifeitnst, handy Point, liucksport and Winterport. Be- turning will leave \\ interporf every Momlav, at M., touching at tlie above ports. Freight tak. i, : m sonuble rates. 
*• H. I KM M» ^ ( O.. 4-«mkh. 
l4 
4«». •>'* tlnisi 
Belfast, Oct. 2rt. i,;tf 
TAIAj, 
WINDER GOODS. 
I am constantly receiving Goods oi the above description, and in- 
vite the public generally to call and examine. 
I shall pay my personal atten- tion to the cutting, and warrant 
ft II L, 
If. L. LOKO, 
MERCHANT TA/Lnil. 
No. 10 Williamson’s Block, 
W UK(4H Hr, 12 | 
1 
SiaAn nK f°RFKited nr dr. i„ dix, *aillns t0 Curc >n less time than any 
| other physician, more effectually and permanently, with | less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
j Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases ot the ifekin; Ulcers of the Nose, Ihroat and body; Pimnle< on 
! l'acc. Swelling ol the Joints; Nervousness; Con^titu- I tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the mor<- vanced, at ail ages, ot 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED, 
■m. jl. m\ s 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
il Emiicotl Street, Boston, 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear « ach otlicr. 
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is JTo. £1. hav- 
ing rio connection with his residence, consequently no family inteiruption, so th at on no account can anv person 
; hesitate applying at his ofllce. 
DR. Dl\ 
boldly asserts, ami it cannot be contradicted, except by 
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them- selves, to impose upon patient.-,) that he 
IS THE ONLY UKGl' I. A K <> K A Dl'ATK 1‘HYSK !.\N 
Al'YElt li-i.v.; in boston. 
SIXTEEN YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so well 
known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants Hotel 
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and nr- 
ticularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS 
To avoid and '-scape imposition ot foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous in Po-ton than in other large 
cities, * 
DR. DIX 
proudly refers to ProtV s-ois and respectable Physicians— 
many of whom consul, him in critical cases, beenuot his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
| so long experience, practice,and observation. 
AFFLP TED AND UNFORTUNATE, be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being’ deceived I by the lying boasts, misrepn-M ntations, lalse'promisi s and pretention- of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know little of the nature and character of Special 
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forced 
Diplomas nt Institutions or < ’ollegt s, which never existed 
in any part ot the world oifi i\-*>hibit Diplomas ot Hu 
Dead, how obtained, unknown, nut only assuming and 
ads ertising in names ot those ins rted in the diploma- but 10 further their imposition a--um mime- of other •<•! 
ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither In deceived 
QUACK NOSTRI M MAKE11 >, 
through ful.-e certificates ami references, a.ml recommend- 
ations ol tla-ir medicines 1>>i tie' d>nd, who cannot e.xposr 
or contradict them: or who, besides, to lurther thei; im- 
positions. copy from medical books, much that is written 
ot the qualit u s ami ctf els ol different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same to their Bill-, Extracts, .Specific- &c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercurv. because 
of the ancient boli.-i of its “curing everything’ but now 
known to "kilt more than is cured," and :1c .■ nut 
killed, constitutionally injured for life. 
IliNOUANCK OF QUACK DOCTuKS \\D 
NOS I BUM MAE IMIS. 
I hrough the iunorance ot the Quack Doctor, knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mr.m rnv, and give* it to all his patients, in Fills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts 
specific, Antidote, &e., both relying upon its effect in 
curing a low- in .1 hundred, if is trumpeted ir. varum- 
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is sai.i of 
the balance, c-onir ;>i whom die, others grow worse and 
are left to linger ami sutler for months or years, until re- lieved or cured, if posssihle, by competent physicians. 
BUT ALE QUACKS AKE NOT REVO KANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known t,. 
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, >et. regardless ot the lito and health of ethers, there are’tho>c me ng them who even perjure them i\es, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their 
nostrums, so that the •usual fee" may be obtain, d fm 
professedly curing, or “tie- dollar," or fraction ot n. 
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many 
are Ueccived, also, and ,-p- ud large amounts lor \i eri- 
meuts with qimckt r\. 
DIE DIN'S 
charges ar '. a a moderate. Communication sacr- til\ 
confidential, and ml may h lv on him with the strictest 
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, con- dition or situation ot any o .* married or single. Medicines sent bv Mail and Expre-- to all parts ot the 
United States, 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to 
insure an answer. 
Address Du, I Dix, No. “1 Kmlicott St. Boston, Mas- Boston dan. 1 1st'." -l y r 
IDTrl. COOK'S 
i 
P l.N .. ears ago my little daughter came into nr. otliei 
-f sutler.ng intensely with tin- Tooth ache, a'ml tin plored relief. Creosote and oil Cloves, tlie usual reme dies, were suggested to mv mind, but these l judged were too harsh and unsafe lor In r tender years, fortu- uaiely a buttle ot this mixture wltieli I had prepared es- pecially for Neuralgic., Nervous Headache, He., was at hand, I saturated a piece of cotton amt inserted in the 
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, in 
-ESS THAW FIVE MINUTES, 
till pain was entirely removed. Since then 1 have pro- -vnmu it mi «|itiit a thousand oases, and in no instance 
excel m ulceration of the nerve, when relief was par- tially obtaiiu d -has it to im knowledge tailed t<> •• iv* almost £ 
I M M i ; I > l AT 1*: it ]•; ia i i-; b’. 
In soreness ot the gums or ague in the lace, it is uncx 1' And added t all tliis, its innocent effects on the 
->-lem. It will not injure an ii fant to swallow it hut 
on the contrary, it is ,u admiratde carminative. Incas- cs ot 
Neuralgia and Nervous Headache. 
ai’l ly to the parts affectrd with a sponge or rag. 
Ami now poor sufferer, with the most provoking ol ail pains poor human nature is iiahii to, try this remedv.and It you limi t experteuee immediate relict trom pa'in -il >' iier v ■ is not ulcerated -account mean imposter and 
’‘U;IV /'• on contrary, you get relict, manifest your gratitude io int- in telling tile fact to your .neighbor, ami 
your gratitude-to <>od, that lit* graciously created the Mrcuinstanees to m-\ < lop this splendid remedy. 
I ropareti solely by the accidental discoverer and pro- 
prietor, and lor stile by dealer~ in Medicine r\where. 
FA G. COOK, 
City Drug Store. Miami Mi; 
Ayer's Cathartic Pills, 
J V-r all tho p irposca of a Laxative; 
Medieino. 
I t.Tli:ip3 111) (Ml** 1 ,, 
iiu >o umv»T>ali 
fi-ivl l>y every lmd\ ,, 
a ealhartie. nui 'n a- i 
•• n> bt lmv ■.) unm-r-al 
!. adupifii into w-e, u 
‘‘v’erv< ountry and.am me- 
ad eia.-sr ■, a> this mil | 
but fllicirnt puryale. ,■ 
1‘ilf i'hc olivioti 1. a 
mi:i i', that il i. a hm.iv i. 
liable and far more ell--* 
tual remedy tl.a:. 
other. Those win-. 1, •. 
mcf. it, know that cured then; ; those who >,.• 
not know Liut. it Clues their neighbor.', and friend' and all know that what it does once it to.-s alw.u 
that it ni'ver tails through any fault or ncgh t’»f 
its composition.. We have thousands upon th u- uin<is oi certificat es of their remarkable cures ot rho 
following complaints, hut such cures are known m 
every neighborhood, and we need not publish tin n 
Adapted to all ages and conditions in all climate- 
outlining neither calomel or any deleterious dru_ 
they may lie taken with safety l>\ anybody. Thru 
1 routing preserves them ever fresh and male 
them pleasant to take, while, being purely vegetal h> 
no harm c:tn arise from their use ip any'uuamitv rhey operate hy their powerful influence on ; 
mtcnial viscera to purify the blood and stimumte d 
:nto healthy action — remove the obstructions of oh 
domach, bowels, liver, and other organs of dm 
!'"d.v> restoring tiieir irregular aelion to health and 
correcting, wherever they exist, sucli dm m meiits as are the tirst origin of diseasi. Minute directions are "given in the wrapper on 
cun,1-VinS wl.iM, ,!„ ,o 
1* or lnilj^<>«iiou, l.u, pl'KOOf .‘nil l»« of \ |i|,«>*■■,., !,..y sho.ildhn lakrii moderately to stimulato tin .... •" ‘i»'l restore its healthy tone ami action 
*or Liver Complaint anil its vanon’s toms, Billou. ll«-atlaeh<-, Nick llcailtulii- •launilli'o or 4a re<‘ii 
* ami Billon. tWcrx. tln v slioidV oicnmsly taken for each ease, to correct thedisea J,!‘j 
,'-'n tho obstructions which can-,, ii 
oneiniu 
On Bhi un,ati..i,, «out, Ciravol tilt IOI* of *»■«» II.,.,... ■> V * 
*5raEj»*?sars-is:.- 
howcls into hMltl?ve,ci'i,'1Ula,<1 l!lft st<'»>ach and 
and inv^,ra[!‘s'h,ya;‘t,::™? «■« 
I>lt. r V. .11 Eli X CO., Practical Chemists, 
I.OWEI.l,. M ISS., t N. 
lor °a)c '’y alPDntggists in Belfast, 
Panorama 
OF 
W ON 11 I ICS ! 
J AM overwhelmed! There is nothing, 
ancient or modern, to compare with it— 
nothing. 1 am overwhelmed with its vast 
power, its extensive range, and the count- 
less wonders which it panoramas before me. 
For four years the uninterrupted stream has 
continued to pour ill upon me, daily in- 
creasing in volume and power. Here comes 
aieitertrcunde. 1). Ay res of Fast Greens- 
boro, \ t., telling me of the cure of his 
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung 
Troubles and Catarrh, dy the POSIT- 
IVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS; and here comes one from N. 
Church, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, saying that 
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have 
cured a '.ild of Doafll8SS of six years 
duration. There is a letter from A. Idle- 
brook. i.l Matagorda, Texas, who rejoices 
that the POSITIVE AND NEGA- 
TIVE POWDERS uive cured his child 
0| Cholera Morbus, his with ol Chills 
and Fever ami Enlarged Spleen, and 
his neighbor of Neuralgia ; and there is 
one from .Mrs. M. Calvin, ol Dauby Four 
Cornel \ i.. informing me that the POS- 
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS haw cured her husband of Jaiin 
dice, mm i>i that unmanageable disease, 
Diabetes, her daughter n! Erysipelas, 
find her sell id Neuralgia, lu one case 
ii is a lady in Sacramento, Cal., who is 
'•'“■cl "I Catarrh by the POWDERS, 
•I.': uli,, .straight way iidnduisters them to 
u;1“'r' :>lul "cures uj> Spasms, Fevers, 
Measles, and fairly routs everything;” 
in another ease, as reported by Mrs. 1*. W. 
Williams, ot Waterville, Me., it is a lady 
whose, eyesight is restored from a state of 
Blindness •aused by a shock of Palsy 
two years beforO. Away off in Marysville, 
tub. Ihonsas H. Attkissou, who lias the 
Chills, bay- a box ot SPENCE’S POS- 
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS d a passing tin peddler, and though 
having ••no more confidence in them than 
so much dust," yet they “cure his chills like 
a charm ; and John \\ regiirr, trearor hy, at 
h.ast Walnut Hill, Ohio, has a great and 
unexpected wonder worked on 
him by the POWDERS they cure him 
of a Ruptui’0 of twenty-live years dura 
non. to .-ay nothing <.f hi- cured Rheu- 
matism. Prom the east, Mrs. N.S. Da- 
vis, of West Coruville, Me., reports tha 
the doctors declare that Mrs. Melvin l.iu- 
coln must die in three days, and 
thereupon she lakes the POWDERS, and 
four days is seated at tho break- 
las i table, with her family ; lrom the 
West. ( L. Child, of Decorah, Iowa, re- 
p i.ts that the box sent, to Mr. Moore put Iiiui on his .eot again, and the box 
sent to himself cured hi- wife of Kidney 
Complaint, and Id- -rand,-, n of Croup. On the one hand, NVlu.n S. Woods, of 
Swan City, Neb., shouts that the POW- 
DERS haw “liavo knocked his 
rheumatism higher than a kite 
mi the other, a neighbor of H. Webster, of 
Hast Pembroke, ,\. declares that ho 
will not take one hundred dollars for Ids 
hall box ot Powders, because with the oth- 
er halt he cured his Coilgll and Kidney 
Complaint <>l lour years standing. Seth 
Lobey, of 1 tumid ( ity. \\ is., has his hear- 
ing restored ; and .Jacob L. Sargent, of 
Plaiuview, Minn., ha- bis S01-6 lips of fifty years duration cured by a single 
the POSITIVES. Hut enough. Tile panorama is endless. The stream flows 
onward, a living, moving demonstration of 
'!"■ i"*■*' <-• ..I SPENCE'S POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE POWDERS, and their mission of mercy to humanity. 
t >aovr nouH.isn i, 
40 4BM:\ r 11; f so m i kk iois. a 
penetrating, deep-srureliitig, irresistible curative agent, .■'lauding alone, unrivalled, without an equal. TIi ■•' 
I'ositb » i: a A ii .u:<. 4Tn k i»oit 
■ Hti'iltc iii tlx- root tif iliocute; t they do no violence to tin1 .-y stern, causing no purging no vomiting, no nau-t a e narcotising. They aootlio iiiid cliai'Bii ami maguetix«. and steal into tin 
: oaiity, Hooding them witl current of new 
•.»tr< ana ot magnetism which 
fndinimt "t"**■ 'Kur ami elasticity to both body 
1 "'ii i»i I’onm iis »»»•*•!■ I *«. t»» niMMK They lnH ami imsli ill, inosi s,L., ple..s ami restless mind or the "MSI jKom/.rd body into Mil- sweet slumber ot childhood uni the Komi., sleet, it infancy, The, are all 
•;fu‘ i"..<'"ijlrpl!iiv hpasiii.- frump-, Cotivulmous, I Its .si \ Il.tt.cr and Colic. I lie. alia* Kever- "ill I u.Umimtiians acute ,.r chronic. Hie* cure lilieu- 
'ni!" '"ll'i 1 '•"«**'■• * “Pi-, ('roup, Diabetes, ami V ,"1 ",l' hull""- They put a veto on .!ttnl' |"0. sent cry, l.i.wcl Complaints. Nausea, Von, harm ana* N, ttraigia, .Sciatica, lie 1 oul'mi eaux, lleaihtelie, I "othaelie. Kuruchc, and i’aiits 
1 limls. they tore indigestion, llearlbnru MuirtMotnach and I", pepsia in every brill The* are 
a .. sti.v «nrm. in ali l'emalo Discuses 
]“ lUutiiM. s. I lioitsands at patients report them to the hr. nie.lit ... er used it, the above dis 
,r 11 »* 1,1 Scrofula, Kryaipclaa, .small 
aiat. 'Hi-tmi i‘nniii:iut ai»k 'll.il ! t!i\(. IMI >1,11 IKK The, 
K-.i e Hi.-Ill and flexibility to the palsied o'l 
para i;/, ,i "I" .lew 1 mil,. They open the vision "t 'he blind ainut.... They ipiuben and «-le« ■ ity the p a ,| rve, and the lost sense is re [ lore, thus ,MUSI lie Hie deal lo hear again, in ,1 bringing buck the .sense ,,i last. Smelt or ol Keeling. Thev ro..«e the vital coer-ie, „l Hu patient m typhoid and Ipirns I i,i and the prostration o| death speed v, ty t,. the \ igor and buuyuucv ot health 1 
. v«t; s; £& ii1 i;;; 
1 he iinatjlr iualrol of the I'osil.,.. un.l \egatlve 9 under, over <11,eases of all h.uds ,, underfill beyond all preredenf. 
" :.u adapted to ali ;i,ria, and hotti sexes, and to ei 
1 %** vt"1 "»'■»«• amie uitl. them. G» B2 ««*«.; IVB’* fiml ready sale 
J-1'- «!■' i". I'rmtf.l i* Mil- to Agrm.s ami Hiwieiam sen 
1- ;i ll |t! .tu:ilii)ii s ami direct ions accompany each Box. 
Special written dir.rtionn will 1-c sent tree, it a liri^f description ol the disfii-c is iiivcu. Circulars -cut free. 
iioMfiaid on re< (d|)t <»f |»ilc«* 
C BS<»\. i f B*o*. !koHil<>ri», i 1 
| 8 3 S , 
k I ££ «*w & •»* | 
t» EKi»\(»n, ** ,v 
»- .»• 
v,l;“ 1,1 u'» or o\rr, .-rut by mail, should be either hi the turn! ol I'o.-f (Mlii, Moin v (irders, or L>iiiltn on .Neu \ oi k o/’c/m t/h l< tt- should be registered. 
?2<>ii4>'» to us is tat our risli 
»mti, 
NO, 37! ST, MARKS PLACE 
Now Yoi-i*.. 
ill.! ••«**»* 
PROE. PAYTON Sl'ENCE, M. D., 
no% *ngiH f ill. 
For s.tlo also by Bruggis.s ^Sn- 
eraHy. If your I’mgglst has not 
the Powders, send your money at 
once to Proi Spence’s address, as 
given above, and the Powders will be tor warded to yon, postpaid, bv return mail. J 
ly<2 
